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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope 

1.1.1 This Transport Assessment (TA) describes the existing environment with regard to 
traffic and access and assesses the potential impacts of Dogger Bank Teesside 
Projects A & B. A full description of the development proposal is contained in 
Section 2 of this TA.  

1.1.2 Large scale offshore wind farm developments are relatively new, and technology is 
advancing rapidly to address the associated challenges.  Given the anticipated 
future changes in the design and availability of wind farm components and 
continual improvements in installation techniques, it is not feasible  to identify 
suppliers prior to the application and consequently land based facilities for the 
construction and servicing of the projects have not been identified. 

1.1.3 Such facilities will be provided or brought into operation by means of one or more 
planning applications or as port operations within permitted development rights 
under respective Planning Acts.  

1.1.4 Since offshore servicing facilities are as yet unidentified, this TA will be concerned 
with the traffic and access aspects of the onshore works only, examining the 
construction and operation phases of the projects.  

1.1.5 This TA will provide supporting evidence for an overarching Dogger Bank Teesside 
A & B Environmental Statement (ES) and will form part of the Development 
Consent Order (DCO) application.  

1.1.6 Traffic borne environmental effects (including noise, vibration, air quality and effects 
on tourism and recreation) are assessed separately within the ES in Chapters 23 
Tourism and Recreation, Chapters 28 Traffic and Access, Chapter 29 Noise 
and Chapter 30 Air Quality.  

1.1.7 Typically, a TA supporting a construction project of this magnitude is accompanied 
by a Construction Travel Plan (CTP) and Construction Traffic Management Plan 
(CTMP). These plans require contractor input to ensure control and enforcement 
measures are implementable. 

1.1.8 The unique character of wind farm developments outlined means that a 
construction contractor (and supply chain) will not be appointed prior to the 
determination of the DCO application.   

1.1.9 Therefore, it is proposed to defer the production of a Construction Traffic 
Management Plan/Construction Travel Plan until such time that a contractor is 
appointed and can inform the process.  For the purpose of the DCO application the 
TA will outline the key issues to be taken forward and addressed by these 
respective plans.  

1.2 Consultation 

1.2.1 To inform the TA a pre-application consultation process has been undertaken with 
the Planning Inspectorate (former Infrastructure Planning Commission, IPC), the 
local highway authority Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council (RCBC) and the 
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Highways Agency (HA) who are responsible for the Strategic Road Network (SRN). 
Table 1.1 provides a summary of the key consultation stages to date. 

Table 1.1 Summary of consultation stages   

Date Consultees Summary of issues 

May 2012 IPC 

Scoping Report –Preliminary Environmental Information 1 (PEI1) 
A report was submitted to the IPC and provided a preliminary overview of the 
project and the likely study area. 
 
Copies of the scoping report and response are available online at: 
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/yorkshire-and-the-
humber/dogger-bank-teesside/?ipcsection=folder 

February 
2013 

HA 

Transport specific scoping note 
In response to the issues raised by the HA in their response to the Scoping Report, 
a transport specific scoping note was submitted that sought to provide greater detail 
in regard to the likely project traffic demand. 
 
A copy of the scoping note and response from the HA are contained within 
Appendix A 

February 
2013 

RCBC 

Transport specific scoping note 
A transport specific scoping note was submitted to RCBC to provide them with 
details of the project and the expected quantum of traffic that would be generated 
by the project to inform the quantum of the assessment required. 
 
A copy of the scoping note and response from RCBC are contained within 
Appendix B 

March 2013 RCBC 

Transport specific scoping note 
A second scoping note was submitted to RCBC with details of the likely project 
traffic demand when distributed on the highway network and details on the 
proposed new access locations from the local highway network. 
 
A copy of the scoping note and response from RCBC are contained within 
Appendix C 

April 2013 HA 

Transport specific scoping note 
A second scoping note was submitted to the HA in response to issues raised by the 
HA following a review of the initial scoping note. The second scoping note sought to 
provide further details of the likely project traffic demand when distributed onto the 
highway network and the proposed scope for the TA. 
 
A copy of the scoping note are contained within Appendix D 

April 2013 HA 

Transport specific meeting 
A meeting was held with the HA to agree the scope of the TA and the key 
assumptions informing this.  
 
A copy of the meeting minutes are contained within Appendix E 

September 
2013  RCBC 

Response to PEI2 consultation 
The Transport Summary seems to cover all  the issues and looks acceptable  
Public Rights of Way impacts to be addressed as the project progresses 

September 
2013 
 

HA 

Response to PE12 consultation 
The Agency gave full agreement to the derivation, distribution and determination of 
likely trip impacts at the Strategic Road Network.  In addition the agency has 
accepted the Cumulative Traffic Impact and mitigation strategy is appropriate.  
 
Further evidence with respect to technical detail on employee car share, operation 
traffic impact, AIL routing and method for Horizontal Directional Drilling are provided 
within this report. 
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Date Consultees Summary of issues 

December 
2013 

HA 

Preliminary Environmental Information 3 (PEI3) 
Draft copies of the Transport Assessment and traffic and access chapter of the 
Environmental Statement were shared with the HA for comment. 
 
A copy of the response is contained within Appendix F 

December 
2013 

RCBC 

Preliminary Environmental Information 3 (PEI3) 
Draft copies of the Transport Assessment and traffic and access chapter of the 
Environmental Statement were shared with RCBC for comment. 
 
A copy of the response is contained within Appendix G 

December 
2013 

Kirkleatham 
Memorial Ltd. 

Preliminary Environmental Information 3 (PEI3) 
With regards to traffic and transport the Kirkleatham Memorial expressed concerns 
regarding the potential for mud/dirt to be tracked on to the highway by construction 
traffic.  

 
1.2.2 Table 1.2 provides a summary of the key issues that were raised during Scoping 

and provides details of where these issues are addressed.  

Table 1.2 Summary of key consultation issues  

Issue Summary of issues Document 
Reference 

Traffic demand 
and distribution 

Both the HA and RCBC have agreed that the methodology used to 
derive the traffic demand and distribute the traffic demand is 
acceptable. 

TA – Section 5 

Access 
The HA have raised no concerns regarding access. 
RCBC have confirmed that principle of the access locations is 
acceptable and that the TA should contain planning drawings. 

TA – Section 2 and 
Appendix H 

Horizontal 
Directional 
Drilling (HDD) 

The HA have raised concerns regarding HDD under the A1053 and 
advised that the works should be planned and undertaken in 
accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HA 
120/08. Section 2 confirms compliance with this direction.  

TA – Section 2 

Deliverables 

The HA have agreed that the planning application will include a TA 
and ES and that a construction travel plan and construction traffic 
management plan would be developed after determination following 
the appointment of a contractor.  

TA - Section 6 
provides an outline 
for the Construction 
Travel Plan and 
Construction Traffic 
Management Plan 
content. 

Junction 
modelling 

Both the HA and RCBC have not requested any junction modelling. TA – Section 6 

Highway Safety 
*The HA have confirmed that they are happy with the proposed 
methodology for assessing road safety impacts. 

TA – Section 6 

Cumulative 
Assessment 

The HA have confirmed that the list of cumulative projects is 
acceptable. 
*The HA have confirmed that the cumulative impact of Teesside C & 
D does not need to be considered as part of the Teesside A & B 
application. 

TA – Section 7 

Abnormal 
Indivisible Loads 
(AIL) 

* The HA have raised concerns regarding the movement of AILs and 
requested that a AIL study is undertaken by a specialist and that the 
scope of this study is first agreed with the HA and RCBC. 

TA – Section 6 

Mud/dirt on the 
highway 

The Kirkleatham Memorial expressed concerns regarding the 
potential for mud/dirt to be tracked on to the highway. 

TA – Section 6 

* Concurred by RCBC following distribution of minutes from meetings with the HA. 
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2 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B is Forewind’s second stage of the Dogger Bank 
development.   

2.1.2 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B will comprise two wind farms, each with a generating 
capacity of up to 1.2GW, and will connect to the existing National Grid Electricity 
Transmission (NGET) substation at Lackenby, in Teesside. Dogger Bank Teesside 
A & B will have a total generating capacity of up to 2.4GW. 

2.1.3 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B have been identified, however, for Dogger Bank 
Teesside C & D, further work will be required to identify these boundaries and will 
therefore be finalised following completion of this work. 

2.1.4 The onshore element of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B comprises all infrastructure 
landward of the Mean High Water Mark (MHWM) including:  

• Cable landfall and reception pits; 
  
• Transition bays; 

 
• Two buried onshore  High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) export cable 

systems, carrying power from the landfall to the onshore converter stations 
site; 

  
• The use of HDD under roads, foreshore, railway, watercourses, pipelines 

and potentially other cables;  
 

• Two onshore converter stations (one per project, which are co-located) with 
associated access roads, compounds, fencing, landscaping and drainage; 

  
• Two onshore High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) export cable 

systems, carrying power from the onshore converter stations site to the 
National Grid substation at Lackenby;  

 
• Connection bay within the existing National Grid substation containing 

isolation switchgear and electrical equipment for connection of the export 
cable systems to the transmission network;  

 
• Temporary works and laydown areas; 

 
• Permanent and temporary access roads; and 

 
• Service corridors, including telecommunications, water and connection to 

the local electricity network.  
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2.1.5 Figure 1 details the onshore elements, comprising an approximate 9km long cable 
route with landfall to the north of Marske-by-the-Sea.  From here, the HVDC cable 
systems will cross under the railway line and Redcar Road, head south to the 
A174, and then cross agricultural fields north of the village of Yearby, connecting 
with the converter stations site at the Wilton complex.  

2.1.6 The HVDC will be converted to HVAC at the converter stations sites and connected 
into the current Lackenby substation to the west of the A1053 via HVAC cables. 
HDD techniques will be used to cross significant obstacles such as watercourses, 
railway lines and major roads where trenching cannot be achieved. During HDD, 
tunnels are bored under the obstacles and the cables pulled through the underlying 
geology.  All HDD work under roads will be carried out in accordance with the 
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HA 120/08, “Guidance on the Trenchless 
Installation of Services Beneath Motorways and Trunk Roads”. 

2.1.7 A typical cross section of the proposed cable system is contained in Appendix H. 

2.1.8 Due to the nature of the ground conditions along the length of the cable route and 
the potential issues surrounding surface water run-off and groundwater, it is 
envisaged that a temporary haul road will be required for a significant portion of the 
cable route. The haul road will be in the region of 6m wide and would likely be 
constructed of unbound graded stone to a depth of approximately 350mm. 

2.2 Construction phasing scenarios 

2.2.1 The specific timing and phasing of construction of the two projects will be 
determined post consent and therefore a ‘Rochdale Envelope1’ approach has been 
undertaken for the application.  There are four key principles that form the basis of 
the Rochdale Envelope, relating to how the projects will be built.  These are: 

• The two projects may be constructed at the same time, or at different times; 
 

• If built at different times, either project could be built first; 
 

• If built at different times, the duration of the gap between the end of the first 
project being built, and the start of the second project being built may vary 
from overlapping, to up to five years; and 
 

• Partial installation of elements of the second project may be completed 
during the construction of the first project, e.g. through the use of ducts to 
provide conduits for a later cable installation. 

 

2.2.2 The four construction phasing scenarios for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B 
considered within the onshore assessment for traffic and access are therefore: 

1. Build A or Build B in isolation; 

                                                   
1 As described in Chapter 5 Project Description the term ‘Rochdale Envelope’ 
refers to case law (R.V. Rochdale MBC Ex Part C Tew 1999 “the Rochdale case”). 
The ‘Rochdale Envelope’ for a project outlines the realistic worst case scenario or 
option for each individual impact, so that it can be safely assumed that all lesser 
options will have less impact. 
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2. Build A & B concurrently; 
3. Build A, gap of up to 5 years, Build B (sequential); and 
4. Build A and install conduits for B, gap of up to 5 years, install cables for B in 

conduits. 
 

2.2.3 For scenario (i), either project is considered to have the same impact on traffic and 
access.  The concurrent scenario (ii) is considered to be the worst case traffic 
scenario, due to the doubling of construction traffic. 

2.2.4 As such, the onshore construction scenarios which define the traffic impact 
Rochdale Envelope for the projects are: 

1. Single project (A or B); and 
2. Two projects (A & B) – concurrent. 

 
2.2.5 These two scenarios have been utilised to derive the ‘Worst case definition’ for 

construction traffic demand outlined in Section 5.  

2.3 Study area 

2.3.1 The study area has been informed by an assessment of the most probable routes 
for traffic, for both the movement of materials and employees, during both 
construction and operational phases of the project, and has been agreed with the 
RCBC and the HA.. 

2.3.2 The study area is illustrated in Figure 2. 

2.4 Traffic and access strategy 

2.4.1 In direct response to the policy and guidance framework (outlined in Section 3) and 
stakeholder engagement (outlined in Section 1) a ‘Traffic and Access Strategy’ has 
been developed.  Recognising the need to manage the traffic impact the following 
embedded mitigation measures are promoted within the strategy: 

• Access to the development primarily from A or B roads, thereby minimising 
the impacts upon local communities and utilising the most suitable roads; 
 

• Access routes located close to the main A and B roads to reduce the 
impact upon local communities; 
 

• The use of a remote haul route to reduce trips upon the highway network to 
distribute materials as well as reducing the number of points of access on 
to the highway network; 
 

• The use of a haul route from the Wilton Complex under the A1053 (via an 
existing underpass) to the existing NGET substation at Lackenby substation 
to, where possible reduce traffic movements upon the B1380;  
 

• Primary compounds and the converter stations site are located away from 
sensitive receptors to reduce the traffic impact upon local communities; 
 

• The use of HDD for all (public highway) road and rail crossings to reduce 
the disruption to traffic from more conventional cut and cover techniques; 
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• The linear nature of the project  will allow for the even distribution of 
activities and associated daily HGV demand; and 
 

• The implementation of car-sharing amongst construction staff to reduce 
light commercial vehicle (LCV) traffic, to be formalised by a Construction 
Travel Plan once principal contractors are appointed. 
 

2.5 Access detail 

2.5.1 The location and type of access proposed for both the construction and operational 
phases of the project have been discussed and agreed in principle with RCBC. 

2.5.2 The details of the proposed access arrangements are summarised within Table 
2.1, and the proposed junction geometry including width, radii, and visibility are 
shown graphically in Appendix I drawing numbers 9W7902.20.SK001 – SK006 
and 9W7902.20.TR001 – TR0009, Figure 1 also graphically depicts the access 
locations in relation to the projects’ and the wider highway network. 

Table 2.1 Proposed access details   

Point of access Type of access  

Access 1 

A1085 Coast Road 

A new temporary priority junction 

Access 2 

Green Lane 

A new temporary priority junction 

Accesses 3 & 4 

A174 south of Redcar 

A new temporary channelising priority junction (restricted right turns) 

Accesses 5 

Grewgrass Lane 

A new temporary priority Junction  

Accesses 6 & 7 

B1269 

A new temporary priority Junction  

Access 8 & 9 

Wilton Complex 

Existing grade separated junction from A174 and existing A174/A1042/Wilton Complex 
roundabout.  These accesses will be used for operational access to the converter stations 
sites. 

Access 10 

B1380 High Street 

Existing highway access from B1380 High Street to the Lackenby substation for 
construction traffic.  This access will also be used for operational access to the substation. 

 

2.5.3 Further details of the form of accesses and mitigation are discussed in Section 6. 
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3 POLICY AND GUIDANCE 

3.1 Introduction  

3.1.1 This Section sets out the salient policy and guidance that has informed the 
development of the projects’ TA and identifies how the application has been 
shaped by this framework. 

3.2 National Planning Policy 

National Policy Statements 
 

3.2.1 The assessment of potential traffic and access impacts has been made with 
specific reference to the Government’s National Policy Statements (NPSs).  NPSs 
set out policies or circumstances that Ministers consider should be taken into 
account in decisions on Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP).  All six 
energy NPSs received designation by the Secretary of State for Energy and 
Climate Change on 19 July 2011.  Those relevant to Dogger Bank Teesside A & B 
are: 

• Overarching NPS for Energy (EN-1) (DECC 2011a);  
 

• NPS for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (EN-3) (DECC 2011b); and 
 

• NPS for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5) (DECC 2011c). 
 

3.2.2 The specific assessment requirements for traffic and access, as detailed in the 
NPSs, are summarised in Table 3.1, together with an indication of where each 
stipulation is addressed.  Where any part of the NPS has not been followed within 
the assessment an explanation as to why the requirement was not deemed 
relevant, or has been met in another manner, is provided. 

Table 3.1  NPS assessment requirements   

NPS Requirement NPS 
Reference 

TA Response 

If a project is likely to have significant transport 
implications, the applicant’s ES should include 
a transport assessment, using the 
NATA/WebTAG methodology stipulated in 
Department for Transport (DfT) guidance, or 
any successor to such methodology 

EN-1 Section 
5.13.3 

This TA has been produced in accordance 
with current DfT guidance and this is 
evidenced throughout this document.   

Where appropriate, the applicant should 
prepare a travel plan including demand 
management measures to mitigate transport 
impacts. The applicant should also provide 
details of proposed measures to improve 
access by public transport, walking and 
cycling, to reduce the need for parking 
associated with the proposal and to mitigate 
transport impacts 

EN-1 Section 
5.13.4 

Section 2 outlines the embedded mitigation 
measures for construction, such as car-
share and HGV controls. On appointment of 
principal contractors these measures will be 
formalised through the development of a 
Construction Travel Plan and Construction 
Traffic Management Plan. 
 
Section 5 details a small operational 
workforce which is below the DfT guidance 
whereby a workplace travel plan is required. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policy-statements-for-energy-infrastructure
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policy-statements-for-energy-infrastructure
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National Planning Policy Framework 
 

3.2.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012 and 
replaces Planning Policy Statements and Planning Policy Guidance Notes for 
guiding development in England.  It provides a framework for the preparation of 
Local Development Plans further to the implementation of the Government’s 
Localism Bill.      

3.2.4 Section 4 of the NPPF considers ‘Promoting Sustainable Transport’ and opens with 
the statement that ‘Transport policies have an important role to play in facilitating 
sustainable development but also in contributing to wider sustainability and health 
objectives’.  In respect of transport paragraph 32 of the NPPF states that: 

‘All developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be 
supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and 
decisions should take account of whether: 

 
• The opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up 

depending on the nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for 
major transport infrastructure; 
 

• Safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and 
 

• Improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost 
effectively limit the significant impacts of the development. Development 
should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the 
residual cumulative impacts of development are severe’. 
 

3.2.5 The NPPF has ‘set the tone’ for the development of the application TA and 
stakeholder engagement.  The TA response to local policy is outlined below. 

3.3 Local planning policy 

Redcar & Cleveland, Local Development Framework, Core Strategy, 
Development Plan Document, Adoption 
 

3.3.1 The RCBC Core Strategy was adopted on the 19 July 2007.  The Core Strategy 
sets out a spatial vision and aims for the Redcar and Cleveland Local Development 
Framework (LDF) and the strategic policies to help deliver that vision.  

3.3.2 The LDF comprises several Development Plan Documents (DPDs) which together 
set out the policies and proposals for the spatial planning of the Borough outside 
the North York Moors National Park for the period up to 2021.  

3.3.3 The Core Strategy set the context for the subsequent development of the third 
Redcar and Cleveland Local Transport Plan (discussed later in this Section) of 
particular relevance to this application and transport are the following policies: 

• Policy CS26 Managing Travel Demand, notes that development proposal 
will be supported that, improve transport choice, reduce the distance people 
need to travel, contribute towards a demand management strategy and 
encourage park and ride at public transport interchanges.  The policy notes 
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that the Council will support the implementation of Travel Plans to 
encourage sustainable transport. 
 

• Policy CS27 Improving Accessibility, focusses on improving accessibility 
within and beyond the Borough, focussing on improving bus and rail 
services, integration between various modes, improvements to the A66 and 
A174 road links to the A19 and beyond to the A1(M), measures to reduce 
congestion and enhancing freight access and interchange within Teesport.  
 

• Policy CS28 Sustainable Transport Networks, supports the development of 
pedestrian, cycling and equestrians networks including routes between 
urban and rural areas. 
 

3.3.4 Under the NPPF direction, local planning authorities are encouraged to move from 
a LDF approach under which several documents together form the Local 
Development Plan, to a Local Plan approach where all the relevant spatial and land 
use policies are combined within one document. 

3.3.5 In this context a Local Plan scoping document was published by RCBC in 
November 2012 which reviewed current LDF policies. The document concluded 
that the transport policies are consistent with the NPPF and therefore will be 
retained for the emerging Local Plan. 

3.3.6 The Draft Local Plan was agreed by Cabinet on 21 September 2013, and 
consulation closed during December 2013.  It is not clear what RCBC’s timetable is 
for adopting the final draft document. 

Tees Valley unlimited, Economic and Regeneration Statement of Ambition, 
2011 
 

3.3.7 In June 2010 the Coalition Government invited businesses and councils to come 
together to form Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) whose geography reflects 
the natural economic areas of England.  The subsequent white paper Local growth: 
realising every place’s potential (October 2010), sets out a diverse range of 
activities for LEPs effectively replacing the abolished Regional Development 
Agencies’ roles and responsibilities.  ‘Tees Valley unlimited’ are the Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) with a mandate to deliverer jobs and economic growth 
across the Tees Valley.  To help achieve these aims Tees Valley unlimited has 
developed a Statement of Ambition which sets out the vision for the Tees Valley for 
the next 15 years.  The Statement of Ambition has two key ambitions, namely: 

1. Drive the Transition to the High Value Low Carbon Economy; and 

2. Create a More Diversified and Inclusive Economy. 

3.3.8 The Statement of Ambition focusses on delivering the benefits of the joined up and 
connected polycentric city region as the drive for economic growth and prosperity, 
making the best use of the asset of each town and district.  Leading city region 
stakeholders have identified the following key challenges as being most important: 

• Improve the journey experience of transport users of urban, regional and 
local networks, including interfaces with national and international networks; 
 

• Improve the connectivity and access to labour markets of key business 
centres; and 
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• Deliver quantified reductions in greenhouse gas emissions within cities and 

regional networks, taking account of cross-network policy measures. 
 

Redcar and Cleveland, Local Transport Plan, 2011 – 2021, March 2011 
 

3.3.9 The Redcar and Cleveland third Local Transport Plan (LTP3) was adopted by 
RCBC in March 2011 and builds upon the  Core Strategy and the LEP Statement of 
Ambition by setting five main goals for city and regional networks, namely: 

• Reduce Carbon Emissions;  

• Support Economic Growth; 

• Promote Quality or Opportunity;  

• Contribute to better Safety, security and Health; and 

• Improve Quality of Life and Healthy Natural Environment. 

 
3.3.10 The following five policies have been identified as being critical in achieving the 

goals of the LTP3 and are considered to be of particular relevance to the 
application: 

• PEG2 - Manage the demand for travel, in particular during peak periods.  
The package of measures will include car parking restraint and 
enforcement; providing informed travel choices; considerate land use 
planning; 
 

• PEG3 - Make best use of the existing highway network, using the powers of 
the Traffic Management Act, under the control of the Traffic Manager; 
 

• PEG4 - Address localised congestion issues, in particular through the 
development of Workplace Travel Plans and through localised traffic 
management schemes; 
 

• PEG5 - Manage freight transport in the borough to provide reliability of 
journey times and minimise adverse environmental impacts; and 
 

• SSH1 – Improve Road Safety in the borough through a combination of 
education, encouragement, engineering and enforcement initiatives. 

 
3.3.11 The application acknowledges these five key policies through the development of a 

construction Traffic and Access Strategy that contains embedded traffic 
management measures to mitigate the projects’ traffic impact.  Further details are 
contained in Section 2.  

3.3.12 The LTP3 identifies traffic issues specific to the Tees Valley area and their 
influence on the development of the TA is discussed below:  

3.3.13 The LTP3 notes that: 

“Whilst the Tees Valley does not suffer from widespread traffic congestion to the 
same extent as some other city regions, there is congestion on localised sections of 
the local and trunk road networks. Congestion is evident on critical routes such as 
the A19-A66 interchange… and the A1053 access to Teesport and important local 
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arterial roads; this represents a significant threat both to local, but also regional and 
national economic priorities, and serve to reduce economic potential, especially at 
peak times” 
 

3.3.14 The TA study area incorporates A1053 Teesport access and the affected local 
roads and residual traffic demand is assessed during peak hours.  

3.3.15 Traffic congestion is compounded by the higher than regional and national reliance 
upon the private car for commuting in the Tees Valley area, the LTP3 notes that: 

“…car commuting accounts for a higher proportion of journeys to work in the Tees 
Valley than in the North East as a whole, which is in turn at higher levels than in the 
UK” 
 

3.3.16 With regards to employment and the distribution of employees of particular 
relevance to the application is the number of people employed locally to the Tees 
Valley area, the LTP3 notes that: 

“…approximately 90% of the Tees Valley’s workers live in the Tees Valley and that 
each centre is relatively self-contained, with high levels of trip making being 
confined within each district. More recent evidence from the Tees Valley TRIPS 
model, (which includes updated data from more recent surveys over the last 
decade), demonstrates that this high level of self-containment of trips in the Tees 
Valley remains, and specifically a strong degree of self-containment within the 
individual authority areas themselves” 
 

3.3.17 The local characteristics in employees demographic and mode choice have 
informed the distribution of traffic and development of transport solutions contained 
within the Transport Assessment. 

3.4 Other legislation and guidance 

Highways Act 1980 
 

3.4.1 The Highways Act 1980 is concerned with the management and operation of the 
road network in England and Wales.  It forms the instrument which gives powers to 
local authorities to license activities upon the public highway. 

3.4.2 The Highways Act, and amendments, consolidates several earlier pieces of 
legislation.  Many amendments relate to changes of highway authority, to include 
new unitary councils and National Parks.   

Traffic Management Act 2004 
 

3.4.3 The Traffic Management Act was introduced in 2004 to address congestion and 
disruption on the road network.  The Act places a duty on local traffic authorities to 
ensure the expeditious movement of traffic on their road network and those 
networks of surrounding authorities.  The Act gives authorities additional powers to 
better manage parking policies, moving traffic enforcement and the co-ordination of 
street works. 

Guidance on Transport Assessment 2007 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Highway_authority
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3.4.4 The Guidance on Transport Assessment (GTA) published by the Department for 
Transport in March 2007 provides guidance on the content and preparation of 
Transport Assessments. 

The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable Development 
 

3.4.5 The Department for Transport Circular 02/2013 entitled ‘The Strategic Road 
Network and the Delivery of Sustainable Development’ was published in 
September 2013 replacing circular 02/2007 ‘Planning and the Strategic Road 
Network’ and sets out the ways in which the HA will engage with communities and 
developers to deliver sustainable development and, thus economic growth, whilst 
safeguarding the primary function and purpose of the strategic road network 

3.4.6 One of the general principles of 02/2013 is that:  

“Where development proposals are consistent with an adopted Local Plan, the 
Highways Agency does not anticipate the need for engagement in a full 
assessment process at the planning application stage. In such circumstances, 
considerations will normally be limited to the agreement of the details of the 
transport solution, including any necessary mitigation measures, and to ensuring 
that the transport impacts are included in the overall environmental assessment 
provided to the local planning authority, rather than the principle of the 
development itself” 
 

3.4.7 The overarching aims of 02/2013 is to manage the impact of the developments 
through the initiatives that manage down the traffic impact of proposals to support 
the promotion of sustainable transport and the development of accessible sites, 
one of the key tools in achieving this will be the Travel Plan, 02/2013 notes that: 

 “The preparation and implementation of a robust travel plan that promotes use of 
sustainable transport modes… is an effective means of managing the impact of 
development on the road network, and reducing the need for major transport 
infrastructure.” 
 

3.4.8 It is noted once demand management measures have been implemented that:  

“Development proposals are likely to be acceptable if they can be accommodated 
within the existing capacity of a section (link or junction) of the strategic road 
network, or they do not increase demand for use of a section that is already 
operating at over-capacity levels, taking account of any travel plan, traffic 
management and/or capacity enhancement measures that may be agreed. 
However, development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds 
where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe” 
 

3.4.9 Under the heading of Environmental Impact 02/2013 notes that: 

“…developers must ensure all environmental implications associated with their 
proposals, are adequately assessed and reported so as to ensure that the 
mitigation of any impact is compliant with prevailing policies and standards. This 
requirement applies in respect of the environmental impacts arising from the 
temporary construction works and the permanent transport solution associated with 
the development, as well as the environmental impact of the existing trunk road 
upon the development itself”. 
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4 EXISTING TRANSPORT NETWORK 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Teesside is the given name for a group of towns situated in the north east of 
England.  Teesside incorporates the towns Middlesbrough, Stockton-On-Tees, 
Thornaby, Billingham, Cleveland, Redcar and other smaller settlements near the 
River Tees. 

4.1.2 Teesside is located on the eastern coast of the UK.  Access to the wider strategic 
highway network is predominantly via the A66 and A19 dual carriageways, which 
link to the A1(M).  The A1(M) provides access to the key north south corridor 
passing close to Newcastle upon Tyne and Leeds.  The A1(M) also provide access 
to the east west transport corridor of the M62. 

4.1.3 Within the identified study area there are two highway authorities, the HA and 
RCBC.  The HA are an executive agency of the Department for Transport (DfT) and 
are responsible for managing the SRN on behalf of the Secretary of State for 
transport. RCBC are the local highway authority (LHA) and are responsible for 
managing local highway network within the Borough. 

4.1.4 Teesside is bounded by the North Sea (to the east) and the North York Moors 
National Park (to the south), the river Tees reduces links to the north, therefore the 
majority of inward traffic to the area routes from the west.   

4.1.5 Figure 3 depicts the local and wider highway network and provides a graphical 
reference for this assessment. The main link roads considered within this 
assessment are described below. 

4.2 Strategic Road Network 

A1053 – Greystone Road 
 

4.2.1 The A1053 links the A66 to the north with the A174 to the south.  The road is of 
dual carriageway classification and subject to the national speed limit. 

A174 
 

4.2.2 The A174 from its junction with the A1053 heading west is a dual carriageway. The 
A174 connects to the A19 where it then connects to the wider (national) highway 
network. 

4.3 Local highway network 

A66 
 

4.3.1 The A66 is the main west to east traffic route connecting Teesside with Workington 
on the west coast.  The A66 (M) links with the A1 (M) and travels eastwards 
passing Darlington to the north and through the centre of Middlesbrough.  The A66 
terminates at A1053 / A1085 roundabout. 

4.3.2 The A66 is a high speed dual carriageway with two lanes in each direction. 
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A174 
 

4.3.3 From the A1053 heading east the A174 becomes adopted highway under the 
jurisdiction of the RCBC and bounds Redcar to the south continuing toward the 
junction (roundabout) with the B1269 (Redcar Lane).  Heading east the A174 
becomes a single carriageway following the coast towards Whitby. 

A1085 – Coast Road 
 

4.3.4 The A1085 begins at the junction with the A66 and A1053 and bounds Redcar to 
the north.  The road follows the coast around to the junction with the A174 
roundabout. 

4.3.5 The A1085 is a mixture of both two lane dual carriageway and two lane single 
carriageway construction between the junction of A66 / A1053 and upon entering 
the Redcar urban area.  At this point the character of the road changes from a 
modern dual carriageway to a single carriageway into an urban built up area 
passing sensitive receptors such as residential houses, shops and Redcar and 
Cleveland College.  The road continues along the coast as the A1085 Coast Road 
routing through Marske-by-the-Sea where it terminates at the roundabout with 
A174. 

A1042 – Kirkleatham Lane 
 

4.3.6 The A1042 runs from the junction with the A174 and Wilton Complex north towards 
the A1085 to the north of Redcar. 

4.3.7 The A1042 is a modern single carriageway road with on road cycle lanes in each 
direction.  The road is street lit and subject to a 40mph speed limit with no frontage 
development.  From its junction with Staintondale Avenue and Waveney Road the 
character of the road changes from a modern single carriageway to a single 
carriageway within an urban built up environment.  

4.3.8 From its junction with Staintondale Avenue the A1042 passes many sensitive 
receptors such as a school, residential properties. This section of the road is also 
street lit and subject to a 30mph speed limit. 

Redcar Road 
 

4.3.9 Redcar Road is a modern 30mph single carriageway road that connects from 
Redcar Lane linking off the A174.  Redcar Road connects Redcar with Marske-by-
the-Sea passing residential properties, education facilities and Marske-by-the-Sea 
town centre.  The road then terminates with its junction with the A1085 Coast Road. 

Grewgrass Lane 
 

4.3.10 From its junction with the A174 roundabout Grewgrass Lane routes to the south 
into the village of New Marske.  The road is a modern rural single carriageway 
subject to a 7.5t lorry weight restriction and National Speed limits.  Access to New 
Marske is achieved via the crossroads with Longbeck Lane. 
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B1269 - Fishponds Road 
 

4.3.11 Fishponds Road originates from its roundabout junction with the A174 and routes 
south to the hamlet of Yearby.  The road is a modern single carriageway road 
subject to National Speed limits until it reaches the outskirts of Yearby where it 
changes to 40mph then 30mph limits. 

4.4 Traffic data 

4.4.1 Existing traffic flow data for all the key roads within the study area has been 
captured from a number of sources, namely: 

• Traffic count data from the DfT for classified Annual Average Daily flows; 
and 
 

• Commissioned Automatic Traffic Counts undertaken between the 31 
January 2013 and 06 February 2013. 
 

4.4.2 Appendix H shows the traffic flows (including the HGV component) for all the links 
within the study area along with the source of the traffic count data.   

4.4.3 Data from the Automatic Traffic Counts has been assessed to identify the network 
peak hours as 08:00 – 09:00 and 16:00 – 17:00. 

4.5 Sustainable transport 

4.5.1 At the heart of the NPPF is a “presumption in favour of sustainable development”, 
in this context the following section of the report considers the sustainable transport 
options available within the study area and the destinations that are accessible by 
such modes. 

4.5.2 Information detailed in this report on public transport services is as captured in 
November 2012 and hence details the level of service that is operating during the 
period when this report was drafted. 

4.5.3 For construction employees wishing to access the onshore construction works by 
non-car modes (walking, cycling, bus and rail) it is necessary to consider where 
along the cable route employees will start and finish their day. 

4.5.4 Employees will sign in and out at one of the primary site compounds at the start 
and end of the day before walking or being driven (in a works vehicle) to the 
appropriate work front.  The two primary site compounds will be located within the 
Wilton Complex and off the A174 between Redcar and Marske-by-the-Sea and 
therefore form the destination for the accessibility study. 

4.5.5 The primary site compounds are located remote from residential areas and close to 
main ‘A’ roads, to reduce noise and light pollution to residents and utilise the most 
appropriate roads for construction traffic, this however represents potential 
compromises for sustainable travel.   
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Walking 
 

4.5.6 The Chartered Institute of Highways and Transportation (CIHT) document entitled 
‘Guidelines for Providing for Journeys on foot’, considers 2km as a ‘preferred 
maximum’ distance for commuting. 

4.5.7 Figure 4 details walk distance isochrones 2km measured from the primary 
compounds. 

4.5.8 The A174 compound can be accessed by two public rights of way that link to 
Redcar, Marske-by-the-Sea and New Marske.  Within 2km walking distance of the 
A174 compound is the south east of Redcar and the east of Marske-by-the-Sea. 

4.5.9 The Wilton compound can be accessed by a footway which links to a shared use 
footway cycle way adjacent to the A174.  The scale of the Wilton Complex means 
that only the small settlement of Lazenby is within walking distance of the Wilton 
compound. 

Cycling 
 

4.5.10 The CIHT guidance ‘Cycle Friendly Infrastructure, Guidelines for Planning and 
Design’ states that three quarters of journeys by all modes are less than five miles 
(8km) and that this distance can be cycled comfortably by a fit person.  It is 
concluded therefore that 8km represents a maximum realistic range for cycling 
trips.  Figure 5 details a cycling distance isochrones of 8km as defined by the CIHT 
and the cycle routes within this area. 

4.5.11 It is observed from Figure 5 that cycling is accessible for travel to the A174 
compound from Redcar and Marske areas as well as the western extents of 
Middlesbrough.   

4.5.12 Cycling is also accessible for travel to the Wilton compound from Redcar, Marske 
and a large area of Middlesbrough via National Cycle Route 1.  

Bus 
 

4.5.13 Figure 6 shows the location of bus stops in relation to the two primary site 
compounds. The closest bus stop to the A174 compound is off Redcar Road whilst 
the closest bus stop to the Wilton compound is at the southern entrance to the 
Wilton Complex just off the A174, both bus stops are within an approximate 1km 
walking distance of the site compounds. 

4.5.14 Table 4.1 and 4.2 below shows the details of the bus services that can be 
accessed from the two site compounds. 

Table 4.1  Bus Services No. 63 Wilton 

Service Operator Monday - Friday Saturday 
No 63 (Middlesbrough via Wilton to Redcar) Arriva Every 10 minutes Every 10 minutes 

 
Table 4.2 Bus Services No. 64 Redcar Road 

Service Operator Monday - Friday Saturday 
No 64 (Marske – Redcar - Middlesbrough) Arriva Every 20 minutes Every 30 minutes 
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Rail 
 

4.5.15 There a number of stations within or close to the study area. In order for employees 
to travel between the railway stations and the site compounds employees would 
need to make a linked trip most likely via the a bus.  Both Redcar Central and 
Middlesbrough stations can be accessed by bus services 63 and 64, therefore the 
services from both of these stations have been reviewed. 

4.5.16 Redcar Central Rail station is located within Redcar and is managed by Northern 
Rail. This station offers one route with main destinations to Saltburn – 
Middlesbrough, Darlington.  These services run at a frequency of approximately 30 
minutes between the hours of 06:34 and 19:09 then every hour until 22:18 

4.5.17 A service connecting from Darlington to Bishop Auckland runs at a frequency of 1 – 
2 hours Monday to Sunday. 

4.5.18 Middlesbrough Station is located close to the town centre and is managed by First 
Trans Pennine Express. Middlesbrough station offers at least hourly services to the 
major cities within commuting distance such as, Huddersfield, Darlington, 
Sunderland, Newcastle, Leeds, York, Manchester, etc.  

Car Share 
 

4.5.19 There is an internet link on the RCBC website linking to www.liftshare.com which 
holds details of car drivers willing to share car journeys throughout the UK.  There 
are no details of specific car share promotions within Teesside. 

Park & Ride 
 

4.5.20 There are no dedicated park & ride sites located within the study area or the 
immediate vicinity. 

4.6 Intermodal freight 

4.6.1 Teesport is a deep water port located approximately 1.5km from the mouth of the 
River Tees.  The main access to the port is achieved via Tees Dock road off the 
A66 / A1053 roundabout. Other accesses to the port and further upstream maritime 
facilities are achieved off the A66 and the B1513 Dockside Road. 

4.6.2 Teesport handles over 5,000 vessels each year and around 55 million tonnes of 
cargo.  The Port covers an area of 588 acres south of the river and has direct 
access to the A66 Trans-Pennine East and West routes and A19/A11 M1 national 
motorway links north and south. 

4.6.3 The port contains two container terminals (TCT1 and TCT2) with capacity of 
handling 500,000 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) per year. In addition the port 
contains five general cargo berths handling a variety of commodities including 
steel, dry cargo and project cargoes.  There are opportunities to source bulk 
materials and specialist materials via the port which can therefore redirect any 
impacts from HGV routing upon the existing local highway network. 

4.6.4 Within Teesport there are also private rail sidings capable of handling a full range of 
cargoes. 
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4.7 Highway safety 

4.7.1 To assess whether the project will have an adverse impact on road safety it is 
necessary to establish a road safety baseline and whether there are any inherent 
road safety issues within the study area.  To understand the existing road safety 
baseline, Personal Injury Collision (PIC) data was obtained for all the roads within 
the study area (refer to Figure 2) and shown in Appendix K. 

4.7.2 PIC data was obtained from RCBC for the most recent five year period available. 

4.7.3 Within the study it is observed that there have been 223 collisions of which 200 
resulted in slight injury, 19 in serious injuries and four in fatal injuries. 

4.7.4 The GTA recommends that the accident records at particular locations within the 
study area should be compared with local average rates.  Therefore to determine 
an appropriate local average reference is made to the RCBC Road Casualty 
Review 2011 (the latest available). 

4.7.5 The RCBC Road Casualty Review 2011 provides a comparison of recorded 
collisions at priority, signal controlled and roundabout junctions for selected sites 
within Redcar and Cleveland.  A review of the collisions at selected roundabouts 
highlights that the average number of collisions during a five year period is 3.9 and 
the average number of collisions and priority/signal controlled junctions is 2.1.  

4.8 Highway safety collision cluster site analysis  

4.8.1 An examination of the routes within the study area was undertaken to identify any 
‘collision clusters’.  Collision clusters for the local highway network have been 
defined (based upon RCBC local averages) as roundabouts with four or more 
collisions and priority/signal controlled junctions with three or more collisions within 
a five year period. For the strategic road network collision clusters have been 
compared with typical values contained within the DMRB2 Table 2/1 which provides 
average accident frequencies at different types of roundabout.  

4.8.2 Collision clusters sites are considered to be sensitive to significant changes in 
traffic flows and could therefore potentially be impacted by the project. 

4.8.3 Where collision clusters are identified, it is necessary to consider if there is a 
pattern of collision types which could be exacerbated by the development and if 
mitigation may be appropriate and effective.  

4.8.4 The PIC data (obtained from RCBC) has identified where collision clusters exist 
within the existing study area.  There are eight roundabouts and four priority/signal 
controlled junctions that have experienced four or three or more collisions within 
five years respectively.  The junctions are described below: 

1. Redcar Road, High Street (A1085) and The Wynd roundabout; 

2. A174, A1085 and Marske road roundabout; 

3. Longbeck Road, Sherwood Drive and The Drive staggered cross roads; 

4. A174, B1269 and Grewgrass Lane roundabout; 

                                                   
2 Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 6, Section 2 
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5. B1269, Redcar Road and Plantation Road roundabout; 

6. A1043, A174 and Wilton  Complex roundabout; 

7. A1053, A1741 and the B1380 roundabout; 

8. A1042, Staintondale Avenue and Waveney Road staggered priority cross 
roads; 

9. A1085 and A1042 signalised junction; 

10. A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and the TATA steel works 
roundabout; 

11. Cluster 11: A1053, A1085 and Wilton Complex roundabout; and 

12. The A66 and Whitworth Road signalised junction. 

 
4.8.5 Further examination of the 12 identified collision clusters has been undertaken to 

establish whether there is an emerging pattern or trend to collisions that may be 
impacted by the project.  Where this is the case, further detailed assessment of 
causation factors is undertaken in Section 6.  

Cluster 1: Redcar Road, A1085 and The Wynd roundabout 
 

4.8.6 Cluster 1 is a four arm roundabout located in the town centre of Marske-by-the-Sea 
and forms the junction of the A1085 High Street and Redcar Road and The Wynd. 

4.8.7 During the study period there have been six PICs equating to one serious and five 
slight collisions. 

4.8.8 Of the six collisions, three involve collisions between a vehicle and a cycle, two 
involve collisions between a car and a pedestrian and one compromises a rear end 
shunt type collision between two cars. 

4.8.9 The junction has been identified by the LHA for improvement works.  These works 
are expected to include, a new zebra crossing facility on The Wynd by relocating 
the existing bus stop, a new road hump and the removal of the existing 
uncontrolled crossing next to the roundabout.  There would also be new road 
humps at each of the other existing crossings.  The introduction of improvement 
measures at this location by the LHA should reduce the pattern of collisions at this 
location; therefore the cluster is not assessed further. 

Cluster 2: A174, A1085 and Marske Road roundabout 
 

4.8.10 Cluster 2 is located at the A174, A1085 and Marske Road roundabout south of 
Marske-by-the-Sea.  During the study period there been 10 PICs equating to one 
serious and nine slight collisions. 

4.8.11 Of the 10 collisions identified, nine are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions 
and the remaining serious collision involved a single vehicle loss of control collision. 

4.8.12 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be 
attributable to the highway layout and therefore the severity and frequency of 
collisions could be exacerbated by an increase in the project traffic and therefore 
this cluster is assessed further. 
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Cluster 3: Longbeck Road, Sherwood Drive and The Drive staggered cross 
roads 
 

4.8.13 Cluster 3 is located at the priority junction of Longbeck Road with The Drive and 
Sherwood Drive north of the railway crossing to the south of Marske-by-the-Sea.  
During the study period there have been five identified PICs equating to one 
serious and four slight collisions. 

4.8.14 Of the five collisions identified one is attributable to a vehicle pulling out into the 
path of an oncoming vehicle, one to two vehicles clipping wing mirrors, one to a 
collision between a pedestrian exiting a car and an oncoming vehicle and two to 
rear end shunts on the approach to the railway crossing. 

4.8.15 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed 
further. 

Cluster 4: A174, B1269 and Grewgrass Lane roundabout 
 

4.8.16 Cluster 4 is located at the A174, B1269, Grewgrass Lane roundabout to the south 
of Redcary.  During the study period there have been twelve identified PICs all 
equating to slight injury. 

4.8.17 Of the twelve collisions identified 10 are attributable to rear end shunt type 
collisions and the remaining two involve the collisions between two vehicles on the 
roundabout and a collision between a car and cycle. 

4.8.18 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be 
attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for 
further assessment. 

Cluster 5: B1269, Redcar Road and Plantation Road roundabout 
 

4.8.19 Cluster 5 is located at the B1269, Redcar Road, Plantation Road roundabout just 
north of cluster 4, to the south of Redcar.  During the study period there have been 
eight identified PICs all equating to slight injury. 

4.8.20 Of the eight collisions three are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions, two to 
collisions between vehicles at the roundabout and three to collisions between a car 
and pedal cycle.  

4.8.21 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be 
attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for 
further assessment. 

Cluster 6: A1043, A174 and Wilton Complex roundabout 
 

4.8.22 Cluster 6 is located at the A1043, A174 and Wilton Complex roundabout south west 
of Redcar.  During the study period there have been nine identified PICs all of 
which are classified as slight collisions. 

4.8.23 Of the nine collisions recorded all the collisions have been attributed to rear end 
shunt type collisions.  
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4.8.24 This junction has been identified by RCBC for improvement works, programmed to 
commence within the 2013/2014 fiscal year.  These works will include approach 
widening and new traffic signals with bus priority.  The introduction of improvement 
measures at this location by RCBC should reduce the pattern of rear end shunt 
type collisions at this location, therefore the cluster is not assessed further. 

Cluster 7: A1053, A1741 and the B1380 roundabout 

4.8.25 Cluster 7 is located at the A1053, A1741, B1338 roundabout to the east of Old 
Lackenby.  During the study period there have been 22 identified PICs of which one 
resulted in a fatal injury and the remaining 21 resulted in slight injury. 

4.8.26 Of the 22 collisions eleven are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions, five to 
loss of control, five to collisions between vehicles on the roundabout and the 
remaining collision involved injury to a bus passenger falling from their seat. 

4.8.27 It is considered that the collision rate at this junction is higher than the national 
average for a four arm dual carriageway roundabout and that there is a pattern of 
collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and 
therefore the cluster is taken forward for further assessment. 

Cluster 8: A1042, Staintondale Avenue and Waveney Road staggered priority 
cross roads 
 

4.8.28 Cluster 8 is located at the priority junction of the A1042 with Waveney Road and 
Staintondale Avenue in Redcar.  During the study period there have been three 
identified PICs all of which resulted in slight injury. 

4.8.29 Of the three collisions, one is attributable to a rear end shunt type collision, one to a 
collision between two cars at the junction and one to a collision between a car and 
pedal cycle at the junction. 

4.8.30 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed 
further. 

Cluster 9: A1085 and A1042 signalised junction 
 

4.8.31 Cluster 9 is located at the signalised junction of the A1085 and A1042 in Redcar.  
During the study period there have been 11 identified PICs all of which resulted in 
slight injury. 

4.8.32 Of the 11 collisions, three are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions, three to 
collisions between cars and pedestrians or pedal cycles and three to collisions 
between turning vehicles and two to collisions between emergency vehicles 
responding to an incident and a second vehicle. 

4.8.33 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed 
further. 

Cluster 10: A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and the TATA steel 
works roundabout 
 

4.8.34 Cluster 10 is located at the A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and 
TATA steel works roundabout.  During the study period there have been nine 
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identified PICs of which two resulted in serious injury and the remaining seven 
resulting in slight injury. 

4.8.35 Of the nine collisions, six are attributed to loss of control, one to a rear end shunt 
type collision, one to a collision between two vehicles on the roundabout and one to 
loss of control due to a medical condition. 

4.8.36 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be 
attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for 
further assessment. 

 
Cluster 11: A1053, A1085 and Wilton Complex roundabout 
 

4.8.37 Cluster 11 is located at the A1085, A1053 and Wilton Complex roundabout.  During 
the study period there have been seven identified PICs all of which resulted in 
slight injury. 

4.8.38 Of the seven collisions, four are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions, two to 
a collision between two vehicles on the roundabout and one to loss of control. 

4.8.39 Whilst it could be considered that there is an emerging pattern of collisions, it is 
necessary to consider that whilst the roundabout forms part of the local highway 
network it is located at the convergence of two principle dual carriageways and it is 
more appropriate at this location to compare collisions with national averages for 
the strategic road network. 

4.8.40 The DMRB Volume 6, Section 2, Table 2/1 highlights that average accident 
frequencies at roundabouts with five arms for dual carriageway roads would 
typically generate 3.8 collisions per year or 19 over five years. Therefore the cluster 
is not assessed further. 

Cluster 12: A66 and Whitworth Road signalised junction 
 

4.8.41 Cluster 11 is located at the A66, Whitworth Road signalised junction.  During the 
study period there have been four identified PICs of which one resulted in serious 
injury and three in slight injury. 

4.8.42 Of the four collisions, two are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions and two to 
car making illegal manoeuvres. 

4.8.43 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed 
further. 

 
4.9 Site compound and converter stations sites road safety analysis 

4.9.1 To access the cable route and site compounds it is proposed that there will be a 
requirement for 10 points of access (Section 2 provides further details), of these 
accesses seven will be new temporary points of access and the remaining three 
will use existing points of access.  

4.9.2 The existing access points (accesses 8, 9 and 10) have been considered as part of 
the wider road safety assessment. The following paragraphs consider the new 
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access locations to see if there is an emerging pattern of collisions that could be 
exacerbated by the provision of a new access. 

Access 1, A1085 Coast Road 
 

4.9.3 Traffic accessing the landfall site and associated cabling and haul route between 
landfall Redcar Road will need to gain access from the A1085. 

4.9.4 Within the vicinity of the proposed access from the A1085 there have been three 
recorded PICs. Of which all three resulted in slight injury. 

4.9.5 Of the three collisions one involved a collision between a vehicle turning out of the 
parking area and a vehicle going ahead, one involved a collision between two 
vehicles due to a fuel spillage and one between two vehicles where the second car 
failed to slow for stationary traffic colliding with the rear of the stationary vehicle.  

4.9.6 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed 
access that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be 
exacerbated by the proposed site access. 

Access 2, Redcar Road, Green Lane 
 

4.9.7 Traffic accessing the cable route between the A1085 and Redcar Road will need to 
gain access directly from Green Lane. Green Lane is not public highway and 
therefore no PIC data is available for this road. 

Access 3 & 4, A174 
 

4.9.8 Traffic accessing the cable route between Redcar Road and Grewgrass Lane and 
the primary site compound will need to gain access directly from the A174.   

4.9.9 Within the vicinity of the proposed access from A174 there have been four PICs.  
Of which all four resulted in slight injury. 

4.9.10 Of the four collisions two involved rear end shunt type collisions and one involved a 
vehicle collision avoiding an overtaking car and one involved a collision between a 
vehicle u-tuning and a vehicle going ahead. 

4.9.11 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed 
access that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be 
exacerbated by the proposed site access.   

 
Access 5 – 7, Grewgrass Lane, B1269 Fishponds Rd 

4.9.12 Traffic accessing the cable route between the A174 and Wilton will need to gain 
access from Grewgrass Lane and the B1269 Fishponds Road. 

4.9.13 Within the vicinity of the proposed accesses there have been no recorded PICs in 
the last five years. 

4.9.14 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed 
accesses that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be 
exacerbated by the proposed site accesses. 
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4.10 Site access summary 

4.10.1 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed 
accesses that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be 
exacerbated by the proposed site accesses. 

4.10.2 Notwithstanding, it is recognised that the intensification of slow turning vehicles 
coupled with high vehicle speeds and flows on some links could create a risk to 
construction employees and the travelling public.  Therefore, a package of suitable 
mitigation measures is discussed in Section 6. 
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5 TRIP GENERATION & ASSIGNMENT- CONSTRUCTION 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 This Section of the TA outlines the trips generated by the projects and examines 
mode share and distribution in order to establish a basis for assessing the transport 
impacts. 

5.2 Worst case definition (construction traffic demand) 

5.2.1 Having established the construction scenarios to be assessed (Section 2 refers) 
this section establishes the realistic worst case construction traffic demand for both 
potential construction scenarios (single project or A & B concurrent). 

5.2.2 The realistic worst case traffic demand scenarios have been developed by 
examining: 

• The likely minimum construction programme; 
 

• The earliest and latest construction commencement date; 
 

• Likely shift patterns 
 

• The distribution of traffic; and 
 

• Demand for materials and personnel. 
 

5.2.3 The assumptions that underpin the worst case scenario are discussed below and 
have been developed with the input from a specialist construction consultant 
augmented with experience gained on the first stage of the Dogger Bank 
Development 

Construction programme 
 

5.2.4 The construction programme provided in Appendix L represents a realistic 
minimum duration for each construction activity and therefore the worst case in 
terms of traffic intensity.  Any lengthening of construction duration would reduce the 
intensity of daily traffic and the associated impacts and therefore the adopted 
programme represents the maximum duration effects. 

5.2.5 The construction time frame presented for assessment is years 1, 2, etc and is 
representative of the duration and dependency of each activity.  It is considered 
that the earliest construction could commence would be 2015 however this could 
conceivably extend to 2022 as such baseline years for background traffic of 2015 
and 2022 has been derived for the purpose of the assessment.  

5.2.6 2015 is considered a realistic worse case for the assessment of environmental 
impacts as background traffic is predicted to increase over subsequent years which 
would increase the baseline traffic flows and in turn would reduce the magnitude of 
impact being assessed.  However, to assess the highway network operation 2022 
has been adopted as this will represent the realistic worst case when considering 
reserve capacity. 
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5.2.7 To derive the future year baseline traffic demand the observed 2011 and 2013 
traffic flows have been growthed to 2015 and 2022 opening years.  The traffic flows 
were growthed with the use of the Department for Transport Trip End Model 
Presentation Programme (TEMPro) Version 6.2, with data set 6.2 for the Redcar 
and Cleveland, flows have then been scaled with National Road Traffic Forecasts.  
Background traffic flows for 2015 and 2022 are presented in Appendix M. 

5.2.8 The nature of construction works typically requires that employees work longer 
hours in the summer and shorter hours in the winter to take advantage of the 
available day light. Therefore, whilst employees will arrive prior to the am network 
peak hour (08:00 – 09:00) there is the possibility that there will be an overlap 
between construction employees departing and the network pm peak hour (16:30 – 
17:30 observed from traffic counts).  

5.2.9 Therefore, as a worst case it will be assumed that employee trips will overlap with 
the pm network peak hour.  

5.2.10 National Grid has provided an indication of the duration of their works at the 
existing NGET substation at Lackenby.  The first phase of works is expected to last 
18 months and the second phase 22 months.  National Grid has indicated that due 
to available space and safe working requirements it is unlikely that the two phases 
will be completed concurrently. 

5.2.11 It is however conceivable that National Grid’s works will overlap with the main 
works, therefore for a realistic worst case it will be assumed that the peak for 
National Grid’s works will overlap with the peak for main works. 

Traffic distribution 
 

5.2.12 At the time of application the supply chain for materials and the workforce is not 
procured. 

5.2.13 Bulk materials such as aggregate will make up the majority of the total HGV 
movements for the project.  The economics of transporting large quantities of bulk 
materials from outside of the Teesside area are likely to be prohibitive and as such 
it is envisaged that these materials will be sourced locally to the area and link to the 
works via one of the major A-roads within the study area namely the A66 or A174. 

5.2.14 A review of the facilities in the local area to supply the large quantities of bulk 
materials required for the project has highlighted that Teesport and sites close to 
the A1(M) corridor would be the most likely origin of bulk materials 

5.2.15 Therefore, for the purpose of this assessment bulk materials and specialist items 
are assumed to have an origin and destination to the north-west i.e. Teesport, A66, 
A19 or to the south-west i.e. the A174, A19.  HGV traffic has therefore been 
distributed either to the north-west (56%) or south-west (44%) in the same 
proportions as background HGV traffic flows. 

5.2.16 Employees working on the project are likely to be based locally; this assumption is 
supported by the Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council Third Local Transport 
Plan which states that 90% of employees within the Tees Valley area live and travel 
to work within the Tees Valley area.  It is therefore assumed that employees will 
distribute on to the main ‘A’ roads within the study area (namely, the A174, A66, 
A1042 and A1085) in the same proportions as background traffic flows.  
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5.2.17 Section 4 has established the potential for mode share for both personnel and 
freight which will be developed by the contractor and supply chain when appointed.  
In the interim, and to inform a robust assessment no factor has been applied to the 
overall traffic demand to allow for transport by sustainable modes 

Material and Personnel demand 
 

5.2.18 Transport Assessments (TAs) are typically informed by the derivation of trip rates 
(i.e. to assist with quantifying the development’s predicted traffic attraction) from 
interrogation of established trip rate databases such as TRICS.  However, there is 
no such data in the existing trip rate databases that could confidently quantify the 
trip attraction associated with the construction of a converter station and cable 
route. 

5.2.19 Therefore, the traffic generation that will inform this assessment will be derived and 
undertaken by way of a ‘first principles’ approach.  The ‘first principles’ approach 
generates traffic volumes from an understanding of material quantities and 
personnel numbers. For the purpose of this application construction consultant 
(Ramboll) where commissioned to provide industry expertise to develop the 
methodologies and quantities that underpin this assessment. 

5.2.20 Appendix N details the expected quantity of materials, plant movements and HGV 
type that could be expected for each of the construction activities, and for each 
construction scenario.  

5.2.21 The construction consultant has advised that car sharing of up to four employees 
per vehicle would realistically be achievable for blue collar workers on the projects.  
However, it is recognised that a percentage of the employees will be white collar 
workers and as such the propensity to car share is significantly less (staff transport 
not provided, less likely to be local, requirement to have a car to travel around site, 
etc.). Therefore, an average car share ratio of 2.5 employees per vehicle has been 
assumed.   

5.2.22 The 2.5 employees per vehicle ratio is considered a worst case scenario when 
considering: 

• The established industry exemplar of Heathrow Terminal 5 (BAA 2003, 
Terminal 5 Construction Workers Public Transport Strategy 2003/04) 
established that a car share ratio of 3 employees per vehicle was 
achievable; and 
 

• The ratio does not take into account the propensity for employees to walk, 
cycle or use public transport. 
 

5.2.23 The 2.5 car sharing ratio when applied to employee numbers provides a peak of 
approximately 141 and 238 vehicles per day.  

5.2.24 Early details have been provided by National Grid in regards to their likely trip 
demand associated with possible sub-station upgrade works. For completeness 
these have also been included in the derivation of traffic demand. 
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5.3 Peak Construction Demand 

5.3.1 Appendix O disaggregates peak project traffic demand by activity over time for all 
scenarios according to the identified construction programme. 

5.3.2 It can be noted from Appendix O that the daily peak activity for each of the 
construction scenarios will occur during month nine.  During month nine the site 
clearance, construction of the haul route, cable trenching/laying, converter station 
construction, HDD works and National Grid substation peak activities all overlap.  
This period is considered to be representative of the majority of the works as it 
includes all the major work activities with the exception of the site 
mobilisation/demobilisation. 

5.4 Construction Traffic Assignment 

5.4.1 To identify how the construction traffic will assign to the local network, the entire 
construction footprint has been divided into seven sections based upon the 
maximum length of cable route that can be served by each of the ten points of 
access, taking into account watercourse/rail segregation and available access 
points.  This division of the works fronts is presented in Figure 7. 

5.4.2 The peak construction activity in Appendix O for materials and personnel during 
month nine has therefore been assigned to the each of the ten points of access 
based upon the percentage demand generated by each work front, Appendix P 
details this derivation. 

5.4.3 With HGVs and LCVs assigned a destination, the traffic demand has then been 
distributed to the highway network utilising the methodology contained within site 
access and distribution to derive a daily and peak hour flow for each highway link. 

5.5 Operational Traffic Demand 

5.5.1 During the operational phase of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B, traffic movements 
will be limited to that generated by the daily operation and periodic maintenance of 
the converter stations. 

5.5.2 It is anticipated that each converter station will be staffed 24 hours a day by a 
minimal workforce (typically two full time personnel).  This will result in a worst case 
impact of eight daily vehicle movements per converter station, i.e. the two arriving 
personnel will overlap with the two departing personnel from the day/night shift. 

5.5.3 It is proposed that operational personnel will access the site from the existing 
Wilton Complex accesses from the A174.  When any planned maintenance works 
are required, maintenance vehicles will also use Wilton Complex accesses from the 
A174. 

5.5.4 The peak change in operational traffic flow is eight (two-way) vehicle movements 
per converter station per day and is therefore not considered to be significant. 
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6 IMPACT ASSESSMENT - CONSTRUCTION 

6.1 Scope of assessment 

6.1.1 The scope of the traffic impact assessment has been developed with stakeholders 
(Section 1 refers) and includes: 

• Highway operation; 
 

• Highway safety; 
 

• Access strategy; and  
 

• Abnormal Indivisible Load (AIL) routing. 
 

6.1.2 The environmental impacts of the projects are considered separately in the 
Chapter 28 Traffic and Access of the accompanying ES. 

6.2 Highway operation impacts 

6.2.1 Section 5 sets out the methodology for deriving the peak traffic impacts; Table 6.1 
and 6.2 provide a summary of these impacts in comparison to projected 
background traffic flows for Teesside A or B and Teesside A & B respectively. 

6.2.2 Appendix Q provides a graphical summary of the peak, interpeak and daily 
construction traffic flows on each link within the study area for Teesside A or B and 
Teesside A & B respectively. 

Table 6.1 Teesside A or B traffic compared to background traffic 

Link Link description Teesside A or 
B flows 

Base flows 
2015  

(24Hr AADT*) 

Base 2015 + 
Teesside A or 

B flows 
Percentage 

increase 

AA A1085 (Trunk Road) 0 19,902 19,902 0.0% 
BB A66 (Tees Dock Road) 227 23,267 23,497 1.0% 
CC A1053 (Greystone Road) 227 16,055 16,282 1.4% 
DD B1380 (High Street) 123 9,327 9,450 1.3% 
EE A174 206 26,245 26,450 0.8% 
FF A174 (south of Wilton) 389 40,540 40,929 1.0% 
GG A1042 (Kirkleatham Lane) 48 15,315 15,363 0.3% 
HH A174 (south of Redcar) 138 28,173 28,312 0.5% 
II B1269 (Fishponds Road) 32 5,678 5,710 0.6% 
JJ Grewgrass Lane 7 4,345 4,352 0.2% 
KK Redcar Road 6 8,874 8,880 0.1% 
LL A1085 (Coast Road) 47 11,617 11,664 0.4% 

MM A174 (south of Marske) 40 12,140 12,179 0.3% 
NN A174 (south of Redcar) 98 28,173 28,272 0.3% 

* AADT – Annual Average Daily Traffic flows 
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Table 6.2  Teesside A & B traffic compared to background traffic 

Link Link description Teesside A & B 
flows 

Base flows 
2015  

(24Hr AADT*) 

Base 2015 + 
Teesside A & B 

flows 
Percentage 

increase 

AA A1085 (Trunk Road) 0 19,902 19,902 0.0% 

BB A66 (Tees Dock Road) 415 23,267 23,682 1.8% 

CC A1053 (Greystone Road) 415 16,055 16,470 2.6% 

DD B1380 (High Street) 129 9,327 9,455 1.4% 

EE A174 372 26,245 26,616 1.4% 

FF A174 (south of Wilton) 739 40,540 41,279 1.8% 

GG A1042 (Kirkleatham Lane) 81 15,315 15,396 0.5% 

HH A174 (south of Redcar) 253 28,173 28,426 0.9% 

II B1269 (Fishponds Road) 64 5,678 5,742 1.1% 

JJ Grewgrass Lane 14 4,345 4,359 0.3% 

KK Redcar Road 11 8,874 8,885 0.1% 

LL A1085 (Coast Road) 82 11,617 11,700 0.7% 

MM A174 (south of Marske) 67 12,140 12,206 0.6% 

NN A174 (south of Redcar) 173 28,173 28,346 0.6% 

* AADT – Annual Average Daily Traffic flows 

 
6.2.3 Whilst it is recognised that percentage impacts are not always a suitable measure 

of network performance it is considered that the peak increases in background 
traffic flows of up to 2.6% shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 will be indiscernible within 
daily and seasonal fluctuations in traffic and therefore unlikely to result in an 
adverse impact upon network operation.  

6.2.4 During scoping discussions, the HA have expressed a view that the quantum of 
traffic associated with the construction of Teesside A & B concurrently (and by 
inference Teesside A or B in isolation) would not result in a severe impact, and 
junction modelling was not deemed necessary, see Appendix E.  This view has 
been concurred by RCBC (Appendix C) and therefore, no further analysis of 
network operation has been undertaken.  

6.2.5 As previously outlined, the traffic demand for the projects contains ‘embedded 
mitigation’ measures such as car-sharing and a level HGV profile for many 
activities. To ensure that this embedded mitigation is realised it is proposed that a 
CTMP and CTP will be developed in cooperation with the appointed contactor(s). 

6.2.6 Recognising that a contractor will not be appointed prior to determination, the 
following bullet points outline a framework by which a CTMP will be developed: 

• Identified delivery routes for HGVs and AILs and measures to communicate 
these to drivers, such as delivery packs and a signing schedule; 
 

• Measures to ensure suppliers comply with a uniform delivery profile for 
HGVs to reduce peak impacts and bunching; 
 

• Internal control measures within the construction sites to prevent dust and 
dirt being tracked on to the highway; 
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• Measures to assist with network resilience, such as procedures to stop or 
hold back deliveries during a major incident on the immediate highway 
network and procedures for liaising the local traffic manager to avoid works 
overlapping with avoid major events etc.; 
 

• Details of temporary traffic management measures e.g. lane closures 
during the construction of the temporary accesses, details of proposed 
temporary speed limits etc.; and 
 

• Measures for monitoring and enforcing the CTMP and responding to any 
reported issues. 

 
6.2.7 Recognising that there is little national or local guidance on travel planning that 

specifically deals with the unique nature of construction works the following bullet 
points outline measures that should be included within the CTP based upon 
experience of similar projects: 

• A review of the opportunities for construction employees to use sustainable 
transport modes such as walking, cycling, bus and rail; 
 

• Objectives and targets that are appropriate to construction works; 
 

• Measures to encourage more sustainable travel, such as car-sharing data 
bases, contractor provided mini busses, parking management strategies 
etc; 
 

• Measure to promote the existing sustainable transport measures such as 
travel to work packs; and 
 

• Procedures to monitor and review the effectiveness of the CTP and for 
responding to reported issues. 
 

6.3 Highway safety impacts 

6.3.1 An examination of the existing collisions within study area has been undertaken 
(Section 4 refers) to identify any collision clusters with collision rates higher than 
local and national averages and which show an emerging pattern of collisions for 
which mitigation has currently not been provided. The following clusters were 
identified: 

• Cluster 2: A174, A1085 and Marske Road roundabout; 
 

• Cluster 4: A174, B1269 and Grewgrass Lane roundabout; 
 

• Cluster 5: B1269, Redcar Road and Plantation Road roundabout; 
 

• Cluster 7: A1053, A1741 and the B1380 roundabout; and 
 

• Cluster 10: A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and the TATA 
steel works roundabout. 
 

6.3.2 These sites are considered to be sensitive to changes in traffic flows and therefore 
warrant further investigation.  The existing collisions clusters have been examined 
in the context of the proposed increases in traffic and types of existing collisions. 
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Cluster 2 
 

6.3.3 Cluster 2 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, A1085 and Marske Road to 
the south of Marske-by-the-Sea.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination 
of employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 146 and 
85 (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A 
& B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively. 

6.3.4 The junction has experienced 10 collisions within five years of which all but one 
involved rear end shunts between cars or motorcycles, no HGV collisions were 
recorded.  The collisions predominately occurred on the B1269 Marske Road and 
A174 east arms.  

6.3.5 Both of these arms benefit from targeted road safety measures that include 
advanced direction signing, high friction surfacing and street lighting and there is 
limited scope for further intervention.   

Cluster 4 
 

6.3.6 Cluster 4 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, Redcar Lane and Grewgrass 
Lane to the south of Redcar.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of 
employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 192 and 
108 (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside 
A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively. 

6.3.7 The junction has experienced 12 collisions within five years of which all but two 
involved rear end shunts between cars or motorcycles, no HGV collisions were 
recorded.  Of the 12 collisions, five are clustered at the Redcar Lane arm of the 
roundabout, three on the A174 east, two on Grewgrass Lane and two on the A174 
west.  

6.3.8 Rear end shunts are a common form of collision at roundabout junctions and it is  
considered that two and three collisions within five years on the Grewgrass Lane 
and A174 arms respectively is not statistically significant3 and as such mitigation 
measures would not be required. 

6.3.9 The cluster of five collisions within five years on the Redcar Lane arm however, 
does demonstrate a pattern of collisions that it is considered is significant. 
However, this arm is only likely to experience an increase in traffic during peak 
construction of approximately 11 and six (two-way) daily vehicle movements for 
Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.   

6.3.10 This level of daily traffic will not significantly influence accident frequency and will 
therefore have an indiscernible impact upon highway safety. 

Cluster 5 
 

6.3.11 Cluster 5 forms the roundabout junction of the B1269, Redcar Road and Plantation 
Road to the south of Redcar.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of 
employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 10 and five 
(two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & 
B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively. 
                                                   
3 Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 6, Section 2 “Safety at 
Roundabout’ Table 2/1 
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6.3.12 This level of daily traffic will not significantly influence accident frequency and will 
therefore have an indiscernible impact upon highway safety. 

Cluster 7 
 

6.3.13 Cluster 7 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, A1053 and B1380 High Street 
close to Lackenby.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees it 
is considered that during peak construction approximately 690 and 359 (two-way) 
daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & B 
concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively. 

6.3.14 An examination of the pattern of collisions highlights that of the 22 collisions, 20 of 
the collisions can be grouped into three types, namely: 11 involved a rear end 
shunt type collision between two vehicles, five involved the loss of control of a 
vehicle and four involved the collision between two vehicles on the roundabout.   

6.3.15 Discussions with the HA identified that this junction was improved in December 
2010 as part of the works for the Teesport Northern Gateway development. The 
existing roundabout benefits from the following road safety measures: street 
lighting; advance warning; direction; and lane marking signs; high friction surfacing 
on the main approaches and at the signal stop lines; a dedicated left turn lane; and 
partial signalisation.  Therefore, it is considered that the existing road safety 
measures are appropriate to mitigate the identified collisions and improve road 
safety at this junction and as such further mitigation is not proposed.   

Cluster 10 
 

6.3.16 Cluster 10 forms the roundabout junction of the A1085, West Coatham Lane, 
Wilton Complex and the TATA steel works to the north west of Redcar.  Based 
upon the assumed origin and destination of employees, there will not be an 
increase in traffic flows through this roundabout (associated with the development) 
and therefore mitigation is not proposed. 

6.4 Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) routing impacts 

6.4.1 The movement of AILs has the potential to lead to negative traffic impacts such as, 
damage to the highway structure and driver delay.  The AILs anticipated for the 
scheme are the converter transformer units, which measure 14.0m x 3.5m x 4.7m 
and weigh 300 tonnes; each project could have up to four. 

6.4.2 To assess the impact of moving a converter transformer unit a route feasibility 
assessment was commissioned from Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE), 
specialists in the lifting and movement of AILs.   

6.4.3 The scope of the assessment (final report included as Appendix R) was to identify 
the appropriate trailer arrangement and public highway routes for the transportation 
of AILs to converter stations sites located within the Wilton Complex. The 
assessment was informed by site surveys and vehicle ‘swept path’ simulation.  

6.4.4 The assessment concentrated on the potential route from Tees Docks to the Wilton 
Complex (serving Gate 1 or 2) as the most likely delivery route. In addition, an 
overview of a second route is presented from the A19/A174 should the supply 
chain identify a different port for AIL land based transfer. 
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6.4.5 The report identified a number of route ‘pinch points’ but concluded that all routes 
can accommodate the identified trailer arrangement with remedial works to 
temporary remove street furniture.  

6.4.6 It is acknowledged that the final route and exact detail of AILs will be confirmed 
when a component supplier has been appointed post planning determination.  At 
which time, a more detailed study will be undertaken which will identify a preferred 
route, addresses structural assessment requirements and examine constraints 
within the Wilton Complex. 

6.5 Access strategy impacts 

6.5.1 There will be a requirement for ten points of access from the highway to the 
proposed cable route, converter stations site and substations. Section 4 identified 
that there is no emerging pattern of collisions at these locations. 

6.5.2 Notwithstanding, it is recognised that whilst there may not be an existing collision 
problem, the increase in turning manoeuvres and slow moving vehicles could lead 
to an increased risk of collisions. 

6.5.3 Therefore, a package of mitigation measures have been developed to reduce the 
risk to the travelling public and construction employees at these locations, Table 
6.3 refers. 

Table 6.3  Access detail and mitigation strategy 

Point of 
access 

Type of access & location of 
access 

Mitigation Measures 

Access 1 

A1085 Coast 
Road 

It is proposed that access will be taken 
directly from the A1085 to the south via 
a new bell mouth.  

Upon completion of the construction 
works the access will be removed. 

Appendix I, drawing numbers 
9W7902.SK001 and 9W7902.20.TR001 
refer. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs to 
advise of turning vehicles will be provided in 
accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs 
Manual4. 

This signage will highlight the proposed 
accesses to drivers to avoid late breaking 
manoeuvres and highlight to the travelling public 
the potential for turning vehicles. 

The current speed limit is 40mph and it is 
proposed to provide an advisory 30mph speed 
limit in the vicinity of the access throughout the 
duration of the works. 

The speed limit signing will reduce the speed of 
vehicles past the access and therefore reduce 
the risk and potential severity of any collisions. 

Access 2 

Redcar Road 

It is proposed to utilise the existing 
highway access that currently serves the 
sewage works (Green Lane) to provide 
access from to the north of Redcar 
Road.  

Upon completion of the construction 
works the access will be removed. 

Appendix I, drawing numbers 
9W7902.SK002 and 9W7902.20.TR002 
– TR003 refer. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs on 
Redcar Lane to advise of turning vehicles will be 
provided in accordance with Chapter 8 of the 
Traffic Signs Manual. 

This signage will highlight the proposed access 
to drivers to avoid late breaking manoeuvres and 
highlight to the travelling public the potential for 
turning vehicles. 

Accesses 3 & 4 It is proposed that access will be taken The geometry of the bell mouths will be such as 

                                                   
4 Traffic Signs Manual, Chapter 8, Traffic Safety Measures and Signs for Road 
Works and Temporary Situations. Parts 1 and 2 
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Point of 
access 

Type of access & location of 
access 

Mitigation Measures 

A174 south of 
Redcar 

directly from the A174 to the north and 
south via a two new bell mouths.  

Upon completion of the construction 
works the accesses will be removed. 

Appendix I, drawing numbers 
9W7902.SK003 – SK004 and 
9W7902.20.TR004 – TR005 refer. 

to prevent vehicles from right turning in and out 
of the construction access and from crossing 
from one access to the other. Instead vehicles 
will use adjacent roundabouts on the A174 to 
complete U-turning manoeuvres. 

The access geometry will reduce the risk of rear 
end shunts and collisions between turning 
vehicles. 

The current speed limit is 60mph and it is 
proposed to provide an advisory 30mph speed 
limit in the vicinity of the access throughout the 
duration of the works. 

The speed limit signing will reduce the speed of 
vehicles past the access and therefore reduce 
the risk and potential severity of any collisions. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs to 
advise of turning vehicles will be provided in 
accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs 
Manual. 

This signage will highlight the proposed 
accesses to drivers to avoid late breaking 
manoeuvres and highlight to the travelling public 
the potential for turning vehicles. 

Accesses 5 

Grewgrass Lane 

It is proposed that access will be taken 
directly from Grewgrass Lane to the east 
via a new bell mouth.  

Upon completion of the construction 
works the access will be removed. 

Appendix I, drawing numbers 
9W7902.SK005 and 9W7902.20.TR006 
refer. 

The current speed limit is 60mph and it is 
proposed to provide an advisory 30mph speed 
limit in the vicinity of the access throughout the 
duration of the works. 

The speed limit signing will reduce the speed of 
vehicles past the access and therefore reduce 
the risk and potential severity of any collisions.  

The temporary speed limit will allow for the 
provision of a reduced visibility splay recognising 
the temporary nature of the works and the 
environmental impact of removing large sections 
of mature hedge. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs to 
advise of turning vehicles will be provided in 
accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs 
Manual. 

This signage will highlight the proposed access 
to drivers to avoid late breaking manoeuvres and 
highlight to the travelling public the potential for 
turning vehicles. 

Accesses 6 & 7 

B1269 

It is proposed that access will be taken 
directly from B1269 to the east and west 
via a two new bell mouths.  

Upon completion of the construction 
works the accesses will be removed. 

Appendix I, drawing numbers 
9W7902.SK006-SK007 and 
9W7902.20.TR007 – TR008 refer. 

The current speed limit is 60mph and it is 
proposed to provide an advisory 30mph speed 
limit in the vicinity of the access throughout the 
duration of the works. 

The speed limit signing will reduce the speed of 
vehicles past the access and therefore reduce 
the risk and potential severity of any collisions.  

The temporary speed limit will allow for the 
provision of a reduced visibility splay recognising 
the temporary nature of the works and the 
environmental impact of removing large sections 
of mature hedge. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs to 
advise of turning vehicles will be provided in 
accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs 
Manual. 

This signage will highlight the proposed 
accesses to drivers to avoid late breaking 
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Point of 
access 

Type of access & location of 
access 

Mitigation Measures 

manoeuvres and highlight to the travelling public 
the potential for turning vehicles. 

Access 8 & 9 

Wilton Complex 

It is proposed to utilise the existing 
highway access from the A174, A1042 
to the Wilton Complex for construction 
traffic associated with the converter 
stations site and the cable routes within 
the Wilton Complex. In addition, the 
access will also provide a route for 
construction traffic under the A1053 to 
construct the cable route between the 
Lackenby substation and the A1053. 

This access will also be used for 
operational access to the converter 
stations site. 

The Wilton Complex is already sign posted and 
drivers will be directed which entrance to use. 

Access 10 

B1380 High 
Street 

It is proposed to utilise the existing 
highway access from B1380 High Street 
to the Lackenby substation for National 
Grid construction traffic and larger plant 
and vehicles that cannot route from 
accesses 8 and 9 .   

This access will also be used for 
operational access to the substation. 

The access has been checked with 
Autotrack to ensure that it can 
accommodate the proposed construction 
traffic, drawing number Appendix I, 
drawing number 9W7902.20.TR009 
refers. 

Temporary direction and warnings signs to 
advise of turning vehicles will be provided in 
accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs 
Manual. 

This signage will highlight the proposed 
accesses to drivers to avoid late breaking 
manoeuvres and highlight to the travelling public 
the potential for turning vehicles. 
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7 CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 This Section describes the cumulative impact assessment (CIA), taking into 
consideration other plans, projects and activities.  

7.1.2 The projects, activities and plans relevant to traffic and access are presented in 
Table 7.1 along with a screening exercise to identify whether there is sufficient 
confidence to take these forward to the assessment. These projects have been 
informed and agreed through discussions with the local planning authority, RCBC. 
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Table 7.1 Projects to be considered within cumulative impact assessment   

Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Tees Renewable 
Energy Plant 

300MW biomass 
power station 

N/A 
Teesport owned 
land, adjacent to the 
river Tees 

Expected to be 
operational in 2015 

No 

Construction will be complete prior to the commencement of 
construction at Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.  

Operational demand will be 150 staff resulting in a peak of 30 
movements in any hour due (to shift working).  HGV movements will 
be 27 two-way movements per day.  Therefore operational demand 
is considered to be negligible. 

Tees Renewable 
Energy Plant 
underground cable 

400kV underground 
cable 

 
R/2011/0181/CL 

Cable route runs 
along the eastern 
corner of the Wilton 
Complex to the 
Lackenby substation 

Expected to be 
operational in 2015 

No 

Construction expected to be completed prior to Dogger Bank 
Teesside A & B commencing.  No operational demand. 

York Potash Project 
Underground 
pipeline to transport 
potash 

N/A Various  

Application was 
expected November 
2012, however to 
date no application 
has been submitted. 

Yes 

Forewind have met with the York Potash Project promoters to 
establish the likely route of the pipeline. This has identified that there 
is the potential a cumulative impact with Dogger Bank Teesside A & 
B. 

Therefore, the cumulative impacts of the pipeline are considered 
further. 

Anemometry Mast at 
The Wilton Complex 

Installation of a 
temporary 70m high 
anemometry mast 

R/2010/0909/FF Adjacent to site G 

Approved February 
2011, construction 
must begin within 
three years 

No 

No material traffic impact. 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Northern Gateway 
Terminal 

Approval of reserved 
matters following the 
approval of outline 
planning permission 
for a container 
terminal 

R/2012/0605/RMM 
On PD ports land to 
the north of the 
Wilton Complex 

Outline permission 
given in 2007.  
October 2012 
decision: Grant 
Reserved Matters 

No  

Discussions with the Highways Agency have identified that mitigation 
measures for the Northern Gateway have been provided to 
accommodate the impact of the development when fully operational. 

Breagh Pipeline 

Installation of an 
underground natural 
gas and 
monoethylene glycol 
pipeline including a 
beach valve 
compound 

R/2011/0850/FFM 

Pipeline landfalls at 
Coatham Sands and 
then heads in a SW 
direction crossing the 
River Tees to the 
Teesside Gas 
Processing Plant 

Approved April 2012, 
development must 
begin within three 
years. 

No 

The ES identifies that the project will be divided between works to 
the north of the River Tees and works to the south. The works to the 
north are unlikely to impact upon the study area for Dogger Bank 
Teesside A & B. The works to the south will result in a peak of 41 
vehicle movements per day split over two shifts. 

Therefore, traffic demand is considered to be negligible. 

Two storey two, 
three and four 
bedroom dwelling 
houses and garages  

Residential dwellings  R/2013/0097/FFM 
Accessible off the 
main trunk road 
(A174) 

Public consultation 
ends March 2013 

No 

Increases in traffic from new residential developments are captured 
within TEMPro. 

Installation of single 
pole to house 
transformer unit 

Installation of single 
pole to house 
transformer unit 

R/2012/0996/EA 
Located off the 
A1042, Trent Road, 
Redcar 

Public consultation 
end February 2013 

No 

No material traffic impact 

Redevelopment 
comprising the 
erection of 288 
dwellings and 
ancillary works 

288 residential 
dwellings 

R/2012/0829/FFM 

Located between 
A1042 and A1085, 
Westmorland Road, 
Redcar 

Granted planning 
/permission  

No 

Increases in traffic from new residential developments are captured 
within TEMPro. 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Demolition of various 
buildings 
  

Demolition of various 
buildings and replace 
with new buildings 
and associated 
landscaping and 
boundary changes. 

R/2012/0880/F3 
Located between 
A1042 and A174, 
Kirkleatham 

Grant deemed 
consent February 
2013 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Erection of six 
dwellings 

Six residential 
dwellings 

R/2012/0832/FF 
Located off A174, 
Langley Close, 
Redcar   

Granted planning 
permission February 
2013 

No 

Increases in traffic from new residential developments are captured 
within TEMPro.. 

Teesside Power 
Station 

Demolition of eight 
exhaust stacks 

R/2012/0867/PND 

Located off A1053., 
Greystone Road 
Grangetown TS6 
8JF 

Permission not 
required December 
2012 

No 

The works are expected to be completed prior to Dogger Bank 
Teesside A & B commencing. 

Three storey 72 
bedroom care home 

72 bed care home R/2012/0838/cam 
Located off A1085, 
Kirkleatham Street 
Redcar TS10 1QW 

Planning permission 
granted, March 2013 

No 

The supporting Transport Statement identities that the additional 
vehicle movements generated are unlikely to significantly add to 
vehicle movements on the road network surrounding the site.  

Screening opinion 
request for new 
biomass import 
facility 

Biomass import 
facility 

R/2012/0847/SC 
Land at Teesport, 
Grangetown 

EIA not required, 
November 2012 

No 

The screening opinion identified that the traffic and transport impacts 
of the development during construction would not result in significant 
traffic impacts and that operational impacts would be 10 employee 
movements per day as the site will exploit rail and sea transport to 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

import bulk materials. 

It is considered that the operational traffic demand will have no 
material impact. 

Screening opinion for 
proposed potash 
processing plant 

Potash processing 
facility 

R/2012/0837/SC 
Wilton International 
Works, Redcar 

Insufficient info in 
planning application, 
November 2012 

Yes 

The Potash Processing Facility will be located within the Wilton 
Complex and therefore there is the potential for a cumulative impact 
with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B. 

Therefore, the cumulative impacts of the potash processing facility 
are considered further. 

Two storey 
management block 
with associated 92 
space car park 

Two storey 
management block 

R/2012/0811/FF 
Former Dow Plant, 
The Wilton Centre, 
Wilton, Redcar 

Planning permission 
granted December 
2012, development 
must begin within 
three years 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Dogger Bank 
Teesside Projects C 
and D 

Offshore wind farm 
and onshore gird 
connection. 

n/a 

Similar to Dogger 
Bank Teesside A & B 
but with grid 
connection at 
Todpoint 

Application expected 
in 2015 

No 

For the purpose of the Transport Assessment of Dogger Bank 
Teesside A & B discussions with the Highways Agency have ruled 
out the need to undertake a cumulative assessment of Dogger Bank 
Teesside C and D.  It was agreed that a subsequent application for 
Dogger Bank Teesside C and D should consider the cumulative 
impact of Dogger Bank Teesside  A,B,C and D being implemented 
concurrently.  Appendix E details the agreed minutes of these 
discussion which were circulated to RCBC who agreed this approach 
was acceptable. 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Scoping Request for 
two Wind Turbines 

Two wind turbines 
and associated 
infrastructure 

R/2013/0716/scp 
Land 680m west of 
Yearby and 650m 
north each of Wilton  

Scoping Opinion 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Single Wind Turbine 

 

One wind turbine 
and associated 
infrastructure 

 

R/2013/0679/FF 

Land approximately 
600m southeast of 
Turners arms farm, 
off Fishponds Road, 
Yearby 

Withdrawn 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Waste Treatment 
Facility 

Waste Treatment 
Facility for 
bioremediation and 
treatment of 
hazardous wastes.  

R/2013/0608/FFM 
Teesport Wast 
Treatment Facility, 
Grangetown 

Public consultation 
end date: 11 October 
2013.  

No  

The Design and Access Statement notes that no increase in traffic is 
anticipated from the development. 

Extension to Factory 
Extension to existing 
factory building 

R/2013/0501/FFM 

Kirkleatham 
Business Park, 
Troisdorf Way, 
Kirkleatham, Redcar 

Major application, 
Approved 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Teesside Power 
Plant 

Prior notification for 
demolition of a 
power station 

R/2013/0393/PND 

Teesside Power 
Plant, Greystone 
Road, Grangetown, 
TS6 8JF 

PN Permission not 
required. (decided 26 

June 2013) 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Anaerobic power 
plant 

Proposed anaerobic 
digestion and 
combined heat and 
power plant 

R/2013/0369/FFM 
Land at Wilton 
International, Trunk 
Road, Redcar 

Planning permission 
granted 24 July 
2013. Development 
to begin within three 
years of permission 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Erection of wind 
turbine 

One wind turbine 
and associated 
infrastructure 

 

R/2013/0209/FF 

Land west of 
Kirkleatham 
Business Park, 
Kirkleatham, Redcar 

Planning permission 
granted 6 June 2013. 
Development to 
begin within three 
years of permission. 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Effluent main 
pipeline 

Installation of above 
ground effluent main 
pipeline  

R/2013/0468/FF 

Land between South 
Bank coke ovens site 
to bran sands 
treatment plant 

Planning permission 
granted 29 August 
2013. Development 
to begin within three 
years of permission. 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Wind Farm 

Five wind turbines 
and associated 
infrastructure 

 

R/2013/0674/FFM 
Bankfield, North of 
Guisborough  

Public consultation 
ends 30 November 
2013 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Single wind turbine 
One wind turbine 
and associated 
infrastructure 

R/2013/0509/FF 

Land at court Green 
Farm, Wilton Lane, 
Guisborough, TS14 
6QY 

Public consultation 
end date 2 Sept 
2013 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

 

Changes to house 
Types  

Residential dwellings   R/2013/0427/FFM 

The Closes Estate, 
Land adjoining the 
meadows, moorland 
Fell and 
Westmorland Road, 
Redcar 

Consultation end 
date 2 August 2013 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Four bungalows 

Three, four 
bedroomed special 
needs bungalows 
and day-care centre  

R/2012/0978/FF 

Yew Tree Care 
Centre, Yew Tree 
Avenue, Redcar, 
TS10 4QG 

Planning permission 
granted 1 July 2013. 
Development to 
begin within three 
years of permission 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

1000 Dwelling 
development (Land 
at the Marske 
Estate) 

1000 residential 
dwellings and 
ancillary uses 
including a park- 
and- ride car park, 
petrol filling station, 
drive-through, public 
house/ restaurant 
and 60 bed hotel 

R/2013/0669/OOM 

Land to the south of 
Marske-by-the-sea 
bounded by 
Longbeck Road, 
A1085 and A174. 
Marske by the Sea. 

Public consultation 
end date 26 
November 2013 

Yes 

Typically increases in traffic from new residential developments are 
captured within a local TEMPro model based on outputs from local 
authority adopted development plans. However, the application 
indicates that the development will exceed  the allocations set within 
RCBC Core Strategy and will also include leisure uses. Therefore  
the cumulative impact of the development is considered further. 

Erection of 
agricultural building 

Resubmission R/2013/0266/RS 
Land at Mickle 
Dales, Adjacent to 
Redcar Road and 

Public consultation 
ends 12 June 2013 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
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Project Name Description Planning 
Reference Location 

Expected 
construction 
date 

Material Consideration 

Cat Flatt Lane,  Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 

Residential 
Development 

14 residential 
dwellings 

R/2013/0540/FFM 

Vacant land 
adjoining Errington 
CP school. Windy 
Hill Lane, Marske by 
the Sea TS11 7BL 

Planning permission 
granted 4 November 
2013. Development 
to begin within three 
years of permission 

No  

Traffic impact considered to be insignificant as no Transport 
Assessment/Statement submitted in support of the application. 
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7.1.3 The CIA in Table 7.1 has identified that the Land at the Marske Estate 
development and the York Potash Project (including the Potash Processing 
facility) have the potential to lead to an adverse cumulative impacts when 
considered cumulatively with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B. 

7.2 York Potash Project 

7.2.1 The York Potash Project (YPP) comprises of a potash mine located 
approximately 2km south of Sneaton village in the North York Moors and a buried 
pipeline (approximately 43km long) from the mine to a processing facility within 
the Wilton Complex. 

7.2.2 The mine and majority of the pipeline are considered to be remote from Dogger 
Bank Teesside A & B and are therefore unlikely to have a cumulative impact due 
to their distance from the study area. 

7.2.3 However, the last section of pipeline from the Wilton Complex to near Skelton 
and the potash processing facility at the Wilton Complex could potentially have a 
cumulative impact due to the proximity to the converter stations site. 

7.2.4 At this stage there is no detail within the public domain with regards to the project 
timing, expected traffic and access impacts of the YPP such as traffic demand, 
distribution etc, furthermore, there is no historic data from previous projects as 
this will be the first project of its type in the UK. 

7.2.5 However, it is reasonable to assume that employees and materials for the 
processing plant and last section of pipeline will be likely to originate from within 
the study area for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.  Recognising this, and the 
uncertainty with regard to timing, Forewind will assess any implications of the 
YPP traffic demand when further detail becomes available and consider 
measures within the context of the proposed Construction Traffic Management 
Plan. 

7.3 Land at the Marske Estate 

7.3.1 The Land at the Marske Estate (LaME) comprises primarily of a residential 
development of up to 1,000 dwellings with the potential for complementary 
amenities including a convenience store, primary school, community hall and 
doctors/pharmacy being explored. In addition to the residential element the 
application also proposes a rail/public car park and leisure uses including a hotel, 
pub/restaurant and petrol filling station. 

7.3.2 LaME is located to the south of Markse-by-the-Sea, bounded by the A174 to the 
south, A1085 to the east, Longbeck Road to the west and the Saltburn to 
Middlesbrough railway line to the north. 

7.3.3 The development is expected to be built out in two phases. Phase one will 
provide up to 500 homes by 2023 and with phase two providing the remaining 
500 at a later date. The leisure development is expected to delivered within 
phase one.   

7.3.4 Recognising that the latest Dogger Bank Teesside A & B will start construction is 
2020, only phase one of the LaME development would be operational prior to the 
completion of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B in 2022, as such the cumulative 
impact of phase two is not considered further. 
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7.3.5 With regards to potential cumulative impacts the Transport Assessment for LaME 
identifies that there would be ‘no material impact’ upon road safety from the 
development and the need for highway capacity improvements is only triggered 
by phase two of the development. Therefore, it is concluded that there is no 
cumulative traffic impact with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B. 

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 Summary 

8.1.1 This TA describes the existing environment with regard to traffic and access and 
assesses the potential impacts of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B. 

8.1.2 The TA has assessed the traffic and access aspects of the onshore works only, 
examining the construction and operation phases of the projects.  

8.1.3 To inform the TA a pre-application consultation process has been undertaken 
with Planning Inspectorate (former Infrastructure Planning Commission, IPC), the 
local highway authority RCBC and the Highways Agency (HA) who are 
responsible for the Strategic Road Network (SRN) 

8.1.4 The scope of the traffic impact assessment has been developed with 
stakeholders and includes for following topics: 

• Highway Operation; 
 

• Highway Safety; 
 

• Access Strategy; and  
 

• Abnormal Indivisible Load (AIL) routing. 
 

8.1.5 Section 5 identifies operational demand for the projects to be eight (two-way) 
vehicle movements converter station per day and therefore not considered 
significant.  The focus of the TA is therefore on the traffic generated by the 
construction phase of the projects.  

8.1.6 Section 5 derives a ‘Worst case definition’ for construction traffic demand based 
on the construction phasing scenarios outlined in Section 2 and assumptions 
informed with input from a construction specialist augmented with experience 
gained on the first stage of the Dogger Bank Development.  

8.1.7 The worst case construction traffic demand includes embedded mitigation 
measures outlined in Section 2 designed to minimise the impact on the highway 
network.  

8.1.8 Utilising the worst case construction traffic demand, Appendix O disaggregates 
peak project traffic demand and Appendix P assigns this demand to the highway 
network.  

8.1.9 Section 6 develops this traffic assignment to assess the impacts on the topics 
identified with the agreed scope for the TA.  
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8.2 Conclusion 

Highway Operation  
 

8.2.1 Section 6 of this report identifies a maximum increase of 2.6% in traffic flows 
during peak construction within the study area. Whilst it is recognised that 
percentage impact is not always a suitable measure of network performance the 
increases outlined in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 of this report will be indiscernible 
within daily and seasonal fluctuations in traffic and therefore unlikely to result in 
an adverse impact upon network operation.  

Highway Safety 
 

8.2.2 Section 4 of this report examines baseline highway safety by identifying collision 
cluster sites by analysis data supplied by RCBC.  Section 6 of this report 
undertakes further detailed analysis of the cluster sites identified as having a 
collision rate higher than local or national averages.  These sites are considered 
sensitive to increases in traffic flows and the conclusion of the analysis is 
summarised in Table 8.1. 

8.2.3 In summary, it is concluded that the projects traffic demand will not have a 
significant impact on road safety. 

Table 8.1 Summary of impacts highway safety impacts 

Cluster description Summary of Assessment in Section 6  Mitigation 
required (Y/N) 

Cluster 2: A174, A1085 and 
Marske Road roundabout. 

The Junction benefits from targeted road safety 
measures that include advanced direction signing, 
high friction surfacing and street lighting and there is 
limited scope for further intervention 

 
N 

Cluster 4: A174, B1269 and 
Grewgrass Lane roundabout 

It is considered that two and three collisions within 
five years on the Grewgrass Lane and A174 arms 
respectively is not statistically significant 
 
Redcar Lane arm does demonstrate a pattern of 
collisions that it is considered is significant, however 
the level of daily traffic generated by the projects on 
this arm will not significantly influence accident 
frequency 

N 

Cluster 5: B1269, Redcar Road 
and Plantation Road roundabout 

The level of daily traffic generated by the projects on 
this arm will not significantly influence accident 
frequency 

N 

Cluster 7: A1053, A1741 and the 
B1380 roundabout 

Discussions with the HA identified that this junction 
was improved in December 2010 as part of the 
works for the Teesport Northern Gateway 
development benefits from enhanced road safety 
measures. 
 
It is considered these road safety measures are 
appropriate to mitigate the identified collisions and 
improve road safety at this junction 

N 

Cluster 10: A1085, West 
Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex 

Based upon the assumed origin and destination of 
employees, there will not be an increase in traffic 

N 
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Cluster description Summary of Assessment in Section 6  Mitigation 
required (Y/N) 

and the TATA steel works 
Roundabout  

flows through this roundabout. 

 
Access Strategy  
 

8.2.4 Table 6.3 sets out the detail of the accesses required for the cable route, 
compounds and converter stations site.  It has been assessed that there is not an 
existing collision problem at these points of access. Notwithstanding, it is 
recognised that the increase in turning manoeuvres and slow moving vehicles 
increases the risk of collisions and a package of mitigation measures are outlined 
to off-set this risk. 

 
Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) 
 

8.2.5 To assess the impact of moving a converter transformer unit a route feasibility 
assessment was commissioned from Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE), 
specialists in the lifting and movement of AILs.   

8.2.6 The assessment concentrated on the potential route from Tees Docks to the 
Wilton Complex (serving Gate 1 or 2) as the most likely delivery route In addition, 
an overview of a second route is presented from the A19/A174 should the supply 
chain identify a different port for AIL land based transfer. 

8.2.7 The report (see Appendix R) identified a number of route ‘pinch points’ but 
concluded that all routes can accommodate the identified trailer arrangement with 
remedial works to temporary remove street furniture.  

Cumulative Impact Assessment  
 

8.2.8 Section 7 details a CIA reviewing projects, activities and plans relevant to traffic 
and access.  It was concluded that that the YPP and LaME have the potential to 
lead to an adverse cumulative impacts when considered cumulatively with 
Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.   

8.2.9 With regards to the YPP it is has been established that there is insufficient detail 
within the public domain with regards to the project timing, expected traffic and 
access impacts of the YPP. Recognising this, and the uncertainty with regard to 
timing, Forewind will assess any implications of the YPP traffic demand when 
further detail becomes available and consider measures within the context of the 
proposed CTMP. 

8.2.10 With regards to LaME it is has been established that only phase one of the 
development has the potential to overlap with the construction of Dogger Bank 
Teesside A & B and that this phase does not trigger the requirement for any 
highway capacity or road safety improvements. Therefore, it is considered that 
there are no adverse cumulative impacts between phase one of LaME and 
Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.  

Conclusion Summary  
 

8.2.11 In accordance with NPPF it has been demonstrated that the construction and 
operational residual traffic impact for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B does not 
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represent a ‘severe’ impact and should not be refused permission on transport 
grounds.  
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Appendix A 
Appendix A, provides a copy of the initial transport scoping note sent to the Highways Agency 
and their response 
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HASKONING UK LTD.

TRANSPORT & ASSET MANAGEMENT

A company of Royal HaskoningDHV

 
 
 
Note 
 

To : Highways Agency 
From : Royal HaskoningDHV 
Date : 31 January 2013 
Copy : Forewind 
Our reference : 9W7904.20/N00003/303838/PBor 
   
Subject : Dogger Bank, Teesside - Transport Scoping 

 
  (CONFIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIALLY SENSITIVE) 

 
Introduction 
 
Royal HaskoningDHV has been commissioned by Forewind to advise upon the potential transport 
impacts for the proposed Onshore Development for the Teesside element of tranche 1 of the 
Dogger Bank Offshore Windfarm Development. 
 
Dogger Bank Teesside is Forewind’s second stage of development of the Dogger Bank Zone. The 
application will consist of Teesside Projects A and B, each will have a maximum installed capacity 
of 1.2GW. The onshore element comprises all infrastructure landward of the Mean High Water 
Mark (MHWM) including:  
 

 A preferred landfall location between Redcar and Marske-by-the-Sea; 

 Two buried High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) cable systems. Each cable system 
contains a pair of main cables and communications within a single trench with a maximum 
working width of 36m; 

 Two converter stations and associated development; and 

 Two buried High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) cable systems (one per project) 
connecting the converter stations to the existing National Grid substation at Lackenby. 

Scope 
 
The Highways Agency (HA) have previously responded to an Environmental Impact Assessment 
scoping as summarised in Table 01 below. 
 
Table 1.0 Highways Agency Teesside Scoping Responses 

Issue Issues raised 

1. 

The A1053(T) and the A174(T) for its length to the west of the junction with the A1053(T) are part of the Strategic 
Road Network (SRN) and it is these elements of the network that are of primary interest to the HA. However, prior 
to any detailed assessment work being undertaken it is not possible to identify if other elements of the SRN would 
also require consideration and the extent of the scoping area should be confirmed by the assessments. 

2. 

At this scoping stage, Forewind propose that the following vehicle access points are identified for more detailed 
consideration: 

 The A1085 at the West Coatham Lane Junction 
 The A1053(T) between Teesside Power Station and the A174 
 The A174 at the Wilton Lane Junction and 
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Issue Issues raised 
 The A174 junction with the A1042 

The second of these is likely to have the most direct consequences on the SRN and it is assumed that this will 
make use of an existing access at this location rather than a new access. If it is the latter (i.e. new access at this 
location) consideration should be given to the policy provisions in Circular 02/2007 in paragraphs 41, 42, & 43 
relating to new accesses 

3. 
Access points will need to be able to accommodate the increase in traffic volumes along with the size and type of 
vehicle required to construct such elements. 

4. 
To aid the HA consideration of the appropriateness of the assessments undertaken with respect to the derivation of 
these traffic volumes and the resultant impact at the SRN, an appropriate level of information should be provided. 

5. 

Forewind also expect that local traffic may be affected from temporary road closures and diversions along with 
abnormal loads. However, it is stated that they intend to assess the potential environmental impacts of this. It is 
recommended that the HA abnormal Loads Team be consulted regarding the transportation of the abnormal loads 
to the site and any requirements they may have in terms of routing traffic management and escorting. 

6. 
In terms of the number of the construction of vehicular access points it can be seen that the proposals include a 
number of substations in close proximity to the SRN. Should vehicular access be proposed at these locations, the 
HA would wish to be informed of such as soon as possible to make comment on the feasibility 

7. 
During the operational phase there will be no permanent staffing requirements and access will only be required for 
routine maintenance. We accept this and the notion that assessment of traffic impacts will be limited to the 
construction and decommissioning phases. 

8. 
As stated above, we also expect that traffic impacts of the decommissioning stage will be similar to that of the 
construction phase. No further details are given as to the decommissioning of the site and therefore likely 
timescales are not known at present. 

9. 
Forewind intend to give due consideration to cumulative effects through liaison with Redcar and Cleveland Borough 
Council. Whilst this approach is welcomed, the HA would also wish to be informed of any cumulative effects that 
may impact on the safe and efficient operation of the SRN. 

10. 
It is considered the scope of the assessment is appropriate and we would wish to be consulted in relation to the 
specific considerations of the SRN 

 
The objective of this note is to outline the potential traffic demand and distribution on the strategic 
road network and to inform engagement with the HA on the detail required for the Transport 
Assessment. 
 
Traffic Derivation 
 
The proposed cable route (incorporating both systems) crosses Redcar Road then the A174 
before crossing Grewgrass Lane north of New Marske then crossing the B1269 close to Yearby 
before crossing under the A174, A1042 roundabout into the Wilton complex. Once within the 
Wilton complex the HVDC is converted to HVAC where it then travels via a buried cable through 
the Wilton complex crossing under the A1053 and linking into the Lackenby Sub-station. It is 
intended that all road crossing will be undertaken by the means of horizontal directional drilling. 
 
A single cable system comprises of a pair of cables in a single buried trench over an approximate 
6.5km length and requires a 6m wide stone haul route and two primary compounds to be 
constructed. 
 
Two construction phasing scenarios for Dogger Bank Teesside are considered to be 
representative of the varying level of transport impacts, namely: 
 

i. Insolation, construct either Teesside A or B.  For traffic and access there is not considered 
to be any material difference between constructing Teesside A or B.  As such the 
construction of a single project (Teesside A or B) is to be assessed; and 
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ii. Concurrently, construct Teesside A and B at the same time, potentially providing the 
largest peak transport effects from project generated traffic. 

For the purpose of this note scenario ii) has been selected as a worst case assessment. 
 
To determine the likely increase in traffic and therefore the potential impacts of the project it has 
been necessary to derive the proposed construction traffic demand, and assign this to the highway 
network. 
 
Details of materials, plant, personnel and timescales for the works have been informed from work 
undertaken by a construction consultant. Appendix A, details the expected quantity of materials, 
plant movements and HGV type that could be expected for each of the construction activities, and 
for each construction scenario. These traffic flows are still a work in progress, however there has 
been significant work undertaken to validate the numbers and ensure that the flows are 
representative of the likely quantum of construction traffic that could be expected. 
 
At the time of application the supply chain for materials and the workforce will not have been 
procured. However, bulk materials such as aggregate will make up the majority of the total HGV 
movements for the project.  The economics of transporting large quantities of bulk materials from 
outside of the local area are likely to be prohibitive and as such it is envisaged that these materials 
will be sourced locally and link to the works via one of the two major A-roads within the study area 
namely the A66 and A174. 
 
For the purpose of the traffic and access assessment HGVs are therefore assumed to distribute in 
the same proportions as background traffic with an origin of either the A66 or A174. Employee 
distribution will also be informed by background traffic flows and adjusted if necessary by the 
findings of the socio economics study. 
 
Appendix B, disaggregates the project traffic demand outlined in Appendix A according to a 
preliminary programme for each construction activity.  
 
It can be noted from Appendix B that the daily peak HGV activity will occur during month 11 
where it is forecast there could be up to 429 daily (two-way) movements or 54 two-way movements 
per hour (assuming an eight hour delivery window). Peak LCV activity will occur during weeks 8 
and 9 where it is forecast there could be up to 188 two-way movements per hour. 
 
To place the proposed traffic flows in to context peak daily traffic flows of 761 (two-way) vehicle 
movements on the A1053 between the A174 and A466 would represent less than a 5% increase in 
background traffic flows. These traffic flows will be further disaggregated to the various points of 
access and distributed onto the highway network reducing the potential impacts. 
 
Summary 
 
This note seeks to demonstrate the quantum of construction traffic that is likely to be generated by 
the Dogger Bank Teesside project to allow for a dialog with the HA in regards to the extent of the 
study area and impact assessment required. 













Appendix B 
Appendix B, provides a copy of the initial transport scoping note sent to Redcar and Cleveland 
Borough Council and their response 
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HASKONING UK LTD.

TRANSPORT & ASSET MANAGEMENT

A company of Royal HaskoningDHV

 
 
 
Note 
 

To : Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council 
From : Royal HaskoningDHV 
Date : 08 February 2013 
Copy : Forewind 
Our reference : 9W7904.20/N00004/303838/PBor 
   
Subject : Dogger Bank, Teesside - Transport Scoping 

 
  (CONFIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIALLY SENSITIVE) 

 
Introduction 
 
Royal HaskoningDHV has been commissioned by Forewind to advise upon the potential transport 
impacts for the proposed Onshore Development for the Teesside element of tranche 1 of the 
Dogger Bank Offshore Windfarm Development. 
 
Dogger Bank Teesside is Forewind’s second stage of development of the Dogger Bank Zone. The 
application will consist of Teesside Projects A and B, each will have a maximum installed capacity 
of 1.2GW. The onshore element comprises all infrastructure landward of the Mean High Water 
Mark (MHWM) including:  
 

 A preferred landfall location between Redcar and Marske-by-the-Sea; 

 Two buried High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) cable systems. Each cable system 
contains a pair of main cables and communications within a single trench with a maximum 
working width of 36m; 

 Two converter stations and associated development; and 

 Two buried High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) cable systems (one per project) 
connecting the converter stations to the existing National Grid substation at Lackenby. 

Scope 
 
Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council (RCBC) have provided some initial feedback following 
preliminary scoping discussions with Forewind in November 2012 regarding the extent of the study 
area. 
 
The objective of this note is to outline the potential traffic demand and distribution and to inform 
engagement with RCBC on the detail required of the Transport Assessment. A similar scoping 
note has also been issued to the Highways Agency to capture their thoughts on the impacts on the 
strategic road network. 
 
Traffic Derivation 
 
The proposed cable route (incorporating both systems) crosses Redcar Road then the A174 
before crossing Grewgrass Lane north of New Marske then crossing the B1269 close to Yearby 
before crossing under the A174, A1042 roundabout into the Wilton complex. Once within the 
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Wilton complex the HVDC is converted to HVAC where it then travels via a buried cable through 
the Wilton complex crossing under the A1053 and linking into the Lackenby Sub-station. It is 
intended that all road crossing will be undertaken by the means of horizontal directional drilling. 
 
A single cable system comprises of a pair of cables in a single buried trench over an approximate 
6.5km length and requires a 6m wide stone haul route and two primary compounds to be 
constructed. 
 
Two construction phasing scenarios for Dogger Bank Teesside are considered to be 
representative of the varying level of transport impacts, namely: 
 

i. Insolation, construct either Teesside A or B.  For traffic and access there is not considered 
to be any material difference between constructing Teesside A or B.  As such the 
construction of a single project (Teesside A or B) is to be assessed; and 

ii. Concurrently, construct Teesside A and B at the same time, potentially providing the 
largest peak transport effects from project generated traffic. 

For the purpose of this note scenario ii) has been selected as a worst case assessment. 
 
To determine the likely increase in traffic and therefore the potential impacts of the project it has 
been necessary to derive the proposed construction traffic demand, and assign this to the highway 
network. 
 
Details of materials, plant, personnel and timescales for the works have been informed from work 
undertaken by a construction consultant. Appendix A, details the expected quantity of materials, 
plant movements and HGV type that could be expected for each of the construction activities, and 
for each construction scenario. These traffic flows are still a work in progress, however there has 
been significant work undertaken to validate the numbers and ensure that the flows are 
representative of the likely quantum of construction traffic that could be expected. 
 
At the time of application the supply chain for materials and the workforce will not have been 
procured. However, it is known bulk materials such as aggregate will make up the majority of the 
total HGV movements for the project.  The economics of transporting large quantities of bulk 
materials from outside of the local area are likely to be prohibitive and as such it is envisaged that 
these materials will be sourced locally and link to the works via one of the two major A-roads within 
the study area, namely the A66 and A174. 
 
For the purpose of the traffic and access assessment HGVs are therefore assumed to distribute in 
the same proportions as background traffic with an origin of either the A66 or A174. Employee 
distribution will also be informed by background traffic flows and adjusted if necessary by the 
findings of the socio economics study. 
 
Appendix B, disaggregates the project traffic demand outlined in Appendix A according to a 
preliminary programme for each construction activity.  
 
It can be noted from Appendix B that the daily peak HGV activity will occur during month 11 
where it is forecast there could be up to 429 daily (two-way) movements or 54 two-way movements 
per hour (assuming an eight hour delivery window). Peak LCV activity will occur during weeks 8 
and 9 where it is forecast there could be up to 188 two-way movements per hour. 
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To place the proposed traffic flows in to context peak daily traffic flows of 761 (two-way) vehicle 
movements on the A1053 between the A174 and A466 would represent less than a 5% increase in 
background traffic flows. These traffic flows will be disaggregated to the various points of access 
and distributed onto the highway network reducing the potential impacts. 
 
Summary 
 
This note seeks to demonstrate the quantum of construction traffic that is likely to be generated by 
the Dogger Bank Teesside project to allow for a dialog with RCBC in regards to the extent of the 
impact assessment required. 
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Cable Parameters HVDC

HVDC Cable route length [km] 6.5 6.5
Number of HVDC circuits 1 2
Number of cables per circuit 2 2
Number of HVDC trenches 1 2
Number of duct sets (one set per cable) 0 0
Number of HVDC haul roads 1 2
Total HDD length [km] 1 1

Cable Parameters HVAC

HVAC Cable route length [km] 1.5 1.5
Number of HVAC circuits 1 2
Number of HVAC trenches 1 2
Number of duct sets (one set per cable) 0 0
Number of HVAC haul roads 1 2
Total HDD length [km]

Parameter

Dumper truck capacity [t] 20 20
Cement truck capacity [m3] 8 8
HVDC Cable drum vehicle capacity 1 1
HVAC Cable drum vehicle capacity 1 1

Cables

HVDC Total Movements (HGV & LGV) 2216 4436
HVAC Total Movements (HGV & LGV) 209 432

Primary Compound Movement Summary

Parameter Setup Removal Day-to-day traffic
Total LGV primary compound movements (unit) 50 20 0
Total HGV primary compound movements (unit) 507 507 53
Total LGV primary compounds movements (project) 105 42 0
Total HGV primary compounds movements (project) 1065 1065 112

Intermediate Compound Movement Summary

Parameter Setup Removal Day-to-day traffic
Total LGV primary compound movements (unit) 30 12 0
Total HGV primary compound movements (unit) 79 79 2
Total LGV primary compounds movements (project) 189 76 0
Total HGV primary compounds movements (project) 498 498 13

Contingencies

Haul road construction HGV allowance 5% 5%
Cable installation HGV allowance 15% 15%
Cable joints HGV allowance 100% 100%
Tiles HGV allowance 5% 5%
Ducts HGV  allowance 15% 15%
Fibre-optic duct HGV  allowance 100% 100%
Trench excavation HGV  allowance 5% 5%

HVDC Vehicle Movement Summary

Total haul road construction HGV movements 1649 3297
Total cable installation HGV movements 15 30
Total Cable joints HGV movements 6 20
Total Tiles HGV movements 5 9
Total Ducts HGV movements 3 5
Total Fibre-optic duct HGV movements 2 4
Total trench excavation HGV movements 536 1071
Grand total HVDC deliveries 2216 4436
Grand total HVDC (two way movements) 4432 8872

Onshore HVDC Cable Route Transportation Summary

Total Vehicle Movements

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Onshore Transportation Key Parameters

Dogger Bank Offshore Wind Zone
Teesside Projects A and B

Page 1 of 4
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Haul Road Construction Vehicle Movements

Haul road length [km] 6.5 13
Haul road width [m] 6 6
Haul road depth [mm] 350 350
Volume of stone [m3] 13650 27300
Stone density [t/m3] 2.3 2.3
Mass of stone [t] 31395 62790
Number of HGV movements 1570 3140

Onshore Transportation: Cables

Cable length per drum [m] 1000 1000
Total number of drums delivered 13 26
Indicative cable linear weight [kg/m] 16.9 16.9
Indicative drum weight [t] 3.5 3.5
Indicative cable weight [t] 16.9 16.9
Indicative delivery weight [t] 20.4 20.4
Number of deliveries 13 26

Onshore Transportation: Cable Joint Kits

Number of joint bays 23 46
Total number of kits required 46 184
Number of kits per delivery 20 20
Number of deliveries 3 10

Onshore Transportation: Tiles

Total tiling length [km] 11 22
Tiling length per delivery [km] 3 3
Number of deliveries 4 8

Onshore Transportation: Ducts

Total ducted length [km] 2 4
Duct section unit length [m] 6 6
Number of duct per delivery 200 200
Number of deliveries 2 4

Onshore transportation: Fibre-optic cable duct

Total length required (one per trench) [km] 6.5 13
Quantity per delivery [km] 9.6 9.6
Number of deliveries 1 2

Onshore transportation: Trench

Trench total depth [mm] 1100 1100
Trench width [mm] 1000 1000
CBS layer depth [mm] 500 500
Native soil backfill depth [mm] 300 300
Top Soil [mm] 300 300
Total length required [km] 5.5 11
Total CBS volume [m3] 2750 5500
Portion of native soil being exported 33% 33%
Total exported native soil volume [m3] 1996.5 3993
CBS
CBS density [t/m3] 2.4 2.4
CBS amount per delivery, 20t truck [m3] 8.33 8.33
CBS number of deliveries 330 660
Soil
Native soil density [t/m3] 1.8 1.8
Native soil amount per delivery, 20t truck [m3] 11.11 11.11
Native soil number of deliveries 180 360
Total number of deliveries (trenching) 510 1020

Onshore HVDC Cable Route Transportation Calculations

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build
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Onshore transportation: Compounds general data

Compound type Surface [m2]
Number of compounds for the 

project Volume of rock required [t]

Primary Compound 9000.00 2.00 7245.00
Intermediate compound 784.00 6.00 631.12

Onshore transportation: Primary compound

Activity Type of vehicle Vehicle size Number of movements
Delivery/removal of fencing materials Low loader with HIAB HGV 6.00
Delivery/removal of fancing plant Low loader HGV 4.00
Fencing installation Personnel vehicle (van) LGV 20.00
Delivery/removal of hardcore for compound base 8 wheeled tipper wagon HGV 363.00
Delivery of plant for forming hardcore base Low loader HGV 4.00
Forming hardcore base Personnel vehicle (van) LGV 30.00
Delivery/removal of site cabins HGV low loader HGV 20.00
Delivery/removal of skips Skip lorry HGV 6.00
Delivery/removal of containers Low loader HGV 4.00
Road cleaning during compound setup/removal Road sweeper HGV 100.00

Onshore transportation: Intermediate compound

Activity Type of vehicle Vehicle size Number of movements
Delivery/removal of fencing materials Low loader with HIAB HGV 4.00
Delivery/removal of fancing plant Low loader HGV 4.00
Fencing installation Personnel vehicle (van) LGV 12.00
Delivery/removal of hardcore for compound base 8 wheeled tipper wagon HGV 32.00
Delivery of plant for forming hardcore base Low loader HGV 4.00
Forming hardcore base Personnel vehicle (van) LGV 18.00
Delivery/removal of site cabins HGV low loader HGV 16.00
Delivery/removal of skips Skip lorry HGV 6.00
Delivery/removal of containers Low loader HGV 4.00
Road cleaning during compound setup/removal Road sweeper HGV 9.00

Onshore Transportation: Cables

Cable length per drum [m] 900 900
Total number of drums required 7 28
Number of deliveries 7 28

Onshore Transportation: Cable Joint Kits

Number of joint bays 3 6
Total number of kits required 9 36
Number of kits per delivery 20 20
Number of deliveries 1 2

Onshore Transportation: Tiles

Quantity per Delivery (m) 3000 3000
Approx. Total Length Required (xm length) 4.5 9
Number of Deliveries 2 3

Onshore Transportation: Ducts

Quantity per Delivery (x m length) 6m length, 200/delivery 6m length, 200/delivery
Maximum Length Required (km length) 4.5 9
Maximum Number of Deliveries 3.75 7.5

Onshore Transportation: Communications Cable Duct

Quantity per Delivery (m) 9600 9600
Total Length Required (x per circuit) [m] 4.5 9
Number of Deliveries 1 1

Cable Miscellaneous e.g. link boxes, joint bay materials, movements from marshalling to cable route etc.

Percentage contingency for cable miscellaneous 5% 5%
Number of additional vehicles 1 3

Onshore transportation: Trench (Road Stone)

Quantity per Delivery (m3)       (density; xkg/m3, xt grab truck) 20 20
Access (haul) road width [m] 6 6
Temporary Access road stone/ alternative requirement depth [mm] 350 350
Approximate quantity of haul road excavated material [m3] 3150 6300
Number of Deliveries 158 315

Onshore HVAC Cable Route Transportation Calculations

Onshore HVDC Compound Transportation Calculations

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build
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Construction Miscellaneous e.g. road wetting, plant movements, HDD movements, movement for marshalling to route

Allow % of total all Construction deliveries above 20% 20%
Number of additional vehicles 35 72

Personnel travelling to from Work (all categories)

HVDC Cable

Number of light vehicles (per day). 15 30

HVAC Cable

Number of light vehicles (per day). 12 24

HDDs

Number of light vehicles (per day). 3 6

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build

Parameter Single project Both projects combined build
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HGVs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Teesside A, Setup primary & intermediate compounds 58
Teesside A, Establish install haul road cable etc 31 31 31 31 31 31
Teesside A, undertake HDDs 2 2
Teesside A, HVAC work 10 10
Teesside A, Remove compound 58
Teesside A Converter station 12 46 48 45 48 50 55 55 55 52 50 22 22 4 3 3 3 3
Teesside B, Setup primary & intermediate compounds 58
Teesside B, Establish install haul road cable etc 31 31 31 31 31 31
Teesside B, undertake HDDs 2 2
Teesside B, HVAC work 10 10
Teesside B, Remove compound 58
Teesside B Converter station 12 46 48 45 48 50 55 55 55 52 50 22 22 4 3 3 3 3

24 92 97 205 158 166 175 192 192 166 215 44 44 7 7 6 7 6 100
48 185 193 411 316 331 351 384 384 332 429 87 88 14 13 12 13 12 200

Average
LCVs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Teesside A, HVDC workers 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Teesside A, HDD workers 3 3
Teesside A, HVAC workers 12 12
Teesside A, Converter station workers 46 46 52 67 67 75 75 67 67 67 72 90 75 75 60 60 45 30
Teesside B, HVDC workers 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Teesside B, HDD workers 3 3
Teesside B, HVAC workers 12 12
Teesside B, Converter station workers 46 46 52 67 67 75 75 67 67 67 72 90 75 75 60 60 45 30

92 92 104 164 164 185 185 188 188 164 173 179 149 149 119 119 90 60 143
183 183 209 329 329 371 371 377 377 329 347 358 299 299 239 239 179 119 285

Average

116 184 201 370 322 351 361 380 380 330 388 223 193 156 126 125 96 66 243
231 368 402 739 645 702 721 761 760 660 776 446 387 313 252 251 192 131 485

Average

92 92 104 164 164 185 185 188 188 164 173 179 149 149 119 119 90 60 143
6 23 24 51 39 41 44 48 48 41 54 11 11 2 2 2 2 2 25

Average

Total peak hour LCV (two-way) movements
Total peak hour HGV (two-way) movements

Activity

All Vehicles Peak

Total daily LCV movements
Total daily LCV (two-way) movements

Total daily vehicle movements
Total daily vehicle (two-way) movements

Peak LCVs

Months

Total daily HGV movements
Total daily HGV (two-way) movements

Months

Peak HGVs

Activity
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Taylor, S.K. (Sam)

From: Armstrong, Peter <Peter.Armstrong@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk>
Sent: 11 February 2013 10:40
To: Taylor, S.K. (Sam)
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); Gordon, Tony
Subject: RE: Dogger Bank, Teesside

Sam 
  
I have consulted with my transport colleague and his view is as follows 
  
"The numbers involved should present no difficulties for us if they are spread throughout each day. We should 
request that their operations are carried out outside of the peak hours as far as possible. If their movements are 
coming to and from the west, Highways Agency will be interested." 
  
Regards, Peter 
  

From: Taylor, S.K. (Sam) [mailto:sam.taylor@rhdhv.com]  
Sent: 08 February 2013 15:30 
To: Armstrong, Peter 
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy) 
Subject: Dogger Bank, Teesside 
  
Dear Peter, 
  
Further to our conversation earlier today I attach a brief scoping note to outline the projected traffic demand 
associated with Dogger Bank Teesside. 
  
The purpose of this note is to quantify the likely quantum of construction traffic that could be generated by the 
project to allow a consideration the extent of the impact assessment that will be required. Once you have had a 
chance to digest this note and share with colleagues I think it would be beneficial if we could schedule a meeting to 
discuss the proposals? 
  
If you require any further information or wish to discuss the proposals please do not hesitate to contact me direct. 
  
Regards 
  
Sam 
  
  
Sam Taylor, BEng (Hons), MCIHT 
Engineer, Transport & Asset Management 

T 01733 373607 | E sam.taylor@rhdhv.com | W www.royalhaskoningdhv.com 
Haskoning UK Ltd., a company of Royal Haskoning | Rightwell House, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 8DW, United Kingdom 
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Appendix C 
Appendix C, provides a copy of the second transport scoping note sent to Redcar and Cleveland 
Borough Council and their response 
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HASKONING UK LTD.

TRANSPORT & ASSET MANAGEMENT

 
 
 
Note 
 

To : Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council 
From : Royal HaskoningDHV 
Date : 7 March 2013 
Copy : Forewind 
Our reference : 9W7904.20/N00005/303838/PBor 
   
Subject : Dogger Bank Teesside – Traffic Distribution & Access 

 
Introduction 
 
This note has been prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) following a transport scoping 
response from Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council (RCBC) and seeks to provide further 
detail on the peak hour traffic impacts and temporary construction accesses from the local 
highway network. 
 
Impact Assessment 
 
The Scoping Note (9W7904.20/N004) previously issued on the 08.02.2013 detailed overall 
project traffic demand and the methodology for deriving the traffic distribution, subsequently 
further work has been undertaken to quantify the likely construction traffic distribution that will 
impact upon the highway network during the peak and inter peak hours. 
 
The linear and repetitive nature of the works (cut & cover) will allow programming for an even 
profile of HGV traffic throughout the project and therefore by day. However, whilst employees will 
arrive before the morning network peak hour, the nature of construction work typically requires 
that employee’s work longer hours in the summer and shorter hours in the winter to take 
advantage of the available daylight. It is therefore conceivable, that during the construction works 
there will be an overlap between construction employees departing work and the pm network 
peak hour (16:00 – 17:00 observed from ATCs). 
 
Utilising the methodology for traffic distribution presented in the Scoping Note, Appendix 01 of 
this note details the likely network peak and inter peak hour flows on each of the links within the 
study area for Teesside A & B projects concurrently. 
 
At this stage discussions are still on-going with the Highways Agency regarding the Strategic 
Road Network (SRN); however, currently it is proposed to assess the impact of the development 
traffic upon the two most immediate junctions namely the A174/A1053/B1380 roundabout and 
the A1053/A1085 roundabout to determine if mitigation may be required. To support the 
approach being adopted for the SRN it is considered that the Transport Assessment should also 
consider the impact upon the local highway network; as such it is proposed to extend the 
assessment to examine the impact upon the A174/A1042/Wilton Works roundabout as this 
junction will be subject to the greatest increase in construction traffic. 
 
This methodology has been informed by preliminary scoping discussions between Forewind and 
RCBC on the 28 November 2012 which highlighted that these three junctions had particular 
traffic congestion issues. 
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Highway Access 
 
The current proposals consider the requirement for seven points of access from the local 
highway network; Table 01 provides a summary. Appendix 02 provides an indication of the 
approximate location of the accesses; however the exact locations will be informed by further 
work on junction geometry/visibility and on-going discussions with land owners. 
 
Table 01 Highway access proposals 

Point of 
access 

Type of access & location of access Form of 
Junction 

Notes 

A1.  A1085 
Coast Road 

It is proposed that access will be taken directly from the A1085 
to the south via a new simple priority junction. Upon completion 
of the construction works the access will be removed. 

Simple T-Junction 
Figure 1/1 of 
TD42/95 

It is proposed to 
provide temporary 
direction signing in 
advance of the 
accesses during 
construction. 

A2.  Redcar 
Road 

It is proposed to utilise the existing highway access that currently 
serves the sewage works (Green Lane) to provide access to the 
north of Redcar Road and the existing access that currently 
provides serves Simmons Nurseries to provide access to the 
south of Redcar Road. 

Existing access 

A3.  A174 
south of 
Redcar 

It is proposed that access will be taken directly from the A174 to 
the north and south via two new staggered priority junctions. The 
geometry of the junctions will be such as to prevent vehicles 
from right turning in and out of the access and instead vehicles 
will use adjacent roundabouts on the A174 to complete U-turning 
manoeuvres. Upon completion of the construction works the 
accesses will be removed. 

Priority junction 
with channelising 
island, of similar 
form to Figure 
7/18 of TD42/95 

It is proposed to 
provide temporary 
direction and 
advisory speed limit 
signing in advance of 
the accesses. 

A4.  
Grewgrass 
Lane 

It is proposed that access will be taken directly from Grewgrass 
Lane to the east and west via a two new priority junctions, with 
an appropriate stagger. Upon completion of the construction 
works the accesses will be removed. 

Simple T-Junction 
Figure 1/1 of 
TD42/95 

A5.  B1269 It is proposed that access will be taken directly from B1269 to 
the east and west via a two new priority junctions, with an 
appropriate stagger. Upon completion of the construction works 
the accesses will be removed. 

Simple T-Junction 
Figure 1/1 of 
TD42/95 

A6.  Wilton 
Works 

It is proposed to utilise the existing highway access from the 
A174/A1042 to the Wilton Works for construction traffic. The 
access will also be used for the delivery of Abnormal Indivisible 
Loads 

This access will also be used for operational access to the 
converter stations. 

Existing access The Wilton Works 
are already sign 
posted and drivers 
will be directed to 
use the A174, A1042 
entrance only. 

A7.  B1380 
High Street 

It is proposed to utilise the existing highway access from B1380 
High Street to the Lackenby substation for construction traffic.  

This access will also be used for operational access to the 
substation upon completion of the project. 

Existing access It is proposed to 
provide temporary 
direction signing in 
advance of the 
access during 
construction. 

 
Table 01 highlights that of the seven points of access, three will utilise existing accesses and the 
remaining four will require a new access to be formed with the public highway. 
 
It is proposed that the Transport Assessment will include general arrangement planning drawings 
for each of the new accesses detailing, junction radii, widths, and visibility splays in accordance 
with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges and the RCBC Design Guide & Specification. In 
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addition, swept path analysis drawings of the largest type of vehicle that will utilise each point of 
access will also be provided. 
 
Summary 
 
The purpose of this note is to provide further detail to RCBC with regards to the current projected 
network peak hour impacts and the highway access proposals for Dogger Bank Teesside. 
 
The note seeks to agree the extent of junction assessments required for the local highway 
network and the principle for the location of the construction accesses off the public highway. 
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Taylor, S.K. (Sam)

From: Armstrong, Peter <Peter.Armstrong@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk>
Sent: 08 March 2013 09:46
To: Taylor, S.K. (Sam)
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); Gordon, Tony; Pedlow, 

David
Subject: RE: Dogger Bank, Teesside

Sam 
 
I have reviewed the additional information and the proposals for seven access points from the local highway 
network. I am satisfied with your preliminary access proposals and understand that the detailed design information 
will be included in the Transport Assessment. 
 
Regards, Peter 
 

From: Taylor, S.K. (Sam) [mailto:sam.taylor@rhdhv.com]  
Sent: 07 March 2013 12:00 
To: Armstrong, Peter 
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); Gordon, Tony; Pedlow, David 
Subject: RE: Dogger Bank, Teesside 
 
Peter, 
 
Thank you for your response of the 11 February to our scoping note. Following this response we have prepared a 
second note the purpose of which is to provide further detail on the peak hour traffic demand and the temporary 
construction accesses from the local highway network. 
 
If you’re agreeable I will call you later in the week to discuss the proposals once you’ve had chance to digest the 
note. If in the meantime you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Regards 
 
Sam, 
 
Sam Taylor, BEng (Hons), MCIHT 
Engineer, Transport & Asset Management 

T 01733 373607 | E sam.taylor@rhdhv.com | W www.royalhaskoningdhv.com 
HaskoningDHV UK Ltd, a company of Royal Haskoning | Rightwell House, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 8DW, UK 
 

 
 
 
 

From: Armstrong, Peter [mailto:Peter.Armstrong@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk]  
Sent: 11 February 2013 10:40 
To: Taylor, S.K. (Sam) 
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); Gordon, Tony 
Subject: RE: Dogger Bank, Teesside 
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Sam 
  
I have consulted with my transport colleague and his view is as follows 
  
"The numbers involved should present no difficulties for us if they are spread throughout each day. We should 
request that their operations are carried out outside of the peak hours as far as possible. If their movements are 
coming to and from the west, Highways Agency will be interested." 
  
Regards, Peter 
  

From: Taylor, S.K. (Sam) [mailto:sam.taylor@rhdhv.com]  
Sent: 08 February 2013 15:30 
To: Armstrong, Peter 
Cc: Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy) 
Subject: Dogger Bank, Teesside 
  
Dear Peter, 
  
Further to our conversation earlier today I attach a brief scoping note to outline the projected traffic demand 
associated with Dogger Bank Teesside. 
  
The purpose of this note is to quantify the likely quantum of construction traffic that could be generated by the 
project to allow a consideration the extent of the impact assessment that will be required. Once you have had a 
chance to digest this note and share with colleagues I think it would be beneficial if we could schedule a meeting to 
discuss the proposals? 
  
If you require any further information or wish to discuss the proposals please do not hesitate to contact me direct. 
  
Regards 
  
Sam 
  
  
Sam Taylor, BEng (Hons), MCIHT 
Engineer, Transport & Asset Management 

T 01733 373607 | E sam.taylor@rhdhv.com | W www.royalhaskoningdhv.com 
Haskoning UK Ltd., a company of Royal Haskoning | Rightwell House, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 8DW, United Kingdom 
  

 
  

 
This email and any attachments are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s); disclosure or copying by 
others than the intended person(s) is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please treat 
this email as confidential, notify the sender and delete all copies of the email immediately. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the named recipient and may contain 
sensitive, confidential or protectively marked material up to the central government classification of 
"RESTRICTED" which must be handled accordingly. If you have received this e-mail in error, please 
immediately notify the sender by e-mail and delete from your system, unless you are the named recipient (or 
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Taylor, S.K. (Sam)

From: Armstrong, Peter <Peter.Armstrong@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 May 2013 11:47
To: Taylor, S.K. (Sam)
Cc: Pedlow, David; Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); 

chris.nunn@forewind.co.uk; Payne, Julia; Gordon, Tony
Subject: RE: Dogger Bank Teesside - Transport Scoping

Sam. 
  
Further to your e‐mail I wish to confirm the following: 
  
With respect to abnormal road feasibility you should contact Julia Payne in Area Management (01287 612543) to 
discuss abnormal load movements from Teesport. There may be constraints from the bridges on Tees Dock Road 
and they may need to use the alternative route through the Tata Steel site. 
  
With respect to traffic impact your proposal seems fine. 
  
Additionally, we have discussed this before but you should consider and comment upon any potential conflict with 
the York Potash route near A174 / A1042 Kirkleatham Roundabout  to explain how any problems are being avoided.
  
Hope this helps 
  
Peter 
  
  
  

From: Taylor, S.K. (Sam) [mailto:sam.taylor@rhdhv.com]  
Sent: 09 May 2013 15:42 
To: Armstrong, Peter 
Cc: Pedlow, David; Ross, A.D. (Andrew); Henderson, R. (Ruth); Clark, A.L. (Amy); chris.nunn@forewind.co.uk 
Subject: Dogger Bank Teesside - Transport Scoping 
  
Dear Peter 
  
Further to our previous scoping discussions I wanted to take the opportunity to provide you with a copy of the 
scoping discussions with the Highways Agency which we have just completed,  I have attached a copy your 
reference.  
  
Two topics have arisen from this scoping which I would like to run by you. The first is the requirement to move 
abnormal loads. At this stage it is envisaged that we will be required to move a transformer unit associated with 
each converter station from Teesport to Wilton, thereby impacting upon the local highway network. We are in the 
process of commissioning an abnormal load feasibility study to assess the impact upon the route. This study will look 
at issues such as the type of vehicle required, any vertical and horizontal constraints and structural issues. 
  
A further matter was that of junction assessment, the HA have confirmed that given the current quantum of 
proposed construction traffic and recognising the  short term duration of the activity that they would not require 
any junction assessments to be undertaken at this stage. Following this agreement we would propose to adopt a 
similar approach for the local highway network. I attach a copy of the latest projected construction traffic flows for 
ease of reference. 
  
Your views upon the proposed methodology for the assessment of abnormal loads and junction capacity 
assessments would be greatly appreciated. 
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Regards 
  
Sam 
  
Sam Taylor, BEng (Hons), MCIHT 
Engineer, Transport & Asset Management 

T 01733 373607 | E sam.taylor@rhdhv.com | W www.royalhaskoningdhv.com 
HaskoningDHV UK Ltd, a company of Royal HaskoningDHV | Rightwell House, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 8DW, UK 
  

 
  

 
This email and any attachments are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s); disclosure or copying by 
others than the intended person(s) is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please treat 
this email as confidential, notify the sender and delete all copies of the email immediately. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the named recipient and may contain 
sensitive, confidential or protectively marked material up to the central government classification of 
"RESTRICTED" which must be handled accordingly. If you have received this e-mail in error, please 
immediately notify the sender by e-mail and delete from your system, unless you are the named recipient (or 
authorised to receive it for the recipient) you are not permitted to copy, use, store, publish, disseminate or 
disclose it to anyone else. 

E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as it could be intercepted, corrupted, 
lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses and therefore the Council accept no liability for 
any such errors or omissions. 

Unless explicitly stated otherwise views or opinions expressed in this email are solely those of the author 
and do not necessarily represent those of the Council and are not intended to be legally binding. 

All Council network traffic and GCSX traffic may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in accordance 
with relevant legislation. 

Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council, Redcar & Cleveland House, Kirkleatham Street, Redcar, TS10 1RT, 
Tel: 01642 774 774, Website: www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk 
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HASKONING UK LTD.

TRANSPORT & ASSET MANAGEMENT

A company of Royal HaskoningDHV

 
 
 
Note 
 

 
To : Highways Agency 
From : Royal HaskoningDHV 
Date : 05 April 2013 
Copy : Forewind 
Our reference : 9W7904.20/N0006/303838/PBor 
   
Subject : Dogger Bank, Teesside: 

Transport Assessment Scoping 
 

(CONFIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIALLY SENSITIVE) 

 
Introduction 
 
This note has been prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) following the review of the 
Dogger Bank, Teesside – Transport Scoping Note 9W7904.20N003 issued on the 07.02.2013, 
hereafter referred to as ‘The Scoping Note’.  
 
The Scoping Note was reviewed by the Highways Agency’s (HA) consultant Halcrow and their 
response (reference 203789.AA.05.56 001GNLet) issued on the 01.03.2013.  
 
This note seeks to respond to the comments and provide further detail in regards to the traffic 
impacts and proposed methodology for the Transport Assessment. 
 
Network Distribution 
 
The Scoping Note provided detail of the overall project traffic demand and the proposed 
methodology for deriving the traffic distribution. It is noted that the HA accepted the methodology 
for the derivation of the trip generation, but have requested further detail in regards to the actual 
impacts when distributed on to the highway network. 
 
To provide this detail the following methodology has been adopted. 
 
The total peak daily (two-way) traffic demand of 377 LCVs and 384 HGVs presented in Appendix 
B of the Scoping Note (attached for reference as Appendix A) has been assigned to each of the 
proposed access locations based upon the proportion of cable route, number of HDD sites, 
converter stations etc that can be served from each when allowing for route severance by road, 
watercourse, etc, Appendix B details this derivation. 
 
Details of approximate access locations are provided in Appendix C of this note and it can be 
noted that it is not proposed to provide any new points of access directly from SRN. 
 
Having assigned the total traffic to each of the points of access (trip destination) this demand has 
then been assigned to the highway network according the route it would take to site based upon 
its assumed origin (trip origin), Appendix D refers. HGV and LCV trip origins have been based 
upon background HGV and total vehicle traffic flows respectively as detailed in the Scoping Note. 
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Appendix D provides a summation of the peak cumulative impacts upon the highway network. 
 
Peak Traffic Impacts 
 
The linear and repetitive nature of the works (cut & cover) will allow programming for an even 
profile of HGV traffic throughout the project and therefore by day. However, whilst employees will 
arrive before the morning network peak hour, the nature of construction work typically requires 
that employee’s work longer hours in the summer and shorter hours in the winter to take 
advantage of the available daylight. It is therefore conceivable, that during the construction works 
there will be an overlap between construction employees departing work and the pm network 
peak hour (16:00 – 17:00 observed from ATCs). 
 
Therefore, peak hour traffic flows are entirely derived of LCVs and interpeak flows are derived 
from total HGV flows divided into a realistic eight hour delivery window. It can be noted that in all 
cases interpeak flows are lower than peak hour flows and will therefore not be considered 
further. 
 
Impact Assessment 
 
Appendix E graphically depicts the distribution of construction traffic from Appendix D on the 
highway network. Based upon the demand shown it is proposed that the scope of assessment 
should focus on the two most immediate SRN junctions namely the A174/A1053/B1380 and 
A1053/A1085 roundabouts to determine if mitigation may be required. It is not considered that 
there is a requirement to assess any other junctions on the SRN. 
 
In addition to the assessment of junction capacity, queuing and delay at the two junctions 
identified it is also proposed to consider the impacts of collisions at these junctions comparing 
recorded collision rates with national averages. 
 
Other considerations 
 
The movement of Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) has been identified by the HA as an area 
that should be addressed within the TA. It is proposed to produce an Abnormal Load Feasibility 
Study in support of the TA, the details of what will be included within this study will be discussed 
separately with the HA. 
 
The installation of cabling under the A1053 by means of horizontal direction drilling has been 
raised as an area of potential concern for the HA and further information was requested to 
enable internal discussions to take place in relation to the specific requirements. In support of the 
application a method statement for HDD operations will be produced, this will provide details of 
the HDD process and details for agreeing how the works will be undertaken, e.g. details of the 
proposed duct route, buried services, entrance and exit points, etc. 
 
Summary 
 
The purpose of this note is to provide further detail to the HA with regards to the proposed 
Transport Assessment methodology for Dogger Bank Teesside. 
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The note seeks to secure the agreement of the extent of the impact assessment required for the 
SRN and provide a reference for further engagement.  
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Appendix A 

  



 



Appendix B February 2013

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Teesside A, Setup primary & intermediate compounds 58
Teesside A, Establish install haul road cable etc 31 31 31 31 31 31
Teesside A, undertake HDDs 2 2
Teesside A, HVAC work 10 10
Teesside A, Remove compound 58
Teesside A Converter station 12 46 48 45 48 50 55 55 55 52 50 22 22 4 3 3 3 3
Teesside B, Setup primary & intermediate compounds 58
Teesside B, Establish install haul road cable etc 31 31 31 31 31 31
Teesside B, undertake HDDs 2 2
Teesside B, HVAC work 10 10
Teesside B, Remove compound 58
Teesside B Converter station 12 46 48 45 48 50 55 55 55 52 50 22 22 4 3 3 3 3

24 92 97 205 158 166 175 192 192 166 215 44 44 7 7 6 7 6 100
48 185 193 411 316 331 351 384 384 332 429 87 88 14 13 12 13 12 200

Average

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Teesside A, HVDC workers 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Teesside A, HDD workers 3 3
Teesside A, HVAC workers 12 12
Teesside A, Converter station workers 46 46 52 67 67 75 75 67 67 67 72 90 75 75 60 60 45 30
Teesside B, HVDC workers 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Teesside B, HDD workers 3 3
Teesside B, HVAC workers 12 12
Teesside B, Converter station workers 46 46 52 67 67 75 75 67 67 67 72 90 75 75 60 60 45 30

92 92 104 164 164 185 185 188 188 164 173 179 149 149 119 119 90 60 143
183 183 209 329 329 371 371 377 377 329 347 358 299 299 239 239 179 119 285

Average

116 184 201 370 322 351 361 380 380 330 388 223 193 156 126 125 96 66 243
231 368 402 739 645 702 721 761 760 660 776 446 387 313 252 251 192 131 485

Average

92 92 104 164 164 185 185 188 188 164 173 179 149 149 119 119 90 60 143
6 23 24 51 39 41 44 48 48 41 54 11 11 2 2 2 2 2 25

Average

Total vehicle peak hour LCV (two-way) movements
Total peak hour HGV (two-way) movements

Peak LCVs Peak HGVs

Activity

All Vehicles Peak

Total LCV movements
Total LCV (two-way) movements

Total vehicle movements
Total vehicle (two-way) movements

Peak LCVs

Months

Total HGV movements
Total HGV (two-way) movements

Months

Peak HGVs

Activity
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Appendix B: HGV & LCV movements per access

Access DC cable route AC cable route HDD sites Site compounds Converter stations
1. Coast Road 10.8% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%

2. Redcar Road 10.8% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%

3. A174 10.8% 0.0% 12.5% 50.0% 0.0%

4. Grewgrass Lane 10.8% 0.0% 18.8% 0.0% 0.0%

5. B1269 32.3% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0%

6. Wilton Works 24.6% 80.0% 12.5% 50.0% 100.0%

7. B1380 Lackenby 0.0% 20.0% 6.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Access HGVs DC cable route AC cable route HDD sites Site compounds Converter stations
1. Coast Road 13 0 0 0 0

2. Redcar Road 13 0 0 0 0

3. A174 13 0 0 0 0

4. Grewgrass Lane 13 0 0 0 0

5. B1269 40 0 0 0 0

6. Wilton Works 30 33 0 0 220

7. B1380 Lackenby 0 8 0 0 0 Total
Total Daily (two‐way) HGV 
movements

123 41 0 0 220 384

Access LGVs DC cable route AC cable route HDD sites Site compounds Converter stations
1. Coast Road 6 0 0 0 0

2. Redcar Road 6 0 0 0 0

3. A174 6 0 0 0 0

4. Grewgrass Lane 6 0 0 0 0

5. B1269 19 0 0 0 0

6. Wilton Works 15 38 0 0 269

7. B1380 Lackenby 0 10 0 0 0 Total
Total Daily (two‐way) LCV 
movements 60 48 0 0 269 377

Percentrage of construction activity per access

Peak Dailly HGV numbers per access

Peak Dailly LCV numbers per access
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The concepts and information contained in this document
are the copyright of Forewind. Use or copying of the
document in whole or in part without the written permission
of Forewind constitutes an infringement of copyright. 
Forewind does not warrant that this document is definitive
nor free of error and does not accept liability for any loss
caused or arising from reliance upon information provided herein.

DOGGER BANK R3 DEVELOPMENT
 

Indicative Teesside onshore cable route &
Infrastructure for projects A and B

to Lackenby substation

© British Crown and Sea Zone Solution Ltd. All rights reserved.
Products Licence Number: 022010.005

DRAWING NUMBER:

REV DATE

1 06/03/2013
REMARKS Drn. By Ckd. By

First Issue SW _

DRAWING TITLE

PROJECT TITLE

LEGEND

Source:
Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright and database right, 2011
Round 3 © TCE, 2010.
Bathymetry © SeaZone, 2011.

OSGB BNGA31:26,000 DATUM PROJECTIONSCALE PLOT SIZE

A Teesside Cable Construction Access Points

Teesside AB Landfall joint transition bay (2500m²)

Cable landfall envelope

Teesside AB

Onshore cable route

Teesside AB HVAC

Teesside AB HVDC, HDD

Teesside AB HVDC, Open trench

Teesside AB HVDC, HDD

Teesside AB HVDC, Open trench

HDD entry or exit locations

Teesside AB (2000m²)

Cable jointing bays

Teesside AB

Converter station site

Teesside A+B

Teesside AB converter stations

Teesside AB large site construction compound (9000m²)

Teesside AB small site construction compound (784m²)

# Lackenby 400KV substation (Teesside A+B connection)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Appendix D: HGVs and LCVs per link

Access HGVs
(Trip destination)

Trip origin
Trip origin (% 
distribution)

No. of HGVs/access 
(see Appendix A)

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH NN II JJ KK LL MM

Via A66 56.00% 7 7 7 7 7 7

Via A174 44.00% 6 6 6 6 6

Via A66 56.00% 7 7 7 7 7

Via A174 44.00% 6 6 6 6

Via A66 56.00% 7 7 7 7 7

Via A174 44.00% 6 6 6 6

Via A66 56.00% 7 7 7 7 7

Via A174 44.00% 6 6 6 6

Via A66 56.00% 22 22 22 22 22

Via A174 44.00% 17 17 17 17

Via A66 56.00% 159 159 159

Via A174 44.00% 125 125

Via A66 56.00% 4 4 4

Via A174 44.00% 4 4

Access LCVs 
(Trip destination)

Trip origin
Trip origin (% 
distribution)

No. of LCVs/access (see 
Appendix A)

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH NN II JJ KK LL MM

Via A66 26.00% 2 2 2 2 2 2

Via A174 west 30.00% 2 2 2 2 2

Via A1042 17.00% 1 1 1 1

Via A1085 13.00% 1

Via A174 east 14.00% 1 1

Via A66 26.00% 2 2 2 2 2

Via A174 west 30.00% 2 2 2 2

Via A1042 17.00% 1 1 1

Via A1085 13.00% 1 1

Via A174 east 14.00% 1 1 1

Via A66 26.00% 2 2 2 2 2

Via A174 west 30.00% 2 2 2 2

Via A1042 17.00% 1 1 1

Via A1085 13.00% 1 1 1

Via A174 east 14.00% 1 1 1

Via A66 26.00% 2 2 2 2 2

Via A174 west 30.00% 2 2 2 2

Via A1042 17.00% 1 1 1

Via A1085 13.00% 1 1 1 1

Via A174 east 14.00% 1 1 1 1

Via A66 26.00% 5 5 5 5 5

Via A174 west 30.00% 6 6 6 6

Via A1042 17.00% 3 3 3

Via A1085 13.00% 3 3 3 3

Via A174 east 14.00% 3 3 3 3

Via A66 26.00% 84 84 84

Via A174 west 30.00% 97 97

Via A1042 17.00% 55

Via A1085 13.00% 42 42 42

Via A174 east 14.00% 45 45 45

Via A66 26.00% 3 3 3

Via A174 west 30.00% 3 3

Via A1042 17.00% 2 2 2

Via A1085 13.00% 1 1 1 1 1

Via A174 east 14.00% 1 1 1 1 1

Summary
AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH NN II JJ KK LL MM
0 215 215 8 169 376 0 92 26 40 13 13 13 0

0 98 98 10 113 210 64 131 107 19 6 6 55 53

0 313 313 18 282 586 64 223 134 59 20 20 68 53

0 49 49 5 56 105 32 65 54 10 3 3 28 26

0 27 27 1 21 47 0 12 3 5 2 2 2 0

Link designation

Link designation

1. Coast Road

2. Redcar Road

3. A174

4. Grewgrass Lane

5. B1269

13

1. Coast Road 6

87. B1380 Lackenby

13

13

5. B1269

6. Wilton Works

13

40

284

Link designation

Peak hour (two‐way) All vehicles
Inter peak hour (two‐way) All vehicles

7. Lackenby 10

62. Redcar Road

3. A174 6

4. Grewgrass Ln 6

Daily total (two‐way) LCVs
Daily total (two‐way) All vehicles

Daily total (two‐way) HGVs

19

6. Wilton Works 322
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Highway network

Approximate cable route
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Appendix E 
Appendix E, contains the minutes of a meeting with the Highways Agency 

  



 



CONFIDENTIAL 
Meeting record 

Page 1 of 5 

Meeting title Dogger Bank Teesside A and B 
Traffic Related Issues with the Highways Agency 

Location Highways Agency, Lateral, Leeds 

Date/ time 22 April 2013, 10:30-12:00 

Originator Sam Taylor (RHDHV) 

Attendees Highways Agency: Michael Hoult (MH) 
Halcrow for the Highways Agency: Gavin Nicholson (GN) 
Forewind: Chris Nunn (NN) 
Royal HaskoningDHV: Andy Ross (AR), Sam Taylor (ST) and Amy Clark (AC) 

Apologies None 

Purpose of 
meeting 

To discuss and advance various traffic related issues (per agenda) for Dogger Bank 
Teesside A and B application 

  Owner Timing 
(from – to) 

1 Project Overview CN 

10:30 – 12:00 

2 Trip Generation and Distribution AR & ST 

3 Residual Traffic Impact AR 

4 Mitigation AR 

5 Highways Access AR & ST 

6 Highways Improvements AR 

7 Cumulative Development AR 

8 AOB All 

Outputs from 
meeting 

Output 
 
Action 1: MH to provide details of when the improvements to 
Greystones and Westgate roundabouts were commissioned. 
 
Action 2: MH committed to speaking with colleagues 
regarding the extent to the AIL study 
 
Action 3: ST/AR committed to share a draft of the proposed 
brief for the AIL study with the HA. 
 
Action 4: MH committed to acquire data regarding any 
structural weight limits etc to inform the AIL study. 
 
Action 5: MH committed to speak to colleagues to confirm 
what tests and agreements would be required to allow for 
HDD works under the SRN. 

From 
 
MH – Provided 08.05.2013 
 
 
MH – Provided 08.05.2013 
 
 
AR – Provided 07.05.2013 
 
 
MH – Provided 08.05.2013 
 
 
MH – Provided 24.04.2013 

Date of next 
meeting 

tbc 

Forewind Meeting Protocol 

Distribute agenda before meeting Fix responsibilities for each item 

Start on time Finish on time 

Set out your ground rules   Publish minutes / actions 

Stick to the agenda Continuous improvement 
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KEY DECISIONS/NOTES 

1.0 Overview 
 
1.1. Forewind (CN) provided an overview of Dogger Bank Teesside A and B including: 
 

 the route of the proposed cables from landfall to the substation at Lackenby;  
 an overview of the cable route for Teesside A & B describing the key features such as the 

landfall, converter stations site, HDD sites etc.; 
 the proposed DCO submission dates and provided information in relation to the future proposals 

for Teesside C & D. 
 
1.2. Forewind (CN) explained that negotiations with National Grid were still on-going with regard to 

Teesside C & D and as such at this stage there are few project details, such as project demand and 
start times etc. C&D would be subject to a separate application and for the purpose of the A&B 
project would be considered as cumulative development. 
 

1.3. Forewind (CN) stated that the draft ES will be submitted in November and committed to providing 
the HA with an advanced draft prior to the formal consultation exercise. 

 
1.4. RHDHV (AR) proposed that a Transport Assessment (TA) and Environmental Statement (ES) 

Traffic and Access chapter would form the key transport deliverables; with the traffic demand 
derived in the TA informing the assessment contained within the ES. 

 
1.5. RHDHV (AR) explained that as no contractors or supply chain would be appointed until after 

determination that it was not proposed that a full Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) or 
Construction Travel Plan (CTP) be provided for the DCO application but that an outline of the 
proposed structure of these documents could be included within the TA. It was proposed that the 
production of these documents should be conditioned by the HA of the Local Highway Authority.  

1.6. HA (MH) confirmed that the approach to deliverables would be acceptable. 
 

2.0 Trip Generation and Distribution 
 

2.1. RHDHV (AR) explained that the traffic demand numbers previously issued to the HA (07.02.2013) 
have subsequently been refined and this has generally reduced traffic demand, whilst project 
demand associated with the substation enabling works has recently been received from National 
Grid which have increased this element of project demand. It was explained that overall the 
quantum of traffic demand would be similar to that previously issued. 

 
2.2. HA (GN) confirmed that the HA were happy with the method for the derivation of the trip demand. 
 
2.3. RHDHV (AR & ST) explained how the derived traffic demand had been distributed onto the highway 

network utilising a worst case 18 month programme and  trip origins informed by background traffic 
flows. 

 
2.4. HA (GN) confirmed that the methodology adopted for the trip distribution was acceptable. 

 
2.5. HA (MH) enquired about access locations, and questioned would accesses proposed off the 

Strategic Road Network (SRN) and would the access to the Lackenby substation require any 
enhancements? 

 
2.6. RHDHV (AR) explained that no new accesses would be required with the SRN and that access to 

the Lackenby substation would be from its existing access with the B1380. 
 
2.7. RHDHV (AR) explained that the employee trip generation included an element of embedded 

mitigation (car sharing @ approximately 2.5 employees per car) however no allowance had been 
made for reductions in overall vehicle numbers due to the use of public transport, walking or cycling, 
etc. 
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KEY DECISIONS/NOTES 

 
2.8. HA (GN) confirmed that this was an acceptable approach, but the HA would require some evidence 

in the TA to support the car-sharing assumptions. 
 

3.0 Residual Traffic Impact 
 

3.1. RHDHV (AR) explained that it was proposed to assess the impact at the three most immediate 
junctions, one of which were on the SRN, namely: Greystones roundabout. 
 

3.2. HA (MH) noted that based upon the information provided to date it is unlikely the proposed traffic 
generation borne from Teesside A & B impact is severe and given its main impact is of temporary 
nature that junction modelling is unlikely to be required. 

 
3.3. RHDHV (ST) explained that the collision data for the previous five years from the local highway 

authority and that the analysis would consider collision clusters comparing rates with national 
averages and identifying any trends and patterns that could be exacerbated by the development 
proposals. 

 
3.4. HA (MH) confirmed that this was an acceptable approach and requested that collision analysis is to 

be included within the TA. 
 

3.5. HA (MH) provided details of the recent improvements to the Greystones and Westgate 
roundabouts, (MH) agreed to provide details of when the improvements were commissioned 
(Action 1) to facilitate an understanding of the accident record. 
 
Action 1 Post Meeting Note: The HA have confirmed that the improvements were substantially 
completed in December 2010, with a Stage 3 safety audit undertaken in January 2011. 
 

3.6. RHDHV (AR) explained that the construction window could feasibly cover any period between 2015 
and 2022 as such for the ES it was proposed to use 2015 as this would provide a worst case for the 
assessment of environmental impacts. 2022 is proposed for the TA should future junction 
assessments be required. 
 

3.7. HA (GN) confirmed that this approach was suitable and that TEMPro should be used to forecast 
background traffic growth taking care to ensure that cumulative developments are not double 
counted. 

 
4.0 Mitigation 
 

4.1. RHDHV (AR) explained that it is proposed that mitigation measures should be ‘Smart’ rather than 
physical (e.g. junction widening, signalisation etc.) recognising the temporal nature of the works and 
impact that constructing physical measures could have upon the operation of the highway network. 
The key mitigation measures will focus managing HGV demand and delivery profiles through a 
CTMP and managing employee travel patterns and mode share through a CTP.   
 

4.2. For the purpose of the DCO application an outline of the measures to be taken forward in a (post 
determination) CTMP and CTP will be provided in the TA and ES chapter. 

 
5.0 Highway Access 
 

5.1. RHDHV (AR) explained that there would be a need for Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) to deliver 
the transformer units to the converter stations and that it would be most likely these would arrive via 
Teesport. However, it was noted that it was also conceivable these components could come from 
further afield via the SRN, as such it was proposed to assess the route from Teesport to site and 
from the wider SRN via the A174 to site. 
 

5.2. HA (MH) committed to speak with colleagues regarding the scope of assessment required for the 
AIL study (Action 2). 
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Action 2 Post Meeting Note: The HA have agreed that a study of the AIL routing from Teesport to 
the Wilton works should be provided with the submission. In addition the HA have acknowledged 
that at this stage the AILs could come from somewhere other than Teesport. In the event 
this requirement changes then a detailed study would be required at the appropriate time, however 
it is worth noting that the Agency would need to be party to the agreement of the route through the 
Construction Traffic Management Plan which the Agency would likely seek to condition on any 
permission granted.  
 

5.3. RHDHV (AR) asked that the HA provide details of any structural weight limits etc that would need to 
be considered within the AIL study and agreed to share a brief with the HAS for the AIL study prior 
to it being commissioned (Action 3). 
 
Action 3 Post Meeting Note: RHDHV agreed the scope for the AIL study with the HA 
 

5.4. HA (MH) committed to liaise with colleagues and acquire this data (Action 4). 
 
Action 4 Post Meeting Note: The HA have met with Autolink to discuss matters specifically relating 
to the potential of project components being shipped into Teesport and the logistics of transporting 
the proposed transformer units to the convertor stations in Wilton via local and SRN networks. As 
part of the meeting the HA and Autolink also undertook a route run to identify what constraints there 
maybe and to flag up any other overhead and weight restrictions.  

 
In summary the HA note that, Greystones junction has a underpass/subway running through the 
junction, and was flagged as a possible weight constraint, however the underpass is only approx 
4m wide and therefore is unlikely to be problematic, however, Autolink did state that they would 
require an Internal check of any Abnormal Load over 100 tonnes. As for negotiating the junction 
itself, this did not appear to be a problem, however the AIL study will confirm that this is the case. 
As for the A1053, the only other structure along this section is the accommodation bridge directly 
north of the Lackenby substation. Again given the width of the structure this did not appear to cause 
any concern to Autolink at this stage, however as above an internal check would be required as the 
load is likely to be well in excess of 100 tonnes. 
 
The HA have advised that they believe the greatest constraint to any abnormal load of this size 
coming from Teesport would be the A66/A1085/A1053 Westgate Roundabout. This falls under the 
jurisdiction of Redcar & Cleveland BC Highways, and therefore further discussion regarding this 
junction would be with this Highway Authority.  
 

6.0 Highway Improvements 
 

6.1. HA (MH) advised that no improvements other than those identified earlier (associated with 
Teesport) were planned for the SRN. 
 
Post Meeting Note: The HA have advised there are planned Highway Improvements committed to 
be delivered by end of March 2015 at the A19/A174 Parkway Interchange and also the A19/A689 
Wynyard Interchange. 

 
7.0 Cumulative Development 
 

7.1. RHDHV (AR) opened up a discussion as to how Teesside C & D should be considered within the 
Teesside A & B application. 

 
7.2. Forewind (CN) stated it was anticipated that the Teesside C & D application would promote 

mitigation for the cumulative impacts of the respective applications.  
 

7.3. HA (MH) advised that if the application for Teesside C & D came forward then that application 
should consider the cumulative impacts of Teesside A & B rather than the other way round. 
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7.4. All, it was agreed that the application for Teesside A & B should not consider the cumulative 

impacts of C & D in detail and a narrative outlining the future plans would be sufficient. 
 

7.5. RHDHV (AR) outlined the cumulative developments being considered.  HA (MH) provided feedback 
upon the projects that the HA have been consulted on with and confirmed that they were not aware 
of any other projects that should be considered. 
 

7.6. HA (GN) asked for confirmation that the cumulative development list had been accepted by the 
local planning authority in the TA. 
 

8.0 Any Other Business 
 

8.1. HA (GN) asked if there were any further details on the proposed cabling under the A1053 and if the 
existing underpass may be suitable rather than Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD). 
 

8.2. Forewind (CN) confirmed that the underpass had been investigated but it was considered that this 
route would not be suitable due to limited space. 
 

8.3. Forewind (CN) confirmed that Network Rail have expressed similar concerns about HDDing under 
their asset and that similar agreements and method statements could be develop to satisfy the 
requirements of the HA. 
 

8.4. HA (MH) was unsure of the process and what agreements and tests etc would need to be satisfied 
to undertake the HDD works but committed to investigate with colleagues (Action 5).  

 
Post Meeting Note: The HA have provided a copy of HA 120/08 to inform the HDD processes 
 

8.5. All, no other AOB raised. 
 

 



 



Appendix F 
Appendix F, provides a copy of the Highways Agency’s response to PEI3 

  



 













 



Appendix G 
Appendix G, provides a copy of Redcar and Cleveland Borough Councils response to PEI3 
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Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council 
Regeneration Services Directorate 

Development Management  
Redcar and Cleveland House 

Kirkleatham Street  
Redcar  

TS10 1RT 
 

Direct line: 01287 612546 
Email: planning_admin@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk 
Website: www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk/Planning 

 
Our Ref:      
Your Ref:     

                                                                                             Contact:     Mr D Pedlow 
                                                                                              Date:         20 December 2013 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
PROPOSAL: DOGGER BANK WINDFARM 
LOCATION: ONSHORE WORKS FROM LANDFALL BETWEEN REDCAR AND MARSKE TO 

SUBSTATION AT WILTON WORKS 
 
I am writing in response to the consultation programme currently on-going relating to the 
proposed development of the Dogger Bank Windfarm.  This response is from Redcar and 
Cleveland Borough Council and collates the views from relevant officers relating to specific topic 
headings. 
 
The response considers the on-shore works as these are the one’s that are considered to have 
a direct impact on the Borough. 
 
Chapter 21 – Landscape and Visual Impacts 
 
The proposed works and mitigation works are considered to be acceptable.  The proposed 
mitigation works at the southern end of the Wilton Site adjacent to Lazenby are considered to 
provide a suitable level of screening. 
 
It is advised that discussions take place with Sembcorp and any tenant of the land on which the 
mitigation works are proposed. 
 
Chapter 22 – Socio-economics 
 
I have consulted with the Council’s business investment team and routes to employment officer.  
The following comments have been received based on the information currently available to the 
Council within chapter 22; 
 
Business Investment Team 
 
Supply Chain Opportunities 
Confirmation of the timescale to determine the preferred port – this will be key to 
understanding the supply chain opportunities. In addition to understand the mechanism to 
engage with businesses. There was mention of a ‘project to engage and develop’ during the 
presentation – we would appreciate further detail around this and how can our team can feed 
into this process.  
 
Construction phase  
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Further details around the scale of operation, the types of skills required, and the opportunities 
for using local labour. This will enable us to engage at the earliest opportunity with school, 
colleges, and businesses to ensure they are developing the necessary skills. 
 
Skills support  
Will you be looking to provide any funding to support with skills development, and apprentice 
opportunities both whilst the project is under construction and in the longer term to ensure the 
project provides a lasting legacy. Please could you clarify which schools in R&C you are 
working with through the Champions project. 
 
Onshore element / Wilton Convertor Stations 
We would appreciate further detail around the scale of the permanent support structure - both 
the on-site facilities/services and the potential job opportunities. 
 
Routes to employment officer comments 
 
I would like to see a more robust commitment to a SKILLS STRATEGY. 
 
The Champions for Wind programme is an excellent start for raising awareness of project and 
career opportunities. 
 
We would like to see an action jointly developed which covers 
 
Enriching the education curriculum and working with the local college and training providers to 
align vocational training to opportunities on the project. 
 
Establish employment routes into the project through targeted training programmes, including 
apprenticeship. 
 
Will there be a sum of money made available which would be used to up skill , unemployed 
young people or sponsor apprenticeships even if it is a good will gesture ( £2,500 can sponsor 
an apprentice or £5,100 to fully fund). 
 
Will an individual be identified at an early stage to consider the medium to long term skills 
strategy, we need to be training up young people now for future opportunities and discussions 
need to start sooner rather than later 
 
Chapter 23 Tourism and Recreation 
 
Given the job numbers during construction phase provided in the Draft Environmental 
Statement there will be an increased demand on accommodation, eating establishments, 
transport, and possibly retail. It will be beneficial to understand more about these 
requirements. We will be happy to liaise with you and provide all the necessary information to 
support your needs. 
 
Chapter 24 – Geology, Water Resources and Land Quality 
 
On-going dialogue has been taking place with the Council’s environmental protection team with 
regard to land quality and the presence of contaminated land along the route.  At the recent 
meeting held at Redcar and Cleveland offices (11/12/13) no issues were raised with regards to 
this, however should any further discussions be required these should be with Council’s 
environmental protection team. 
 
Comments have also been raised with regard to flood risk and the treatment of surface water 
particularly with regard to the converter stations.  It is advised that discussions take place with 
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the Environment Agency and Sembcorp who help in the operation and running of the wider 
Wilton Site. 
 
Chapter 25 – Terrestrial Ecology 
 
As previously advised in correspondence with Forewind, the Council does not have an in house 
ecologist and therefore is not in a position to provide a detailed response with regard to ecology.  
We would consider that advice be taken from the statutory consultees including Natural England 
and the RSPB, as well as more local information sources such as Tees Valley Wildlife Trust. 
 
Chapter 27 Terrestrial Archaeology 
 
The Council have been copied into a response from English Heritage with regard to terrestrial 
impacts.  At this time no formal comments have been received from the Council’s archaeology 
consultant, however all previous advice offered from the consultant should be considered in the 
final drafting of this chapter.  
 
Chapter 28 – Traffic and Access 
 
I have consulted the Council’s highway engineers with regard to the proposed development and 
its impact on the highway network.  I have been advised that at this time there are no concerns 
with the proposals.  Regular consultation has been taking place with the engineers and the 
Highway Agency, and it is anticipated that these will continue to ensure a suitable form of 
development is brought forward that does not impact on the local highway network. 
 
It is noted that it is anticipated that a Construction Travel Plan and Construction Management 
Plan will be agreed along with the Highway Agency following any subsequent approval.  This 
will need the input from any appointed contractor. 
 
Chapter 29 – Noise and Vibration 
 
The following comments have been raised with regard to the proposed development; 
 

 What hours of work are proposed, particularly with regard to development in proximity to 
sensitive noise receptors? 

 Has frequency analysis been undertaken as part of the noise assessment 
 Recent trends at the Wilton Site have seen a reduction in night time noise levels due to 

the shut down of various sites on Wilton.  This has resulted in neighbouring residents 
becoming more sensitive to noise levels changes as a result of development on the site 

 Will there be any acoustic bunding or screening as part of the development 
 
Chapter 30 – Air Quality 
 
Based on the information within the chapter there are no adverse comments to make with 
regard to the proposed development.   
 
Comments have been raised as to whether the beach is a receptor and this may need 
addressing in the final ES. 
 
 
I trust the above information is helpful in finalising the ES; however should you require any 
further information or details of officers within the Council to discus specific topics please 
contact me. 
 
Yours faithfully 
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Mr D Pedlow       
Planning Officer 
 



Appendix H 
Appendix H, show a typical cross section of the proposed cable route 

  



 





 



Appendix I 
Appendix I, shows the general arrangement drawings for accesses 1 – 8 (drawing numbers 
9W7904.20.SK001 – SK007) and swept path analysis drawings for access 1 – 8 and 11 (drawing 
numbers 9W7904.20.TR001 – TR009) 

  



 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





 





Appendix J 
Appendix J, details the captured baseline traffic flows for all the links within the study area and 
provides details of the data source 
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Appendix K 
Appendix K, provides a copy of the personal injury collision plans supplied by Redcar and 
Cleveland Borough Council for the study area  
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	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 Scope
	1.1.1 This Transport Assessment (TA) describes the existing environment with regard to traffic and access and assesses the potential impacts of Dogger Bank Teesside Projects A & B. A full description of the development proposal is contained in Section 2 of this TA. 
	1.1.2 Large scale offshore wind farm developments are relatively new, and technology is advancing rapidly to address the associated challenges.  Given the anticipated future changes in the design and availability of wind farm components and continual improvements in installation techniques, it is not feasible  to identify suppliers prior to the application and consequently land based facilities for the construction and servicing of the projects have not been identified.
	1.1.3 Such facilities will be provided or brought into operation by means of one or more planning applications or as port operations within permitted development rights under respective Planning Acts. 
	1.1.4 Since offshore servicing facilities are as yet unidentified, this TA will be concerned with the traffic and access aspects of the onshore works only, examining the construction and operation phases of the projects. 
	1.1.5 This TA will provide supporting evidence for an overarching Dogger Bank Teesside A & B Environmental Statement (ES) and will form part of the Development Consent Order (DCO) application. 
	1.1.6 Traffic borne environmental effects (including noise, vibration, air quality and effects on tourism and recreation) are assessed separately within the ES in Chapters 23 Tourism and Recreation, Chapters 28 Traffic and Access, Chapter 29 Noise and Chapter 30 Air Quality. 
	1.1.7 Typically, a TA supporting a construction project of this magnitude is accompanied by a Construction Travel Plan (CTP) and Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP). These plans require contractor input to ensure control and enforcement measures are implementable.
	1.1.8 The unique character of wind farm developments outlined means that a construction contractor (and supply chain) will not be appointed prior to the determination of the DCO application.  
	1.1.9 Therefore, it is proposed to defer the production of a Construction Traffic Management Plan/Construction Travel Plan until such time that a contractor is appointed and can inform the process.  For the purpose of the DCO application the TA will outline the key issues to be taken forward and addressed by these respective plans. 

	1.2 Consultation
	1.2.1 To inform the TA a pre-application consultation process has been undertaken with the Planning Inspectorate (former Infrastructure Planning Commission, IPC), the local highway authority Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council (RCBC) and the Highways Agency (HA) who are responsible for the Strategic Road Network (SRN). Table 1.1 provides a summary of the key consultation stages to date.
	1.2.2 Table 1.2 provides a summary of the key issues that were raised during Scoping and provides details of where these issues are addressed. 


	2 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
	2.1 Introduction
	2.1.1 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B is Forewind’s second stage of the Dogger Bank development.  
	2.1.2 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B will comprise two wind farms, each with a generating capacity of up to 1.2GW, and will connect to the existing National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) substation at Lackenby, in Teesside. Dogger Bank Teesside A & B will have a total generating capacity of up to 2.4GW.
	2.1.3 Dogger Bank Teesside A & B have been identified, however, for Dogger Bank Teesside C & D, further work will be required to identify these boundaries and will therefore be finalised following completion of this work.
	2.1.4 The onshore element of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B comprises all infrastructure landward of the Mean High Water Mark (MHWM) including: 
	2.1.5 Figure 1 details the onshore elements, comprising an approximate 9km long cable route with landfall to the north of Marske-by-the-Sea.  From here, the HVDC cable systems will cross under the railway line and Redcar Road, head south to the A174, and then cross agricultural fields north of the village of Yearby, connecting with the converter stations site at the Wilton complex. 
	2.1.6 The HVDC will be converted to HVAC at the converter stations sites and connected into the current Lackenby substation to the west of the A1053 via HVAC cables. HDD techniques will be used to cross significant obstacles such as watercourses, railway lines and major roads where trenching cannot be achieved. During HDD, tunnels are bored under the obstacles and the cables pulled through the underlying geology.  All HDD work under roads will be carried out in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HA 120/08, “Guidance on the Trenchless Installation of Services Beneath Motorways and Trunk Roads”.
	2.1.7 A typical cross section of the proposed cable system is contained in Appendix H.
	2.1.8 Due to the nature of the ground conditions along the length of the cable route and the potential issues surrounding surface water run-off and groundwater, it is envisaged that a temporary haul road will be required for a significant portion of the cable route. The haul road will be in the region of 6m wide and would likely be constructed of unbound graded stone to a depth of approximately 350mm.

	2.2 Construction phasing scenarios
	2.2.1 The specific timing and phasing of construction of the two projects will be determined post consent and therefore a ‘Rochdale Envelope’ approach has been undertaken for the application.  There are four key principles that form the basis of the Rochdale Envelope, relating to how the projects will be built.  These are:
	2.2.2 The four construction phasing scenarios for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B considered within the onshore assessment for traffic and access are therefore:
	2.2.3 For scenario (i), either project is considered to have the same impact on traffic and access.  The concurrent scenario (ii) is considered to be the worst case traffic scenario, due to the doubling of construction traffic.
	2.2.4 As such, the onshore construction scenarios which define the traffic impact Rochdale Envelope for the projects are:
	2.2.5 These two scenarios have been utilised to derive the ‘Worst case definition’ for construction traffic demand outlined in Section 5. 

	2.3 Study area
	2.3.1 The study area has been informed by an assessment of the most probable routes for traffic, for both the movement of materials and employees, during both construction and operational phases of the project, and has been agreed with the RCBC and the HA..
	2.3.2 The study area is illustrated in Figure 2.

	2.4 Traffic and access strategy
	2.4.1 In direct response to the policy and guidance framework (outlined in Section 3) and stakeholder engagement (outlined in Section 1) a ‘Traffic and Access Strategy’ has been developed.  Recognising the need to manage the traffic impact the following embedded mitigation measures are promoted within the strategy:

	2.5 Access detail
	2.5.1 The location and type of access proposed for both the construction and operational phases of the project have been discussed and agreed in principle with RCBC.
	2.5.2 The details of the proposed access arrangements are summarised within Table 2.1, and the proposed junction geometry including width, radii, and visibility are shown graphically in Appendix I drawing numbers 9W7902.20.SK001 – SK006 and 9W7902.20.TR001 – TR0009, Figure 1 also graphically depicts the access locations in relation to the projects’ and the wider highway network.
	2.5.3 Further details of the form of accesses and mitigation are discussed in Section 6.


	3 POLICY AND GUIDANCE
	3.1 Introduction 
	3.1.1 This Section sets out the salient policy and guidance that has informed the development of the projects’ TA and identifies how the application has been shaped by this framework.

	3.2 National Planning Policy
	3.2.1 The assessment of potential traffic and access impacts has been made with specific reference to the Government’s National Policy Statements (NPSs).  NPSs set out policies or circumstances that Ministers consider should be taken into account in decisions on Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP).  All six energy NPSs received designation by the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change on 19 July 2011.  Those relevant to Dogger Bank Teesside A & B are:
	3.2.2 The specific assessment requirements for traffic and access, as detailed in the NPSs, are summarised in Table 3.1, together with an indication of where each stipulation is addressed.  Where any part of the NPS has not been followed within the assessment an explanation as to why the requirement was not deemed relevant, or has been met in another manner, is provided.
	3.2.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012 and replaces Planning Policy Statements and Planning Policy Guidance Notes for guiding development in England.  It provides a framework for the preparation of Local Development Plans further to the implementation of the Government’s Localism Bill.     
	3.2.4 Section 4 of the NPPF considers ‘Promoting Sustainable Transport’ and opens with the statement that ‘Transport policies have an important role to play in facilitating sustainable development but also in contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives’.  In respect of transport paragraph 32 of the NPPF states that:
	3.2.5 The NPPF has ‘set the tone’ for the development of the application TA and stakeholder engagement.  The TA response to local policy is outlined below.

	3.3 Local planning policy
	3.3.1 The RCBC Core Strategy was adopted on the 19 July 2007.  The Core Strategy sets out a spatial vision and aims for the Redcar and Cleveland Local Development Framework (LDF) and the strategic policies to help deliver that vision. 
	3.3.2 The LDF comprises several Development Plan Documents (DPDs) which together set out the policies and proposals for the spatial planning of the Borough outside the North York Moors National Park for the period up to 2021. 
	3.3.3 The Core Strategy set the context for the subsequent development of the third Redcar and Cleveland Local Transport Plan (discussed later in this Section) of particular relevance to this application and transport are the following policies:
	3.3.4 Under the NPPF direction, local planning authorities are encouraged to move from a LDF approach under which several documents together form the Local Development Plan, to a Local Plan approach where all the relevant spatial and land use policies are combined within one document.
	3.3.5 In this context a Local Plan scoping document was published by RCBC in November 2012 which reviewed current LDF policies. The document concluded that the transport policies are consistent with the NPPF and therefore will be retained for the emerging Local Plan.
	3.3.6 The Draft Local Plan was agreed by Cabinet on 21 September 2013, and consulation closed during December 2013.  It is not clear what RCBC’s timetable is for adopting the final draft document.
	3.3.7 In June 2010 the Coalition Government invited businesses and councils to come together to form Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) whose geography reflects the natural economic areas of England.  The subsequent white paper Local growth: realising every place’s potential (October 2010), sets out a diverse range of activities for LEPs effectively replacing the abolished Regional Development Agencies’ roles and responsibilities.  ‘Tees Valley unlimited’ are the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) with a mandate to deliverer jobs and economic growth across the Tees Valley.  To help achieve these aims Tees Valley unlimited has developed a Statement of Ambition which sets out the vision for the Tees Valley for the next 15 years.  The Statement of Ambition has two key ambitions, namely:
	3.3.8 The Statement of Ambition focusses on delivering the benefits of the joined up and connected polycentric city region as the drive for economic growth and prosperity, making the best use of the asset of each town and district.  Leading city region stakeholders have identified the following key challenges as being most important:
	3.3.9 The Redcar and Cleveland third Local Transport Plan (LTP3) was adopted by RCBC in March 2011 and builds upon the  Core Strategy and the LEP Statement of Ambition by setting five main goals for city and regional networks, namely:
	3.3.10 The following five policies have been identified as being critical in achieving the goals of the LTP3 and are considered to be of particular relevance to the application:
	3.3.11 The application acknowledges these five key policies through the development of a construction Traffic and Access Strategy that contains embedded traffic management measures to mitigate the projects’ traffic impact.  Further details are contained in Section 2. 
	3.3.12 The LTP3 identifies traffic issues specific to the Tees Valley area and their influence on the development of the TA is discussed below: 
	3.3.13 The LTP3 notes that:
	3.3.14 The TA study area incorporates A1053 Teesport access and the affected local roads and residual traffic demand is assessed during peak hours. 
	3.3.15 Traffic congestion is compounded by the higher than regional and national reliance upon the private car for commuting in the Tees Valley area, the LTP3 notes that:
	3.3.16 With regards to employment and the distribution of employees of particular relevance to the application is the number of people employed locally to the Tees Valley area, the LTP3 notes that:
	3.3.17 The local characteristics in employees demographic and mode choice have informed the distribution of traffic and development of transport solutions contained within the Transport Assessment.

	3.4 Other legislation and guidance
	3.4.1 The Highways Act 1980 is concerned with the management and operation of the road network in England and Wales.  It forms the instrument which gives powers to local authorities to license activities upon the public highway.
	3.4.2 The Highways Act, and amendments, consolidates several earlier pieces of legislation.  Many amendments relate to changes of highway authority, to include new unitary councils and National Parks.  
	3.4.3 The Traffic Management Act was introduced in 2004 to address congestion and disruption on the road network.  The Act places a duty on local traffic authorities to ensure the expeditious movement of traffic on their road network and those networks of surrounding authorities.  The Act gives authorities additional powers to better manage parking policies, moving traffic enforcement and the co-ordination of street works.
	3.4.4 The Guidance on Transport Assessment (GTA) published by the Department for Transport in March 2007 provides guidance on the content and preparation of Transport Assessments.
	3.4.5 The Department for Transport Circular 02/2013 entitled ‘The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable Development’ was published in September 2013 replacing circular 02/2007 ‘Planning and the Strategic Road Network’ and sets out the ways in which the HA will engage with communities and developers to deliver sustainable development and, thus economic growth, whilst safeguarding the primary function and purpose of the strategic road network
	3.4.6 One of the general principles of 02/2013 is that: 
	3.4.7 The overarching aims of 02/2013 is to manage the impact of the developments through the initiatives that manage down the traffic impact of proposals to support the promotion of sustainable transport and the development of accessible sites, one of the key tools in achieving this will be the Travel Plan, 02/2013 notes that:
	3.4.8 It is noted once demand management measures have been implemented that: 
	3.4.9 Under the heading of Environmental Impact 02/2013 notes that:


	4 EXISTING TRANSPORT NETWORK
	4.1 Introduction
	4.1.1 Teesside is the given name for a group of towns situated in the north east of England.  Teesside incorporates the towns Middlesbrough, Stockton-On-Tees, Thornaby, Billingham, Cleveland, Redcar and other smaller settlements near the River Tees.
	4.1.2 Teesside is located on the eastern coast of the UK.  Access to the wider strategic highway network is predominantly via the A66 and A19 dual carriageways, which link to the A1(M).  The A1(M) provides access to the key north south corridor passing close to Newcastle upon Tyne and Leeds.  The A1(M) also provide access to the east west transport corridor of the M62.
	4.1.3 Within the identified study area there are two highway authorities, the HA and RCBC.  The HA are an executive agency of the Department for Transport (DfT) and are responsible for managing the SRN on behalf of the Secretary of State for transport. RCBC are the local highway authority (LHA) and are responsible for managing local highway network within the Borough.
	4.1.4 Teesside is bounded by the North Sea (to the east) and the North York Moors National Park (to the south), the river Tees reduces links to the north, therefore the majority of inward traffic to the area routes from the west.  
	4.1.5 Figure 3 depicts the local and wider highway network and provides a graphical reference for this assessment. The main link roads considered within this assessment are described below.

	4.2 Strategic Road Network
	4.2.1 The A1053 links the A66 to the north with the A174 to the south.  The road is of dual carriageway classification and subject to the national speed limit.
	4.2.2 The A174 from its junction with the A1053 heading west is a dual carriageway. The A174 connects to the A19 where it then connects to the wider (national) highway network.

	4.3 Local highway network
	4.3.1 The A66 is the main west to east traffic route connecting Teesside with Workington on the west coast.  The A66 (M) links with the A1 (M) and travels eastwards passing Darlington to the north and through the centre of Middlesbrough.  The A66 terminates at A1053 / A1085 roundabout.
	4.3.2 The A66 is a high speed dual carriageway with two lanes in each direction.
	4.3.3 From the A1053 heading east the A174 becomes adopted highway under the jurisdiction of the RCBC and bounds Redcar to the south continuing toward the junction (roundabout) with the B1269 (Redcar Lane).  Heading east the A174 becomes a single carriageway following the coast towards Whitby.
	4.3.4 The A1085 begins at the junction with the A66 and A1053 and bounds Redcar to the north.  The road follows the coast around to the junction with the A174 roundabout.
	4.3.5 The A1085 is a mixture of both two lane dual carriageway and two lane single carriageway construction between the junction of A66 / A1053 and upon entering the Redcar urban area.  At this point the character of the road changes from a modern dual carriageway to a single carriageway into an urban built up area passing sensitive receptors such as residential houses, shops and Redcar and Cleveland College.  The road continues along the coast as the A1085 Coast Road routing through Marske-by-the-Sea where it terminates at the roundabout with A174.
	4.3.6 The A1042 runs from the junction with the A174 and Wilton Complex north towards the A1085 to the north of Redcar.
	4.3.7 The A1042 is a modern single carriageway road with on road cycle lanes in each direction.  The road is street lit and subject to a 40mph speed limit with no frontage development.  From its junction with Staintondale Avenue and Waveney Road the character of the road changes from a modern single carriageway to a single carriageway within an urban built up environment. 
	4.3.8 From its junction with Staintondale Avenue the A1042 passes many sensitive receptors such as a school, residential properties. This section of the road is also street lit and subject to a 30mph speed limit.
	4.3.9 Redcar Road is a modern 30mph single carriageway road that connects from Redcar Lane linking off the A174.  Redcar Road connects Redcar with Marske-by-the-Sea passing residential properties, education facilities and Marske-by-the-Sea town centre.  The road then terminates with its junction with the A1085 Coast Road.
	4.3.10 From its junction with the A174 roundabout Grewgrass Lane routes to the south into the village of New Marske.  The road is a modern rural single carriageway subject to a 7.5t lorry weight restriction and National Speed limits.  Access to New Marske is achieved via the crossroads with Longbeck Lane.
	4.3.11 Fishponds Road originates from its roundabout junction with the A174 and routes south to the hamlet of Yearby.  The road is a modern single carriageway road subject to National Speed limits until it reaches the outskirts of Yearby where it changes to 40mph then 30mph limits.

	4.4 Traffic data
	4.4.1 Existing traffic flow data for all the key roads within the study area has been captured from a number of sources, namely:
	4.4.2 Appendix H shows the traffic flows (including the HGV component) for all the links within the study area along with the source of the traffic count data.  
	4.4.3 Data from the Automatic Traffic Counts has been assessed to identify the network peak hours as 08:00 – 09:00 and 16:00 – 17:00.

	4.5 Sustainable transport
	4.5.1 At the heart of the NPPF is a “presumption in favour of sustainable development”, in this context the following section of the report considers the sustainable transport options available within the study area and the destinations that are accessible by such modes.
	4.5.2 Information detailed in this report on public transport services is as captured in November 2012 and hence details the level of service that is operating during the period when this report was drafted.
	4.5.3 For construction employees wishing to access the onshore construction works by non-car modes (walking, cycling, bus and rail) it is necessary to consider where along the cable route employees will start and finish their day.
	4.5.4 Employees will sign in and out at one of the primary site compounds at the start and end of the day before walking or being driven (in a works vehicle) to the appropriate work front.  The two primary site compounds will be located within the Wilton Complex and off the A174 between Redcar and Marske-by-the-Sea and therefore form the destination for the accessibility study.
	4.5.5 The primary site compounds are located remote from residential areas and close to main ‘A’ roads, to reduce noise and light pollution to residents and utilise the most appropriate roads for construction traffic, this however represents potential compromises for sustainable travel.  
	4.5.6 The Chartered Institute of Highways and Transportation (CIHT) document entitled ‘Guidelines for Providing for Journeys on foot’, considers 2km as a ‘preferred maximum’ distance for commuting.
	4.5.7 Figure 4 details walk distance isochrones 2km measured from the primary compounds.
	4.5.8 The A174 compound can be accessed by two public rights of way that link to Redcar, Marske-by-the-Sea and New Marske.  Within 2km walking distance of the A174 compound is the south east of Redcar and the east of Marske-by-the-Sea.
	4.5.9 The Wilton compound can be accessed by a footway which links to a shared use footway cycle way adjacent to the A174.  The scale of the Wilton Complex means that only the small settlement of Lazenby is within walking distance of the Wilton compound.
	4.5.10 The CIHT guidance ‘Cycle Friendly Infrastructure, Guidelines for Planning and Design’ states that three quarters of journeys by all modes are less than five miles (8km) and that this distance can be cycled comfortably by a fit person.  It is concluded therefore that 8km represents a maximum realistic range for cycling trips.  Figure 5 details a cycling distance isochrones of 8km as defined by the CIHT and the cycle routes within this area.
	4.5.11 It is observed from Figure 5 that cycling is accessible for travel to the A174 compound from Redcar and Marske areas as well as the western extents of Middlesbrough.  
	4.5.12 Cycling is also accessible for travel to the Wilton compound from Redcar, Marske and a large area of Middlesbrough via National Cycle Route 1. 
	4.5.13 Figure 6 shows the location of bus stops in relation to the two primary site compounds. The closest bus stop to the A174 compound is off Redcar Road whilst the closest bus stop to the Wilton compound is at the southern entrance to the Wilton Complex just off the A174, both bus stops are within an approximate 1km walking distance of the site compounds.
	4.5.14 Table 4.1 and 4.2 below shows the details of the bus services that can be accessed from the two site compounds.
	4.5.15 There a number of stations within or close to the study area. In order for employees to travel between the railway stations and the site compounds employees would need to make a linked trip most likely via the a bus.  Both Redcar Central and Middlesbrough stations can be accessed by bus services 63 and 64, therefore the services from both of these stations have been reviewed.
	4.5.16 Redcar Central Rail station is located within Redcar and is managed by Northern Rail. This station offers one route with main destinations to Saltburn – Middlesbrough, Darlington.  These services run at a frequency of approximately 30 minutes between the hours of 06:34 and 19:09 then every hour until 22:18
	4.5.17 A service connecting from Darlington to Bishop Auckland runs at a frequency of 1 – 2 hours Monday to Sunday.
	4.5.18 Middlesbrough Station is located close to the town centre and is managed by First Trans Pennine Express. Middlesbrough station offers at least hourly services to the major cities within commuting distance such as, Huddersfield, Darlington, Sunderland, Newcastle, Leeds, York, Manchester, etc. 
	4.5.19 There is an internet link on the RCBC website linking to www.liftshare.com which holds details of car drivers willing to share car journeys throughout the UK.  There are no details of specific car share promotions within Teesside.
	4.5.20 There are no dedicated park & ride sites located within the study area or the immediate vicinity.

	4.6 Intermodal freight
	4.6.1 Teesport is a deep water port located approximately 1.5km from the mouth of the River Tees.  The main access to the port is achieved via Tees Dock road off the A66 / A1053 roundabout. Other accesses to the port and further upstream maritime facilities are achieved off the A66 and the B1513 Dockside Road.
	4.6.2 Teesport handles over 5,000 vessels each year and around 55 million tonnes of cargo.  The Port covers an area of 588 acres south of the river and has direct access to the A66 Trans-Pennine East and West routes and A19/A11 M1 national motorway links north and south.
	4.6.3 The port contains two container terminals (TCT1 and TCT2) with capacity of handling 500,000 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) per year. In addition the port contains five general cargo berths handling a variety of commodities including steel, dry cargo and project cargoes.  There are opportunities to source bulk materials and specialist materials via the port which can therefore redirect any impacts from HGV routing upon the existing local highway network.
	4.6.4 Within Teesport there are also private rail sidings capable of handling a full range of cargoes.

	4.7 Highway safety
	4.7.1 To assess whether the project will have an adverse impact on road safety it is necessary to establish a road safety baseline and whether there are any inherent road safety issues within the study area.  To understand the existing road safety baseline, Personal Injury Collision (PIC) data was obtained for all the roads within the study area (refer to Figure 2) and shown in Appendix K.
	4.7.2 PIC data was obtained from RCBC for the most recent five year period available.
	4.7.3 Within the study it is observed that there have been 223 collisions of which 200 resulted in slight injury, 19 in serious injuries and four in fatal injuries.
	4.7.4 The GTA recommends that the accident records at particular locations within the study area should be compared with local average rates.  Therefore to determine an appropriate local average reference is made to the RCBC Road Casualty Review 2011 (the latest available).
	4.7.5 The RCBC Road Casualty Review 2011 provides a comparison of recorded collisions at priority, signal controlled and roundabout junctions for selected sites within Redcar and Cleveland.  A review of the collisions at selected roundabouts highlights that the average number of collisions during a five year period is 3.9 and the average number of collisions and priority/signal controlled junctions is 2.1. 

	4.8 Highway safety collision cluster site analysis 
	4.8.1 An examination of the routes within the study area was undertaken to identify any ‘collision clusters’.  Collision clusters for the local highway network have been defined (based upon RCBC local averages) as roundabouts with four or more collisions and priority/signal controlled junctions with three or more collisions within a five year period. For the strategic road network collision clusters have been compared with typical values contained within the DMRB Table 2/1 which provides average accident frequencies at different types of roundabout. 
	4.8.2 Collision clusters sites are considered to be sensitive to significant changes in traffic flows and could therefore potentially be impacted by the project.
	4.8.3 Where collision clusters are identified, it is necessary to consider if there is a pattern of collision types which could be exacerbated by the development and if mitigation may be appropriate and effective. 
	4.8.4 The PIC data (obtained from RCBC) has identified where collision clusters exist within the existing study area.  There are eight roundabouts and four priority/signal controlled junctions that have experienced four or three or more collisions within five years respectively.  The junctions are described below:
	4.8.5 Further examination of the 12 identified collision clusters has been undertaken to establish whether there is an emerging pattern or trend to collisions that may be impacted by the project.  Where this is the case, further detailed assessment of causation factors is undertaken in Section 6. 
	4.8.6 Cluster 1 is a four arm roundabout located in the town centre of Marske-by-the-Sea and forms the junction of the A1085 High Street and Redcar Road and The Wynd.
	4.8.7 During the study period there have been six PICs equating to one serious and five slight collisions.
	4.8.8 Of the six collisions, three involve collisions between a vehicle and a cycle, two involve collisions between a car and a pedestrian and one compromises a rear end shunt type collision between two cars.
	4.8.9 The junction has been identified by the LHA for improvement works.  These works are expected to include, a new zebra crossing facility on The Wynd by relocating the existing bus stop, a new road hump and the removal of the existing uncontrolled crossing next to the roundabout.  There would also be new road humps at each of the other existing crossings.  The introduction of improvement measures at this location by the LHA should reduce the pattern of collisions at this location; therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	4.8.10 Cluster 2 is located at the A174, A1085 and Marske Road roundabout south of Marske-by-the-Sea.  During the study period there been 10 PICs equating to one serious and nine slight collisions.
	4.8.11 Of the 10 collisions identified, nine are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions and the remaining serious collision involved a single vehicle loss of control collision.
	4.8.12 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and therefore the severity and frequency of collisions could be exacerbated by an increase in the project traffic and therefore this cluster is assessed further.
	4.8.13 Cluster 3 is located at the priority junction of Longbeck Road with The Drive and Sherwood Drive north of the railway crossing to the south of Marske-by-the-Sea.  During the study period there have been five identified PICs equating to one serious and four slight collisions.
	4.8.14 Of the five collisions identified one is attributable to a vehicle pulling out into the path of an oncoming vehicle, one to two vehicles clipping wing mirrors, one to a collision between a pedestrian exiting a car and an oncoming vehicle and two to rear end shunts on the approach to the railway crossing.
	4.8.15 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	4.8.16 Cluster 4 is located at the A174, B1269, Grewgrass Lane roundabout to the south of Redcary.  During the study period there have been twelve identified PICs all equating to slight injury.
	4.8.17 Of the twelve collisions identified 10 are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions and the remaining two involve the collisions between two vehicles on the roundabout and a collision between a car and cycle.
	4.8.18 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for further assessment.
	4.8.19 Cluster 5 is located at the B1269, Redcar Road, Plantation Road roundabout just north of cluster 4, to the south of Redcar.  During the study period there have been eight identified PICs all equating to slight injury.
	4.8.20 Of the eight collisions three are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions, two to collisions between vehicles at the roundabout and three to collisions between a car and pedal cycle. 
	4.8.21 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for further assessment.
	4.8.22 Cluster 6 is located at the A1043, A174 and Wilton Complex roundabout south west of Redcar.  During the study period there have been nine identified PICs all of which are classified as slight collisions.
	4.8.23 Of the nine collisions recorded all the collisions have been attributed to rear end shunt type collisions. 
	4.8.24 This junction has been identified by RCBC for improvement works, programmed to commence within the 2013/2014 fiscal year.  These works will include approach widening and new traffic signals with bus priority.  The introduction of improvement measures at this location by RCBC should reduce the pattern of rear end shunt type collisions at this location, therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	Cluster 7: A1053, A1741 and the B1380 roundabout
	4.8.25 Cluster 7 is located at the A1053, A1741, B1338 roundabout to the east of Old Lackenby.  During the study period there have been 22 identified PICs of which one resulted in a fatal injury and the remaining 21 resulted in slight injury.
	4.8.26 Of the 22 collisions eleven are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions, five to loss of control, five to collisions between vehicles on the roundabout and the remaining collision involved injury to a bus passenger falling from their seat.
	4.8.27 It is considered that the collision rate at this junction is higher than the national average for a four arm dual carriageway roundabout and that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for further assessment.
	4.8.28 Cluster 8 is located at the priority junction of the A1042 with Waveney Road and Staintondale Avenue in Redcar.  During the study period there have been three identified PICs all of which resulted in slight injury.
	4.8.29 Of the three collisions, one is attributable to a rear end shunt type collision, one to a collision between two cars at the junction and one to a collision between a car and pedal cycle at the junction.
	4.8.30 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	4.8.31 Cluster 9 is located at the signalised junction of the A1085 and A1042 in Redcar.  During the study period there have been 11 identified PICs all of which resulted in slight injury.
	4.8.32 Of the 11 collisions, three are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions, three to collisions between cars and pedestrians or pedal cycles and three to collisions between turning vehicles and two to collisions between emergency vehicles responding to an incident and a second vehicle.
	4.8.33 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	4.8.34 Cluster 10 is located at the A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and TATA steel works roundabout.  During the study period there have been nine identified PICs of which two resulted in serious injury and the remaining seven resulting in slight injury.
	4.8.35 Of the nine collisions, six are attributed to loss of control, one to a rear end shunt type collision, one to a collision between two vehicles on the roundabout and one to loss of control due to a medical condition.
	4.8.36 It is considered that there is a pattern of collisions at this junction that could be attributable to the highway layout and therefore the cluster is taken forward for further assessment.
	4.8.37 Cluster 11 is located at the A1085, A1053 and Wilton Complex roundabout.  During the study period there have been seven identified PICs all of which resulted in slight injury.
	4.8.38 Of the seven collisions, four are attributable to rear end shunt type collisions, two to a collision between two vehicles on the roundabout and one to loss of control.
	4.8.39 Whilst it could be considered that there is an emerging pattern of collisions, it is necessary to consider that whilst the roundabout forms part of the local highway network it is located at the convergence of two principle dual carriageways and it is more appropriate at this location to compare collisions with national averages for the strategic road network.
	4.8.40 The DMRB Volume 6, Section 2, Table 2/1 highlights that average accident frequencies at roundabouts with five arms for dual carriageway roads would typically generate 3.8 collisions per year or 19 over five years. Therefore the cluster is not assessed further.
	4.8.41 Cluster 11 is located at the A66, Whitworth Road signalised junction.  During the study period there have been four identified PICs of which one resulted in serious injury and three in slight injury.
	4.8.42 Of the four collisions, two are attributed to rear end shunt type collisions and two to car making illegal manoeuvres.
	4.8.43 There is no emerging pattern of collisions and therefore the cluster is not assessed further.

	4.9 Site compound and converter stations sites road safety analysis
	4.9.1 To access the cable route and site compounds it is proposed that there will be a requirement for 10 points of access (Section 2 provides further details), of these accesses seven will be new temporary points of access and the remaining three will use existing points of access. 
	4.9.2 The existing access points (accesses 8, 9 and 10) have been considered as part of the wider road safety assessment. The following paragraphs consider the new access locations to see if there is an emerging pattern of collisions that could be exacerbated by the provision of a new access.
	4.9.3 Traffic accessing the landfall site and associated cabling and haul route between landfall Redcar Road will need to gain access from the A1085.
	4.9.4 Within the vicinity of the proposed access from the A1085 there have been three recorded PICs. Of which all three resulted in slight injury.
	4.9.5 Of the three collisions one involved a collision between a vehicle turning out of the parking area and a vehicle going ahead, one involved a collision between two vehicles due to a fuel spillage and one between two vehicles where the second car failed to slow for stationary traffic colliding with the rear of the stationary vehicle. 
	4.9.6 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed access that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be exacerbated by the proposed site access.
	4.9.7 Traffic accessing the cable route between the A1085 and Redcar Road will need to gain access directly from Green Lane. Green Lane is not public highway and therefore no PIC data is available for this road.
	4.9.8 Traffic accessing the cable route between Redcar Road and Grewgrass Lane and the primary site compound will need to gain access directly from the A174.  
	4.9.9 Within the vicinity of the proposed access from A174 there have been four PICs.  Of which all four resulted in slight injury.
	4.9.10 Of the four collisions two involved rear end shunt type collisions and one involved a vehicle collision avoiding an overtaking car and one involved a collision between a vehicle u-tuning and a vehicle going ahead.
	4.9.11 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed access that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be exacerbated by the proposed site access.  
	Access 5 – 7, Grewgrass Lane, B1269 Fishponds Rd
	4.9.12 Traffic accessing the cable route between the A174 and Wilton will need to gain access from Grewgrass Lane and the B1269 Fishponds Road.
	4.9.13 Within the vicinity of the proposed accesses there have been no recorded PICs in the last five years.
	4.9.14 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed accesses that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be exacerbated by the proposed site accesses.

	4.10 Site access summary
	4.10.1 It is evident from an examination of the PIC data in the locality of the proposed accesses that there are no existing inherent road safety issues that could be exacerbated by the proposed site accesses.
	4.10.2 Notwithstanding, it is recognised that the intensification of slow turning vehicles coupled with high vehicle speeds and flows on some links could create a risk to construction employees and the travelling public.  Therefore, a package of suitable mitigation measures is discussed in Section 6.


	5 TRIP GENERATION & ASSIGNMENT- CONSTRUCTION
	5.1 Introduction
	5.1.1 This Section of the TA outlines the trips generated by the projects and examines mode share and distribution in order to establish a basis for assessing the transport impacts.

	5.2 Worst case definition (construction traffic demand)
	5.2.1 Having established the construction scenarios to be assessed (Section 2 refers) this section establishes the realistic worst case construction traffic demand for both potential construction scenarios (single project or A & B concurrent).
	5.2.2 The realistic worst case traffic demand scenarios have been developed by examining:
	5.2.3 The assumptions that underpin the worst case scenario are discussed below and have been developed with the input from a specialist construction consultant augmented with experience gained on the first stage of the Dogger Bank Development
	5.2.4 The construction programme provided in Appendix L represents a realistic minimum duration for each construction activity and therefore the worst case in terms of traffic intensity.  Any lengthening of construction duration would reduce the intensity of daily traffic and the associated impacts and therefore the adopted programme represents the maximum duration effects.
	5.2.5 The construction time frame presented for assessment is years 1, 2, etc and is representative of the duration and dependency of each activity.  It is considered that the earliest construction could commence would be 2015 however this could conceivably extend to 2022 as such baseline years for background traffic of 2015 and 2022 has been derived for the purpose of the assessment. 
	5.2.6 2015 is considered a realistic worse case for the assessment of environmental impacts as background traffic is predicted to increase over subsequent years which would increase the baseline traffic flows and in turn would reduce the magnitude of impact being assessed.  However, to assess the highway network operation 2022 has been adopted as this will represent the realistic worst case when considering reserve capacity.
	5.2.7 To derive the future year baseline traffic demand the observed 2011 and 2013 traffic flows have been growthed to 2015 and 2022 opening years.  The traffic flows were growthed with the use of the Department for Transport Trip End Model Presentation Programme (TEMPro) Version 6.2, with data set 6.2 for the Redcar and Cleveland, flows have then been scaled with National Road Traffic Forecasts.  Background traffic flows for 2015 and 2022 are presented in Appendix M.
	5.2.8 The nature of construction works typically requires that employees work longer hours in the summer and shorter hours in the winter to take advantage of the available day light. Therefore, whilst employees will arrive prior to the am network peak hour (08:00 – 09:00) there is the possibility that there will be an overlap between construction employees departing and the network pm peak hour (16:30 – 17:30 observed from traffic counts). 
	5.2.9 Therefore, as a worst case it will be assumed that employee trips will overlap with the pm network peak hour. 
	5.2.10 National Grid has provided an indication of the duration of their works at the existing NGET substation at Lackenby.  The first phase of works is expected to last 18 months and the second phase 22 months.  National Grid has indicated that due to available space and safe working requirements it is unlikely that the two phases will be completed concurrently.
	5.2.11 It is however conceivable that National Grid’s works will overlap with the main works, therefore for a realistic worst case it will be assumed that the peak for National Grid’s works will overlap with the peak for main works.
	5.2.12 At the time of application the supply chain for materials and the workforce is not procured.
	5.2.13 Bulk materials such as aggregate will make up the majority of the total HGV movements for the project.  The economics of transporting large quantities of bulk materials from outside of the Teesside area are likely to be prohibitive and as such it is envisaged that these materials will be sourced locally to the area and link to the works via one of the major A-roads within the study area namely the A66 or A174.
	5.2.14 A review of the facilities in the local area to supply the large quantities of bulk materials required for the project has highlighted that Teesport and sites close to the A1(M) corridor would be the most likely origin of bulk materials
	5.2.15 Therefore, for the purpose of this assessment bulk materials and specialist items are assumed to have an origin and destination to the north-west i.e. Teesport, A66, A19 or to the south-west i.e. the A174, A19.  HGV traffic has therefore been distributed either to the north-west (56%) or south-west (44%) in the same proportions as background HGV traffic flows.
	5.2.16 Employees working on the project are likely to be based locally; this assumption is supported by the Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council Third Local Transport Plan which states that 90% of employees within the Tees Valley area live and travel to work within the Tees Valley area.  It is therefore assumed that employees will distribute on to the main ‘A’ roads within the study area (namely, the A174, A66, A1042 and A1085) in the same proportions as background traffic flows. 
	5.2.17 Section 4 has established the potential for mode share for both personnel and freight which will be developed by the contractor and supply chain when appointed.  In the interim, and to inform a robust assessment no factor has been applied to the overall traffic demand to allow for transport by sustainable modes
	5.2.18 Transport Assessments (TAs) are typically informed by the derivation of trip rates (i.e. to assist with quantifying the development’s predicted traffic attraction) from interrogation of established trip rate databases such as TRICS.  However, there is no such data in the existing trip rate databases that could confidently quantify the trip attraction associated with the construction of a converter station and cable route.
	5.2.19 Therefore, the traffic generation that will inform this assessment will be derived and undertaken by way of a ‘first principles’ approach.  The ‘first principles’ approach generates traffic volumes from an understanding of material quantities and personnel numbers. For the purpose of this application construction consultant (Ramboll) where commissioned to provide industry expertise to develop the methodologies and quantities that underpin this assessment.
	5.2.20 Appendix N details the expected quantity of materials, plant movements and HGV type that could be expected for each of the construction activities, and for each construction scenario. 
	5.2.21 The construction consultant has advised that car sharing of up to four employees per vehicle would realistically be achievable for blue collar workers on the projects.  However, it is recognised that a percentage of the employees will be white collar workers and as such the propensity to car share is significantly less (staff transport not provided, less likely to be local, requirement to have a car to travel around site, etc.). Therefore, an average car share ratio of 2.5 employees per vehicle has been assumed.  
	5.2.22 The 2.5 employees per vehicle ratio is considered a worst case scenario when considering:
	5.2.23 The 2.5 car sharing ratio when applied to employee numbers provides a peak of approximately 141 and 238 vehicles per day. 
	5.2.24 Early details have been provided by National Grid in regards to their likely trip demand associated with possible sub-station upgrade works. For completeness these have also been included in the derivation of traffic demand.

	5.3 Peak Construction Demand
	5.3.1 Appendix O disaggregates peak project traffic demand by activity over time for all scenarios according to the identified construction programme.
	5.3.2 It can be noted from Appendix O that the daily peak activity for each of the construction scenarios will occur during month nine.  During month nine the site clearance, construction of the haul route, cable trenching/laying, converter station construction, HDD works and National Grid substation peak activities all overlap.  This period is considered to be representative of the majority of the works as it includes all the major work activities with the exception of the site mobilisation/demobilisation.

	5.4 Construction Traffic Assignment
	5.4.1 To identify how the construction traffic will assign to the local network, the entire construction footprint has been divided into seven sections based upon the maximum length of cable route that can be served by each of the ten points of access, taking into account watercourse/rail segregation and available access points.  This division of the works fronts is presented in Figure 7.
	5.4.2 The peak construction activity in Appendix O for materials and personnel during month nine has therefore been assigned to the each of the ten points of access based upon the percentage demand generated by each work front, Appendix P details this derivation.
	5.4.3 With HGVs and LCVs assigned a destination, the traffic demand has then been distributed to the highway network utilising the methodology contained within site access and distribution to derive a daily and peak hour flow for each highway link.

	5.5 Operational Traffic Demand
	5.5.1 During the operational phase of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B, traffic movements will be limited to that generated by the daily operation and periodic maintenance of the converter stations.
	5.5.2 It is anticipated that each converter station will be staffed 24 hours a day by a minimal workforce (typically two full time personnel).  This will result in a worst case impact of eight daily vehicle movements per converter station, i.e. the two arriving personnel will overlap with the two departing personnel from the day/night shift.
	5.5.3 It is proposed that operational personnel will access the site from the existing Wilton Complex accesses from the A174.  When any planned maintenance works are required, maintenance vehicles will also use Wilton Complex accesses from the A174.
	5.5.4 The peak change in operational traffic flow is eight (two-way) vehicle movements per converter station per day and is therefore not considered to be significant.


	6 IMPACT ASSESSMENT - CONSTRUCTION
	6.1 Scope of assessment
	6.1.1 The scope of the traffic impact assessment has been developed with stakeholders (Section 1 refers) and includes:
	6.1.2 The environmental impacts of the projects are considered separately in the Chapter 28 Traffic and Access of the accompanying ES.

	6.2 Highway operation impacts
	6.2.1 Section 5 sets out the methodology for deriving the peak traffic impacts; Table 6.1 and 6.2 provide a summary of these impacts in comparison to projected background traffic flows for Teesside A or B and Teesside A & B respectively.
	6.2.2 Appendix Q provides a graphical summary of the peak, interpeak and daily construction traffic flows on each link within the study area for Teesside A or B and Teesside A & B respectively.
	6.2.3 Whilst it is recognised that percentage impacts are not always a suitable measure of network performance it is considered that the peak increases in background traffic flows of up to 2.6% shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 will be indiscernible within daily and seasonal fluctuations in traffic and therefore unlikely to result in an adverse impact upon network operation. 
	6.2.4 During scoping discussions, the HA have expressed a view that the quantum of traffic associated with the construction of Teesside A & B concurrently (and by inference Teesside A or B in isolation) would not result in a severe impact, and junction modelling was not deemed necessary, see Appendix E.  This view has been concurred by RCBC (Appendix C) and therefore, no further analysis of network operation has been undertaken. 
	6.2.5 As previously outlined, the traffic demand for the projects contains ‘embedded mitigation’ measures such as car-sharing and a level HGV profile for many activities. To ensure that this embedded mitigation is realised it is proposed that a CTMP and CTP will be developed in cooperation with the appointed contactor(s).
	6.2.6 Recognising that a contractor will not be appointed prior to determination, the following bullet points outline a framework by which a CTMP will be developed:
	6.2.7 Recognising that there is little national or local guidance on travel planning that specifically deals with the unique nature of construction works the following bullet points outline measures that should be included within the CTP based upon experience of similar projects:

	6.3 Highway safety impacts
	6.3.1 An examination of the existing collisions within study area has been undertaken (Section 4 refers) to identify any collision clusters with collision rates higher than local and national averages and which show an emerging pattern of collisions for which mitigation has currently not been provided. The following clusters were identified:
	6.3.2 These sites are considered to be sensitive to changes in traffic flows and therefore warrant further investigation.  The existing collisions clusters have been examined in the context of the proposed increases in traffic and types of existing collisions.
	6.3.3 Cluster 2 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, A1085 and Marske Road to the south of Marske-by-the-Sea.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 146 and 85 (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.
	6.3.4 The junction has experienced 10 collisions within five years of which all but one involved rear end shunts between cars or motorcycles, no HGV collisions were recorded.  The collisions predominately occurred on the B1269 Marske Road and A174 east arms. 
	6.3.5 Both of these arms benefit from targeted road safety measures that include advanced direction signing, high friction surfacing and street lighting and there is limited scope for further intervention.  
	6.3.6 Cluster 4 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, Redcar Lane and Grewgrass Lane to the south of Redcar.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 192 and 108 (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.
	6.3.7 The junction has experienced 12 collisions within five years of which all but two involved rear end shunts between cars or motorcycles, no HGV collisions were recorded.  Of the 12 collisions, five are clustered at the Redcar Lane arm of the roundabout, three on the A174 east, two on Grewgrass Lane and two on the A174 west. 
	6.3.8 Rear end shunts are a common form of collision at roundabout junctions and it is  considered that two and three collisions within five years on the Grewgrass Lane and A174 arms respectively is not statistically significant and as such mitigation measures would not be required.
	6.3.9 The cluster of five collisions within five years on the Redcar Lane arm however, does demonstrate a pattern of collisions that it is considered is significant. However, this arm is only likely to experience an increase in traffic during peak construction of approximately 11 and six (two-way) daily vehicle movements for Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.  
	6.3.10 This level of daily traffic will not significantly influence accident frequency and will therefore have an indiscernible impact upon highway safety.
	6.3.11 Cluster 5 forms the roundabout junction of the B1269, Redcar Road and Plantation Road to the south of Redcar.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 10 and five (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.
	6.3.12 This level of daily traffic will not significantly influence accident frequency and will therefore have an indiscernible impact upon highway safety.
	6.3.13 Cluster 7 forms the roundabout junction of the A174, A1053 and B1380 High Street close to Lackenby.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees it is considered that during peak construction approximately 690 and 359 (two-way) daily vehicle movements will impact upon this junction for Teesside A & B concurrently and A or B in isolation respectively.
	6.3.14 An examination of the pattern of collisions highlights that of the 22 collisions, 20 of the collisions can be grouped into three types, namely: 11 involved a rear end shunt type collision between two vehicles, five involved the loss of control of a vehicle and four involved the collision between two vehicles on the roundabout.  
	6.3.15 Discussions with the HA identified that this junction was improved in December 2010 as part of the works for the Teesport Northern Gateway development. The existing roundabout benefits from the following road safety measures: street lighting; advance warning; direction; and lane marking signs; high friction surfacing on the main approaches and at the signal stop lines; a dedicated left turn lane; and partial signalisation.  Therefore, it is considered that the existing road safety measures are appropriate to mitigate the identified collisions and improve road safety at this junction and as such further mitigation is not proposed.  
	6.3.16 Cluster 10 forms the roundabout junction of the A1085, West Coatham Lane, Wilton Complex and the TATA steel works to the north west of Redcar.  Based upon the assumed origin and destination of employees, there will not be an increase in traffic flows through this roundabout (associated with the development) and therefore mitigation is not proposed.

	6.4 Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) routing impacts
	6.4.1 The movement of AILs has the potential to lead to negative traffic impacts such as, damage to the highway structure and driver delay.  The AILs anticipated for the scheme are the converter transformer units, which measure 14.0m x 3.5m x 4.7m and weigh 300 tonnes; each project could have up to four.
	6.4.2 To assess the impact of moving a converter transformer unit a route feasibility assessment was commissioned from Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE), specialists in the lifting and movement of AILs.  
	6.4.3 The scope of the assessment (final report included as Appendix R) was to identify the appropriate trailer arrangement and public highway routes for the transportation of AILs to converter stations sites located within the Wilton Complex. The assessment was informed by site surveys and vehicle ‘swept path’ simulation. 
	6.4.4 The assessment concentrated on the potential route from Tees Docks to the Wilton Complex (serving Gate 1 or 2) as the most likely delivery route. In addition, an overview of a second route is presented from the A19/A174 should the supply chain identify a different port for AIL land based transfer.
	6.4.5 The report identified a number of route ‘pinch points’ but concluded that all routes can accommodate the identified trailer arrangement with remedial works to temporary remove street furniture. 
	6.4.6 It is acknowledged that the final route and exact detail of AILs will be confirmed when a component supplier has been appointed post planning determination.  At which time, a more detailed study will be undertaken which will identify a preferred route, addresses structural assessment requirements and examine constraints within the Wilton Complex.

	6.5 Access strategy impacts
	6.5.1 There will be a requirement for ten points of access from the highway to the proposed cable route, converter stations site and substations. Section 4 identified that there is no emerging pattern of collisions at these locations.
	6.5.2 Notwithstanding, it is recognised that whilst there may not be an existing collision problem, the increase in turning manoeuvres and slow moving vehicles could lead to an increased risk of collisions.
	6.5.3 Therefore, a package of mitigation measures have been developed to reduce the risk to the travelling public and construction employees at these locations, Table 6.3 refers.


	7 CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
	7.1 Introduction
	7.1.1 This Section describes the cumulative impact assessment (CIA), taking into consideration other plans, projects and activities. 
	7.1.2 The projects, activities and plans relevant to traffic and access are presented in Table 7.1 along with a screening exercise to identify whether there is sufficient confidence to take these forward to the assessment. These projects have been informed and agreed through discussions with the local planning authority, RCBC.
	7.1.3 The CIA in Table 7.1 has identified that the Land at the Marske Estate development and the York Potash Project (including the Potash Processing facility) have the potential to lead to an adverse cumulative impacts when considered cumulatively with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.

	7.2 York Potash Project
	7.2.1 The York Potash Project (YPP) comprises of a potash mine located approximately 2km south of Sneaton village in the North York Moors and a buried pipeline (approximately 43km long) from the mine to a processing facility within the Wilton Complex.
	7.2.2 The mine and majority of the pipeline are considered to be remote from Dogger Bank Teesside A & B and are therefore unlikely to have a cumulative impact due to their distance from the study area.
	7.2.3 However, the last section of pipeline from the Wilton Complex to near Skelton and the potash processing facility at the Wilton Complex could potentially have a cumulative impact due to the proximity to the converter stations site.
	7.2.4 At this stage there is no detail within the public domain with regards to the project timing, expected traffic and access impacts of the YPP such as traffic demand, distribution etc, furthermore, there is no historic data from previous projects as this will be the first project of its type in the UK.
	7.2.5 However, it is reasonable to assume that employees and materials for the processing plant and last section of pipeline will be likely to originate from within the study area for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.  Recognising this, and the uncertainty with regard to timing, Forewind will assess any implications of the YPP traffic demand when further detail becomes available and consider measures within the context of the proposed Construction Traffic Management Plan.

	7.3 Land at the Marske Estate
	7.3.1 The Land at the Marske Estate (LaME) comprises primarily of a residential development of up to 1,000 dwellings with the potential for complementary amenities including a convenience store, primary school, community hall and doctors/pharmacy being explored. In addition to the residential element the application also proposes a rail/public car park and leisure uses including a hotel, pub/restaurant and petrol filling station.
	7.3.2 LaME is located to the south of Markse-by-the-Sea, bounded by the A174 to the south, A1085 to the east, Longbeck Road to the west and the Saltburn to Middlesbrough railway line to the north.
	7.3.3 The development is expected to be built out in two phases. Phase one will provide up to 500 homes by 2023 and with phase two providing the remaining 500 at a later date. The leisure development is expected to delivered within phase one.  
	7.3.4 Recognising that the latest Dogger Bank Teesside A & B will start construction is 2020, only phase one of the LaME development would be operational prior to the completion of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B in 2022, as such the cumulative impact of phase two is not considered further.
	7.3.5 With regards to potential cumulative impacts the Transport Assessment for LaME identifies that there would be ‘no material impact’ upon road safety from the development and the need for highway capacity improvements is only triggered by phase two of the development. Therefore, it is concluded that there is no cumulative traffic impact with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.


	8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
	8.1 Summary
	8.1.1 This TA describes the existing environment with regard to traffic and access and assesses the potential impacts of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.
	8.1.2 The TA has assessed the traffic and access aspects of the onshore works only, examining the construction and operation phases of the projects. 
	8.1.3 To inform the TA a pre-application consultation process has been undertaken with Planning Inspectorate (former Infrastructure Planning Commission, IPC), the local highway authority RCBC and the Highways Agency (HA) who are responsible for the Strategic Road Network (SRN)
	8.1.4 The scope of the traffic impact assessment has been developed with stakeholders and includes for following topics:
	8.1.5 Section 5 identifies operational demand for the projects to be eight (two-way) vehicle movements converter station per day and therefore not considered significant.  The focus of the TA is therefore on the traffic generated by the construction phase of the projects. 
	8.1.6 Section 5 derives a ‘Worst case definition’ for construction traffic demand based on the construction phasing scenarios outlined in Section 2 and assumptions informed with input from a construction specialist augmented with experience gained on the first stage of the Dogger Bank Development. 
	8.1.7 The worst case construction traffic demand includes embedded mitigation measures outlined in Section 2 designed to minimise the impact on the highway network. 
	8.1.8 Utilising the worst case construction traffic demand, Appendix O disaggregates peak project traffic demand and Appendix P assigns this demand to the highway network. 
	8.1.9 Section 6 develops this traffic assignment to assess the impacts on the topics identified with the agreed scope for the TA. 

	8.2 Conclusion
	8.2.1 Section 6 of this report identifies a maximum increase of 2.6% in traffic flows during peak construction within the study area. Whilst it is recognised that percentage impact is not always a suitable measure of network performance the increases outlined in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 of this report will be indiscernible within daily and seasonal fluctuations in traffic and therefore unlikely to result in an adverse impact upon network operation. 
	8.2.2 Section 4 of this report examines baseline highway safety by identifying collision cluster sites by analysis data supplied by RCBC.  Section 6 of this report undertakes further detailed analysis of the cluster sites identified as having a collision rate higher than local or national averages.  These sites are considered sensitive to increases in traffic flows and the conclusion of the analysis is summarised in Table 8.1.
	8.2.3 In summary, it is concluded that the projects traffic demand will not have a significant impact on road safety.
	8.2.4 Table 6.3 sets out the detail of the accesses required for the cable route, compounds and converter stations site.  It has been assessed that there is not an existing collision problem at these points of access. Notwithstanding, it is recognised that the increase in turning manoeuvres and slow moving vehicles increases the risk of collisions and a package of mitigation measures are outlined to off-set this risk.
	8.2.5 To assess the impact of moving a converter transformer unit a route feasibility assessment was commissioned from Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE), specialists in the lifting and movement of AILs.  
	8.2.6 The assessment concentrated on the potential route from Tees Docks to the Wilton Complex (serving Gate 1 or 2) as the most likely delivery route In addition, an overview of a second route is presented from the A19/A174 should the supply chain identify a different port for AIL land based transfer.
	8.2.7 The report (see Appendix R) identified a number of route ‘pinch points’ but concluded that all routes can accommodate the identified trailer arrangement with remedial works to temporary remove street furniture. 
	8.2.8 Section 7 details a CIA reviewing projects, activities and plans relevant to traffic and access.  It was concluded that that the YPP and LaME have the potential to lead to an adverse cumulative impacts when considered cumulatively with Dogger Bank Teesside A & B.  
	8.2.9 With regards to the YPP it is has been established that there is insufficient detail within the public domain with regards to the project timing, expected traffic and access impacts of the YPP. Recognising this, and the uncertainty with regard to timing, Forewind will assess any implications of the YPP traffic demand when further detail becomes available and consider measures within the context of the proposed CTMP.
	8.2.10 With regards to LaME it is has been established that only phase one of the development has the potential to overlap with the construction of Dogger Bank Teesside A & B and that this phase does not trigger the requirement for any highway capacity or road safety improvements. Therefore, it is considered that there are no adverse cumulative impacts between phase one of LaME and Dogger Bank Teesside A & B. 
	8.2.11 In accordance with NPPF it has been demonstrated that the construction and operational residual traffic impact for Dogger Bank Teesside A & B does not represent a ‘severe’ impact and should not be refused permission on transport grounds. 
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